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ON A THEOREM OF S. BERNSTEIN

N. C. ANKENY AND T. J. RIVLIN

1. Introduction and proof of the main theorem. A result of S.
Bernstein [4] is the following.

THEOREM A. // p(z) is a polynomial of degree n such that
[max \p(z)\, \z\ = ΐ\ = l, then

(1) [max|p(s)|, \z\=R>Y\<R\

with equality only for p(z) = λzn, where U| = l.

We propose to show here that if we restrict ourselves to poly-
nomials of degree n having no zero within the unit circle the right
hand member of (1) can be made smaller. In particular we have the
following result.

THEOREM 1. // p(z) is a polynomial of degree n such that
[max|p(£)|, |2| = 1] = 1, and p(z) has no zero within the unit circle, then

with equality only for p(z) = (λ + μzn)j2, where \χ\ = \μ\ = \.

In order to prove Theorem 1 we use a conjecture of Erdos first
proved by Lax [2] (See also [1]).

THEOREM B. If p(z) is a polynomial of degree n such that
[max 130(2)I, |2| = 1] = 1, and p(z) has no zero within the unit circle, then

Turning now to Theorem 1, let us assume that p(z) does not have
the form (λ-\-μzn)l2. In view of Theorem B

(2) \pf{e^)\^n

o , 0<^<2ττ,
Li

from which we may deduce that

Received August 4, 1954. This research was supported by the United States Air
Force, through the Office of Scientific Research of the Air Research and Development
Command.
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850 N. C. ANKENY AND T. J. RIVLIN

(3) | p ' ( r ^ V

by applying Theorem A to the polynomial pr{z)j(nj2) and observing that
we have the strict inequality in (3) because p(z) does not have the form
(λ + μzn)/2. But for each φ, 0 ^ < 2 τ r , we have

p(Retφ)-p(eiφ)= Γeiφpf\reiφ)dr .

Hence

R \p'(re^)\dr<^ Γr^dr = ̂ A ,
Ji 2 Ji 2

and

Finally, if p(2;) = (/ί + 1ί/2M)/2, U|==l, then

As a corollary of Theorem 1 we may deduce

THEOREM 2. 7/ p(z) is α polynomial of degree n ivith real co-
efficients having all zeros of nonpositive real part and if for some

2

k a nonnegative integer, then p(z) has at least (&4-1) zeros in

Proof. Suppose p(z) has m zeros in | z | < l and m^fc. Let

P(Z) = (Z-Z1) •(z-3OT)(3-S,n+i) -(Z-Zn) ,

and suppose | ^ j | < l , O ' = l , - - ^ m ) . P u t

flf(2)==(2-2i) (j2J-2TO)

and

The polynomials p(^), g(z) and ^(z) have positive coefficients, hence for
all
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and

according to Theorems A and 1 respectively.
Thus

2

a contradiction, establishing Theorem 2.

2 The converse problem. The converse of Theorem 1 is false as
the simple example p(z) = (z-\-i)(z-i-3) shows. However, the following
result in the converse direction is valid.

THEOREM 3. // p(z) is a polynomial of degree n such that

and

for 0<7?—1<C^> where δ is any positive number, then p(z) does not have
all its roots within the unit circle.

For the proof we need the following

LEMMA. If

ivhere | Z J | < 1 , O'=l, β , ^ ) , then if \a\ = l we have

q'{a) ^ m
q(a) 2

Proof. According to Laguerre's Theorem [3, p. 38]

q'{a) ^ m
q{a) a-w '

where | ^ | < 1 , hence \a — ιv\<^2 and

We turn now to the proof of Theorem 3. Suppose p(z) has all its

zeros in M < 1 . Let
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p(z)=ao-ha1zA Λ-anz
n ,

put

p(z)=ao-ha1z-] Λ-anz
n

and consider the polynomial g(z)=p(z)p(z) of degree 2n. g(z) is real for
real z,

[msix\g(z)\, \z\ = ΐ]=g(l)=l ,

)
2/

and g(z) has all its zeros in |s|<[l. Now g'(l) is not only real but
positive. This is so since, given any ^>0, we have g(l — ̂ )<^(1). Hence

Now #'(l)=£0, as all of the roots of g(z)==0 are inside the unit cir-
cle, hence, by Lucas' Theorem all roots of g'(z)=0 are within the convex
closure of the unit circle namely the unit circle itself.

Given any ε>0, sufficiently small,

or

\g(l + e)-g(l)\<ne + O(e>) , as ε->0

and ^ ( l ) ^ ^ . Therefore ^/(1)/^(1)^^ contradicting the lemma. Theorem
3 is established.
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THE USE OF FORMS IN VARIATIONAL CALCULATIONS

Louis AUSLANDER

Introduction* The purpose of this paper is to present a method
of calculating the first and second variation which is suitable for spaces
which have a Euclidean connection. I then use this method to calculate
the first and second variations along a geodesic in a Finsler space in
terms of differential invariants of the Finsler metric. In the special
case of Riemannian geometry, this calculation has been carried out by
Schoenberg in [4].

Indications as to how this calculation should be made are originally
due to E. Cartan [1]. I wish to thank Prof. S. S. Chern for the pri-
vilege of seeing his calculations on this matter for Riemann spaces.

1. Algebraic Preliminaries* Let /=[0, 1] and 0<ξu f,<l. Let Mn

be an n-dimensional C°° manifold. Assume we have a one parameter
family of mappings of / into Mn which we will denote by f(ξu &)>
where ξ2 is taken as the parameter along / and & parametrizes the
family of mappings. Then we may define a mapping η\ IxI->Mn by
the equation

We require that η shall also be a C~ mapping.
Let η^ denote the mapping induced by η on the tangent space to

Ixl into the tangent space to Mn. Let 37* denote the dual mapping
induced on the cotangent spaces. Then we define two vector fields Xι

and X2 over η{lxl) by

and X^

Then if ιv is any form in Mn we may write

where w8 and wd are defined by the equation.

LEMMA 1.1. // <X, wy denotes the value that X takes on the co-
vector w at each point, then

and

Received February 12, 1954 and in revised form June 2, 1954.
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854 LOUIS AUSLANDER

Proof. wδ=<dldξu 2*(w)>=<7*(a/36), w>=<JSi, w} .
The proof is analogous for wd.

Let ί2 be any two form and let Xλ and Xz be any two vector
fields. It is well known that Λ\V) and ΛZ{V*) are dually paired. Let
this pairing be denoted by

<X/,X2, ί2> .

Then if 12 can be decomposed as wι/\W z, where wλ and w z are one
forms, we have that the pairing may be defined by the following ex-
pression :

THEOREM 1.1. <X^Xt, wι/κwty=-wnw%a---wιawu.

The proof of this theorem is straightforward.
We define the symbols δwd and dwδ by the following equations:

If / is any function of ξτ and ξ2, we define

where t=r + s. Define δrdsf similarly.

THEOREM 1.2. <XX^X2, dwy=δwd-dwδ.

Proof N o w , i n t e r m s of a l o c a l c o o r d i n a t e s y s t e m ( x u •••, x n ) ,

(X X d \ - y Γ d (a ^x±\ — —(a —Xi"
L 3

since

This and the definition of δwd and d^δ prove the theorem.

2. The First Variation. Consider the integral

(2.1) J

in a space Λf of 2n + l dimensions. Then in the cotangent space to
the manifold M define the form w by the equation
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(2.2)

Now let C be a curve in M2n+ι expressed by the equations

Assume further that dqildξ2=q/

i for all values of ξ2. Let X2 be the
image of 3/3f2 under the mapping described above. Then

dqt oξ2 cqi dt

a n d

ZVddξ2=F(q, q',t) d t .
(6-α)

Hence

(2.4) / = \ wddς2= \ FCqXt), , qn(t) q[{t)y , qn(t) ί)c?ί .
J 0 ja

Now consider a one parameter family of curves f(ξlf ζ2) each with
the property described above. For each curve in the family we get a
vector field which we will denote by X2(ξλ). We may consider the
variational problem for this family of curves. The crucial fact is that
the requirement that f(ξlt ?2) is a mapping of a fixed interval for each
fixed value of ξ1 enables us to treat the problem of variable end point
without the necessity of differentiating limits of integration. We
consider

and

(2.5) δl^p^
dξL Jo

If we add and subtract dwδ under the integral sign we get

(2.6) 3J = M + Γ (δwa-dwδ)dξ2
Jo

(2.7) =lwdl

where

(2.8) w'(d, d)
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and

w'(d, ^)=<X2/\Z1, dw>.

It may be noted that w'(δ, d)=—w'(d, δ). The term [wβ]J is called
the transversality term.

THEOREM 2.1. Assume [wδ]o=O. Then a necessary and sufficient
condition for δl=θ for all variations is that dw=0 along C.

Proof. The condition is clearly sufficient. An equivalent form of
the hypothesis is that

for all vector fields Xx along C. Assume dw does not equal zero along
C. Then there exists an X1 such that <XX^X, dwy^>0 for some open
interval α<f 2<δ. Then we may choose a new vector field Xx such that:

X1=Xι for α <

Xλ=0 for 0<£ 2 <α-ε or

where ε may be chosen arbitrarily small. Then

where εf depends on ε and limε /=0. Hence we may choose ε in such
ε-»o

a way that

This contradiction proves the theorem.
Remark : This is essentially the usual argument for the deriva-

tion of Euler's equation.

3 Application to Finsler Geometry* If we assume that our integral
is of the Finsler type then we may proceed to calculate the second
variation. For treating this special case we assume that the reader
has a familiarity with Euclidean connections and we will use the Eucli-
dean connection for a Finsler space as calculated by E. Cartan in [2]
and Chern [3].

Let M be an ^-dimensional differentiate manifold and let G be the
principal bundle over M with fiber and group the ^-dimensional ortho-
gonal groups, Om . Then in G, we have forms wi9 wiJ9 where w^Λ
Wji=0 and i,j=l, •••, n. The equations of structure are
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(3.1) dwt ^wj

\y ") dWij = Wats\Wkj -f- ίl.ιj ,

where a = l, •••, TZ — 1. (Henceforth we will assume that Greek indices
run from 1 to n — 1 and Latin indices run from 1 to n.) The γljΛ are
symmetric in all indices and zero if any index is n. Also

2t Λ,β l,oύ 2* l>k

Let C be any path in Mn. Choose any path in G with the pro-
perty that if elf •• ,ew represents a righthanded frame, that is, an
element of OCw), then en is in the tangent direction to C. Then arc
length along a path C is

/ =

This follows from equation (2.4) and the definition of wn (see [3]).
Now X2=en and X1=^ikiei. Therefore (wn)B = (sXlf wny=kn. Hence

if Xi is perpendicular to the curve C, then the transversality term is
zero. From equation (3.1), we have

Hence

(3.4) δl=[δ(wn)]l+ [ Σ {(^) δ (w r t M ) d - (wΛ)Λ{wΛn)h) dξ,,
J

where (w»)*=<w*, 0 = 0 .

It is clear from the last equation that the symbols <5 and d and
our indices make the notation awkward. Hence a wd will be written
as tv and a ^ ό̂ will be written as φ. In this notation equation (3.4)
becomes

(3.5) ^ W ί +

since wa=0 along the path C.
From Theorem 2.1 we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 3.1. The differential equations of a geodesic in Finsίer

geometry are

We will now compute the second variation along a geodesic. We
have
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Γ = l δwndξ.i9

Jo

and δ2l is the second variation. Hence we have to compute δ\wn)
along a geodesic. Now

(3.6) δ\wn) = δd{φn) 4- φj(wan)

since wan=0 along the geodesic. We have

(3.7) δ(ιυΛn) -diφ^

From equation (3.2) we obtain

By Theorem 1.1 and since C is a geodesic, we have

(3.8) dw«n-dφan-ιυaβφβn + φΛn,

Now by equation (3.2) and the facts that

we have

(3.9) <XX /vX2, Ωany = Σ PnanβWnφβn 4-

Therefore, from equations (3.6), (3.8) and (3.9), we obtain

(3.10) δ\Wn) = Sdφn + Σ Φldφan - ΦβnW*β + PnanβWnφβn + Rn*nβΦβWn\

Now,

5dφ«=d^φ ?, and d(φΛφm)=φΛn(dφΛ) + Φ«{dφΛn).

H e n c e

(3.11) o2(wn) = d[^φ ? i 4- φ Λ φ t f ?ι] - </wZφΛ

+ [ — ΦΛΦβuW«β + Pn»nβΦ»Φβn + Rn*nβΦ*φβ\Wn

But from equation (3.1) we have

(3.12) dφΛ=<ϊw

since

along the geodesic. Also £wΛ=0 along the geodesic, since wa>0 and
equals zero along the geodesic and hence wΛ must attain a minimum
along a geodesic.
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Hence

(3.13) 32Wn= d[δφn + Σ Φ«Φ«n} + ΣAΦ«nΦ«n + Pn*nβΦ«φβn + Rn«nβΦ»Φβ)Wn

Hence the integral form of the second variation becomes

(52/= [(5φn + Σ Φ«<*«»]θ + 1 Σ (φomΦαm + PnanβΦ*Φβn +RnanβΦ«Φβ)Wndξ* .
Jo

For Riemannian geometry we have Pijkl=0 and ΣΦ*Φ»n represents
the second fundamental form of the geodesic surface perpendicular to
the geodesic at the point.
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ABSTRACT RIEMANN SUMS

PAUL CIVIN

1. Introduction, A theorem of B. Jessen [5] asserts that for f(x)
of period one and Lebesgue integrable on [0, 1]

(1) lim 2-" 2Σ/(α + &2-n)==Γ f(t)dt almost everywhere .
w ^>oo k. = 0 JO

We show that the theorem of Jessen is a special case of a theorem
analogous to the Birkhoff ergodic theorem [1] but dealing with sums
of the form

(2) 2 ^ Σ 7 ( ^ / 2 V > .

In this form T is an operator on a ^-finite measure space such that
T1'2* exists as a one-to-one point transformation which is measure pre-
serving for 92=0, 1, ••• , and f(x) is integrable with f(x)=f(Tx). We
also obtain in § 3 the analogues for abstract Riemann sums of the
ergodic theorems of Hurewicz [4] and of Hopf [3].

We might remark that there is no use, due to the examples of
Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [6] and Ursell [8], in considering sums of
the form

-Σ
n fc=

without further hypothesis on f(x). However we may replace 2n

throughout by m^m^ mn with πij integral and m3>!l without altering
any argument.

In § 4 necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained on a trans-
formation T in order that the sums (2) have a limit as n~>oo for
almost all x. These conditions are analogous to those of Ryll-Nardzew-
ski [7] in the ergodic case. We use the necessary conditions to establish
an analogue of a form of the Hurewicz ergodic theorem for two
operators [2].

2 Notation* Let (S, Γ2, //) be a fixed ^-finite measure space. We
consider throughout point transformations T which have measurable
square roots of all orders, that is,

(3.1) There exist one-to-one point transformations Tn so that

Received June 2, 1954.
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862 PAUL CIVIN

To=T; Tl^Tn.λ rc=l, 2, . . . .

(3.2) If XeΩ, then TnXeΩ and Γ^IeΩ, rc=O, 1, ••• .

No requirement is made of the uniqueness of the sequence Tn . For
example in the theorem of Jessen, T is the identity transformation
while Tnx=x-\-2~n (mod 1). We also suppose throughout that T is
measure preserving

(3.3) μ(TX)=μ(X) for l e a

3. Limit theorems* Let Φ be a finite valued set function defined
on ί2 and absolutely continuous with respect to μ. Form the sums

( 4 ) iV

and

Then 07i is absolutely continuous with respect to μn and there exists
an averaging sequence of point functions fn(x) so that

( 2 ) Φn{X)A fniΦΛdx), n=0, 1, .
U

THEOREM 1. Let T be a transformation such that (3.1), (3.2) and
(3.3) are satisfied. Let Φ be a finite valued set function defined on ί2,
absolutely continuous with respect to μ and such that Φ(TX)=Φ(X). Then
for almost all x[μ] the averaging sequence of point functions defined by
(4), (5) and (6) has a limit as n-+co. The limit function F(x) has the
following properties:

( i ) F(Tnx)=F(x) almost everywhere [μ], n = 0 , 1 , •«« .
(ii) F(x) is integrable over S.

(iii) For any set X with TnX=X, n=0, 1, ••• and //(Z)<oo

F(x)μ(dx)=[ f(x)μ(dx).

Proof. Note first that since Φ(TX)=Φ(X),

( 7 )

Likewise
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( 8 ) μn{TnX) = μn{X).

Therefore for all X

\ fn(Tnx)μΛ(dx) = \ fn(x)μn(dx) = \ fn{x)μn{dx)
Jx Jτnx Jx

and consequently

(9) fn(Tnx) = fn(x) almost everywhere [μn].

Relation (3.1) then implies

( limfn(Tix)=limfn(x)

almost everywhere [//] i = l , ••• , 2 m —1
lim fn(TJ

mx) = lim /n(a?) ?w = 1, 2,
(10)

Let

(11)

It is asserted that

(12)

We define the following sets:

AN={x\ sup fn(x)^>0} i V = O , 1, •••

j=0, ••• , N.

Now (9) together with (3.1) imply that TkPj=Pj for k<,j. Con-

sequently

T}CN,^CN,} and

Therefore

and

2 ^ ( C ^ , ,) = ( fj(xMdx)ϊ>0 , i = 0 , , Λτ.
JGV, j

Since the C^, ό are disjoint for i = 0 , ••• , N, we have (^(^4zV)>0 and by
a limiting process we obtain (12).
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Likewise

(13)

then

if

PAUL CIVIN

B={x\iτιίfn(x)^O},

(14)

Inasmuch as the preceding argument made no use of the ίiniteness
of Φ, we may apply the result to the set function ψ = φ — cμ for any
real c. Since

we deduce that for

(15) A

we have

(16)

and for

we have

(18) Φ(A«)<dμ(A(l).

Let now for r^>s

(19) Lr

t = {x\lϊmfn(x)>r and lim fn{x)<s] .

From (10) we obtain

(20) TiLr

s=Ll i = 0 , 1, ••• , 2 m - l ; m = 0 , 1, ••• .

Since Lr

s is invariant under each Tm we may consider it as a new
space. The sets Ar and As relative to the new space are now the full
space Lζ. Hence if we apply (16) and (18) we obtain

Φ{I/s)>.rμ{I/s) Φ{U)<sμ{Us) .

The finiteness of Φ together with the assumption r > s implies μ(Lr

s) = ΰ.
Thus lim fn{x) exists almost everywhere [μ].

Property (i) of the limit function F{x) follows immediately from
(10). Utilizing (i) the proofs of (ii) and (iii) are now identical with
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the corresponding proofs by Hurewicz [4, p. 201] in the ergodic case.
The theorem for abstract Riemann sums analogous to the Hopf

ergodic theorem is now deducible as a corollary.

COROLLARY 1. Let T be a transformation such that (3.1) and (3.2)
are satisfied and in addition

(21) μ(TnX) = μ(X) n=0, I , - . - .

Then for any integrable f(x) with f(Tx) = f(x) and any g(x)y>0 with
g(Tx)=g(x)

Σ
(22) lίm fc=°

n

exists for almost every x [μ]. The limit function h(x) is integrable,
satisfies h(Tnx)=h(x) for almost all x [μ], and for sets Y with
and TmY=Y, m=0, 1,

(23)

Proof. Introduce the measure

and the set function

The function F is absolutely continuous with respect to v and is finite
valued. Condition (21) implies that

and

Thus from the representation
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we deduce that

Σ almost everywhere [>].

The corollary is then an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.
The theorem of Jessen now follows from the version of Corollary

1 with g(x)=l with the Tn as noted in §2.

4. Invariant measure and two operators. It is possible for the
conclusion of Corollary 1 to hold when g(x)=l but T does not satisfy
(21). If we introduce

(24) Rn(A, Y)=-2-^μ{YΓ\TnkA)
fc=0

we obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM 2. // T is a transformation such that (3.1) and (3.2) are
satisfied, then the following statements are equivalent :

(25.1) For every integrάble f(x) with f{Tx)=f(x),

lim 2 - n * 7

exists for almost every x [μ],

(25.2) For each Y with μ(Y)<co, lim J2n(A, Y)<Kμ{A).

(25.3) For each Y with μ(Y)<oo, timRn(A, Y)^Kμ(A).
W-»oo

(25.4) For an increasing sequence of sets Y5 with \J Yj=S,

(25.5) There exists a countably additive measure \- with the

( i ) 0<u(X)^Kμ(X)

(ii) If A=TnA , n=l, 2, ••• , v(A)=μ(A)

(iii) v(A)=v(TnA), re=l, 2, . .

The proof is almost identical with that of Ryll-Nardzewski [7] in
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the ergodic case, and is omitted. The existence of an invariant measure
implies, as in the ergodic case [2], the following theorem with two
operators (or two sequences of roots of the same operator).

THEOREM 3. Let T and U each satisfy (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (25.1),
and let

Jfc-0

be absolutely continuous with respect to

= Σ

For any finite valued set function Φ absolutely continuous with respect
to μ and with Φ(TX) = Φ(X) form

Then in the representation

Φn{X) = \ fn(x)μn{dx),

the averaging sequence of point functions fn(x) tends to a limit as n~><^
for almost every x [μ].

As a consequence of Theorem 3 we obtain the following corollary
in the same fashion as Corollary 1 was derived from Theorem 1.

COROLLARY 2. Let T and U each satisfy (3.1) and (3,2), and in
addition

(26) μ(VnX) = μ(X) n = 0 , .••

for V=T and V=U. Then for any integrable f(x) with f(Tx)=f(x)
and any g(x)^>0 with g(Ux)=g(x)

Σf(
lim *=»

Σ g(U*X)
fcϋ

exists for almost all x [//].
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SOME ERGODIC THEOREMS INVOLVING

TWO OPERATORS

PAUL CIVIN

1. Introduction* The object of the present note is to indicate
how the ergodic theorem of W. Hurewicz [3] and E. Hopf [2] can be
extended to theorems involving two operators. While for a finite
measure space, the Hopf theorem for two operators is readily seen to
be the consequence of the theorem for one operator and the Birkhoff
ergodic theorem, in the general case the theorem for two operators is
established via the extended form of the Hurewicz theorem. An ap-
plication is made to the theory of Markov chains in § 4.

Let (S, Ω, μ) be a fixed measure space which is assumed to be a-
finite unless otherwise stated. Capital letters are reserved for elements
of ί2. For a measure ξ and for point functions we write f(x)=g{x)[ξ]
for equality almost everywhere [f].

We consider two one-to-one transformations of S onto itself, t
and u} each of which is measurable in the sense that for v=t and
v=u, MeΩ, implies vMeΩ, and v W eΩ, and if μ(M)=0 then μ(v-1M)=0.
We suppose throughout that neither t nor u has wandering sets of posi-
tive measure, that is,

(1) For v=t and v=u, if Af\vkA=0, k=l, 2, •••, then μ(A) = 0.

2* The Hurewicz theorem. For any finite valued countably addi-
tive set function φ defined on O and absolutely continuous with respect
to μ, form the set functions

(2) <Pn(X)=t<P(tkX), n-0, 1, . . . ,
k-o

and

(3) vn{X)^±μ(tkX)9 n=0, 1, . . . .

Then φn and vn are countably additive set functions and <pn is absolutely
continuous with respect to vn so admits the representation

( 4) φn(X) = \z9n(x)μn(dx), n=0, 1, .

The Hurewicz theorem then asserts that gn(x) has a limit at all points
except for a nullset with respect to t, that is for all points except a
^-invariant set of μ measure zero.

Received June 2, 1954.
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To formulate the theorem for two operators we introduce

(5)

The set function μn is countably additive but <pn is no longer automati-
cally absolutely continuous with respect to μn. In order to have this
absolute continuity for any countable additive set function ψ absolutely
continuous with respect to μ with the consequent representation

( 6 ) Ψn(X)-\/n{x)μn{dx), n=0, 1,

it is necessary for vn to be absolutely continuous with respect to μn.
To see this simply take φ = μ, whence φn=vn. We therefore take as a
basic hypothesis

(7) ϊn is absolutely continuous with respect to μn

with the consequent representation

( 8 ) Vn(X) = \χCn{x)μn(dx), w=0, 1, .

We also assume that the operators t and u satisfy the Birkhoff ergodic
theorem, that is,

n

(9) For v=t and v=u, if f(χ)e D(S), lim ^f(vkx)jn exists almost

everywhere [μ].

THEOREM 1. Let t and u be one-to-one measurable transformations
of S onto itself which have no wandering sets of positive measure. Let
ψ be a finite valued countably additive set function defined on 12 and ab-
solutely continuous with respect to μ. If (7) and (9) are satisfied, then
the "averaging sequence" fn(x) of point functions defined by (2), (5)
and (6) converges everywhere except for the union of a t- and u-nullset
as

Proof. We suppose first that /*(S)<co. From the representations
(4) and (8) we deduce that

φn(X)=\ gn(x)cn(x)μn(dx).

The comparison with (6) yields fn(x)=gn(z)cn(x)[μn]. The Hurewicz
theorem implies that gn(x) has a finite limit except for a ί-nullset. A
result of C. Ryll-Nardzewski [4] shows that the hypothesis (9) that t
satisfies the Birkhoff ergodic theorem implies the existence of a
countably additive measure a with the additional properties:
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(10.1)

(10.2) If X=t-ιX, then a(X)=μ(X).

(10.3) a(t~ιX)=a{X).

Likewise, since u satisfies (9), there is a countably additive measure
with the additional properties :

(11.1)

(11.2) // X=u-ίX, then β{X)=μ{X)

(11.3) β(u-'X)=β(X) .

From (10.1) we note that a is absolutely continuous with respect to μ.
Hence if

(12) an{X)^^a(tkX), n=Q, 1, . . .
fc = 0

then an is absolutely continuous with respect to vn and we may write

(13) an(X) = \ dn(xK(dx), n=0, 1, .

Likewise if

(14) βn{X)= Σ β^X), w=0, 1, ,
fc = 0

βn is absolutely continuous with respect to μn and

(15)

If β(A) = 0, then (11.3) implies β( \J % * i ) = 0 , and since 0 ukA is
\ -oβ / -oβ

-invariant (11.2) implies μ( 0 ukA j = 0 and thus μ(A) = 0. Hence we

also have the representation

(16) μn(X) = \ bn(x)βn(dx) , ^ = 0 , 1,

If we combine (13), (8) and (16) we obtain

(17) ctn(X)= [ an(x)Cn(x)bn(x)βn(dx).

By the use of (10.3) and (11.3), (17) simplifies to

(18) a(X) = ̂ an(x)cn(x)bn(x)β(dx), rc=0, 1,

Since co(x) = l[μ], we find that
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(19) an(x)cn(x)bn(x)=a0(x)b0(x)[μ], w=0, 1,

Since we are supposing at present that μ(S)<C^> the Hurewicz
theorem can be applied to (13) and (16), and thus an(x) has a limit a(x)
as w->c», except for a ί-nullset and bn(x) has a limit b(x) as n-*oo,
except for a ^-nullset. By a further conclusion of the Hurewicz theorem,
not already stated, we know that a(x) is ^-invariant and that

I a(x)μ(dx)=\ ad(x)μ(dx)

for every invariant set X Hence for Z== {x\a(x)=0}> a(Z) = 0 and
since Z is ^-invariant, μ(Z)==0 by (10.2). The identical argument shows
that b(x) is not zero except for a ^-nullset. If we also observe that
the sets where a0(x) = oo and bQ(x) = oo are t- and ^-nullsets respectively,
as are the sets where aQ(χ) = 0 and bQ(x) = Q, we conclude that for all x
except the union of a t- and w-nullset cn(x) has a finite limit as n->cv.
Thus fn(x) has a finite limit excepting the union of a t- and u-nullset.

If the measure space (S, ί2, μ) is ^-finite, let k(x) be a bounded
positive function integrable over S. Let

λ(X)=[ k(x)μ(dx)

and form

The measure space (S, Ω, /I) is a finite measure space, and φ is absolutely
continuous with respect to λ. Hence by the first part of the proof, if

φn(X)=[ hn{x)λn(dx),

then hn{x) has a finite limit at all points other then the union of a t-
and w-nullset in the λ measure and hence also in the μ measure. Thus
if we let

(20)

we have

φn(X)=\ hn(x)kn{x)μn(dx) ,
Jx

and consequently fn(x)=hn(x)kn(x)[μn~\. The Hurewicz theorem applied
to (20) asserts that kn(x) has a finite limit except for a ^-nullset, which
implies the conclusion of the theorem.
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THEOREM 2. // in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1 μ(S)<oo
and t and u commute, then /(#)=lim fn(x) has the properties

(i) f(tx)=f{x)

(ii) \ f(x)μ(dx) = \ fo(%)μ(dx) for any t-invariant set X.

Proof. We use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 1.
From (10.1) we see that any function integrable with respect to a is
also integrable with respect to μ. Hence the counterpart of (9) is
satisfied with v=u and μ replaced by a. By a further use of the
results of C. Ryll-Nardzewski we find the existence of a countably
additive measure γ, defined as a Banach-Mazur limit

n + l J=O

and having the additional properties:

(21.1)

(21.2) // X=u-ιX,

(21.3)

Since a is ί-invariant and t and u commute we have a(u~JtX) =
a(u-jX), and thus the definition of γ{X) shows

(2.14)

We similarly obtain a countably additive measure with the properties:

(22.1)

(22.2) // X=t-'X, then δ{X)=β(X)

(22.3)

(22.4)

From (21.1) we obtain

(23) r(X) = [ m(x)a(dx).

An earlier argument showed that δ(X) = 0 implies β(X) = 0, hence

(24) β(X)=\ n(x)δ(dx).

The combination of (23), (18), (19) and (24) then yields

γ(X)=\ m(x)aΰ(x)b0(x)n(x)δ(dx) .
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Since γ and δ are both t- and ̂ -invariant, the integrand must be both
t- and ̂ -invariant. With the aid of (10.2), (11.2), (21.2) and (22.2) it
is then seen that m(x)ao(x)bo(x)n(x) = l[δ~].

Likewise the ί-invariance of γ and a shows that m(x) = l[ά], and
the u-invariance of β and δ shows that n(x) = l[β~]. Since a set of
measure zero in any of the measures α, β, δ, and μ is also of measure
zero in any of the other measure, we conclude that ao(x)bo(x) = l[μ}.

The Hurewicz theorem, applied to (13), implies that for any t-
invariant set X, if we let a(x)=\iman(x)

n-*oo

(25) ί a(x)μ(dx) = [ ao(x)μ(dx)=a(X).

If we combine (10.2) with (25) we find

) = 1 a(x)μ(dx).
J

The ί-invariance of a(x) then yields a(x) = l[μ]. A repetition of the
argument shows that \imbn(x) = l[μ], consequently \imcn(x) = l[μ]. The

conclusions of the theorem now follow from the corresponding conclu-
sions of the Hurewicz theorem applied to (4).

3. The Hopf theorem*

THEOREM 3. Let t and u be one-to-one measure preserving trans-
formations of S onto itself. Let f(x)eD(S) and #(#)>0, then for
almost all x the quotient

t ( ) / t
has a limit as n->oo.

Proof. Let

λ(X) = ( g(x)μ(dx), λn{X) = Σ WX), Pn(X) = Σ
Jx j=o j-o

Then pn is absolutely continuous with respect to λn and

is a finite valued countably additive set function absolutely continuous
with respect to λ. We form fn(x) according to (4) and (5) with μ re-
placed by λ. Now

j - o
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SO

φn(X)=[ fn \

But by definition

Thus

fn(x)= ,_o

and the conclusion follows from Theorem 1.

4 An application. In a recent note [1] T. E. Harris and Herbert
Robbins used the Hopf ergodic theorem to obtain results concerning
Markov chains admitting an infinite invariant measure. We indicate
below the corresponding results that are obtainable by the use of
Theorem 3.

Consider the real valued Markov chain •••, x-u xOf xlf ••• with a
stationary transition probability function

h(u, £)=prob (xn+L e B\xn=u).

It is assumed that there is a measure 11 on the real Borel sets, which
does not vanish identically, is finite for bounded Borel sets and satisfies

= Γ h{u, B)U(du).

Let Φ be the class of real Borel sets, S the space of sequences of
real numbers #=(•••, x~l9 x0, xl9 •••) and 12 the Borel extension of the
cylinder sets, in S. If AeΩ, is determined by the coordinates xkJ xJc+u

•••, xr then q(A\xk=u) will denote the probability of A relative to the
Markov chain starting with xk=u, as specified by h.

A measure is established [1] in 12 by the relation

= \ xj=u) II (du)

for cylinder sets determined by xk, , xr.
We shall apply Theorem 3, with t the αth shift transformation,

(tx)i=xι+at and u the δth shift transformation. If ΓeΦ, let RΓ be the
event that xneΓ infinitely often. The assumption

(26) If ΓeΦ, then q(RΓ\x0=tc) = 1[U],

then yields [1] that t and it are m measure preserving and that neither
t nor u has wandering sets of positive measure.
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THEOREM 4. // (26) is satisfied, h(u) is II summable and
then for almost all

lim h(

exists with probability one.

THEOREM 5. Let yιy y2, -"be independent random variables with a
common distribution function. Suppose that for any interval I

prob (& + 2/α+cH + ym+G € / infinitely often) = 1

and

prob (yd-\-yb+a+ +2/n&+« € / infinitely often) = 1.

/o r Λ(w) Lebesgue integrable k(u)^>0 and almost all m

exists with probability one.
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THE NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS OF CERTAIN

CUBIC CONGRUENCES

ECKFORD COHEN

l Introduction. In this paper we shall be concerned with cubic
congruences of the form

(1.1) n=aγx\Λ -hasocξ (mod m),

where n is arbitrary, m ^ > l , and the a.t are integers prime to m. The
number of sets of solutions (xl9 •••, xs) of (1.1), distinct modulo m,
will be denoted by Ns(n, m). Our discussion of N8(n, m) is limited to
the cases s=2 and s=3; however, we emphasize that the method
involved can be extended to arbitrary s.

Suppose that m has the factorization m=p^, , pft as a product
of powers of distinct primes pl9 •••, pι . Then it follows easily that

(1.2) N8(n, m)=NJn, pϊή . N£n, pi1 ) .

Thus the determination of Ns(n, m) reduces to the problem of deter-
mining Ns(n, pλ) where p is a prime. We accordingly limit ourselves
to the case of a prime-power modulus pλ.

If we denote by t the largest integer <Lλ such that n=0 (mod?/),
then one may write

(1.3) n=p^, (ξ, p)=l, 0<,t^Λ.

We observe, in case λ>t, that ξ is uniquely determined (modp). Our
main goal will be to obtain exact formulas for the number of solutions

v\ t)=N>2 of

(1.4) n=ax'3 -f by3 (mod pλ),

and the number of solutions Na(n, p λ, t)=N9 of

(1.5) nΞΞΞax3 + by3 4- cz:i (mod p λ ) ,

where n is arbitrary of the form (1.3), and the following conditions
are satisfied:

(1.6) p = l (mod 3), abc φ 0 (mod p) .

The restriction p=l (mod 3) is natural, since other primes are special
in the case of cubic congruences.

The method of the paper is based on elementary properties of

Received March 5, 1954. This paper is based on research completed when the author
was a member of the Institute for Advanced Study.
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finite exponential sums. These are listed for the cubic case as pre-
liminary lemmas in §2. The principal formula for N2 is contained in
Theorem 1 (§3) and the corresponding result for N3 in Theorem 2 (§4).
Both results involve the pair of integers (A, B), determined uniquely
by the relations [7],

(1.7) 4p=A2 + 27B\ A=l (mod 3), 5 > 0 .

However, in the special case tφO (mod 3), the value of iV2 is given
explicity (§ 3, Corollary 2).

On the basis of these formulas, solvability criteria for (1.4) and
(1.5) are developed in §5. In fact, it is shown in Theorem 5 that
(1.5) is always solvable (iV3>0). As for N2, the following criterion is
established: If pφl, then (1.4) is insolvάble if and only if tφQ (mod
3), t<Cλ, and a and b belong to different cubic character classes (modp).
(For the exceptional case p=7, see the complete statement of the
criterion in Theorem 6). Approximations to iV2 and N-ά are also given
in § 5 (Theorems 3 and 4, respectively).

Regarding previous research on cubic congruences, we note the
work of Gauss who evaluated JV2 in the case of a prime modulus p
[4]. More recently, Dickson determined N3 for a prime modulus, with
α = 6 = c = l [3, p. 167]. In addition, Skolem [9] and Selmer [8] have
considered such congruences in their treatment of cubic Diophantine
equations. Some of these results were deduced by the author in an
earlier note anticipating the present paper [2].

2 Notation and preliminary lemmas. The cubic Gauss sum
G(n, m) is defined by

(2.1) G(n,m)= Σ e(n\ m),
μ(mod m)

where the summation is over a complete residue system (mod m), and e
is defined for integral a, by

(2.2) ε(μ, m)=e27ίi*!m.

Expansion of Ns(n, m) into a Fourier sum [1, §5] reveals immediately
the relation between N8(n, m) and the Gauss sum (2.1):

LEMMA 1. The number of solutions of (1.1) is given by

(2.3) Ns(nym)==1 Σ Φ> m) Π G(-atμ9 m).
m μCmod m) i = l

We next note two reduction formulas for G [6].
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LEMMA 2.

(2.4) G(nm', mn')=m> G(n, m).

LEMMA 3. // (P, p )=l , then

(2.5) G{v, p * ) = p'2JG(p, p)

Closely related to G(n, pk) are the two Gauss-Kummer sums defined

by

(2.6) τf\n)= Σ ZVM«, Pk) < (» = 1. 2) ,
v(mod pk)

(v, p) = l

where #(^) and #2(v) denote the two non-principal cubic characters
(modp), the summation being over a reduced residue system (mod?/).
In order to differentiate between the two non-principal characters, we
write

(2.7) 0χ= -1 (A + 3£-|/-3), θ,=¥λ , {0A=p),

where A and B are defined by (1.7). Then one may define χ(α), for
integers a prime to p, to be that cube root of unity satisfying

(2.8) χ(a)=aCp-»13 (mod θλ).

The relation (2.8) is the cubic extension of the Euler criterion [5, p.
455]. In our discussion, the primitive cube roots of unity will be
denoted by ω and ω2, with ω=J( —1 + τ/ —3).

We place further,

With this notation, we state the following reduction formula for τψ){n).

LEMMA 4. If k>l and i = l or 2, then

ro α\ αoΛwΛ —jP*- l ι"i(f) {n = pk-ιξ, (£, p) = l) ,
10 (otherwise)

The important relation connecting G(v, p), φ), and φ) is contain-
ed in the following lemma.

LEMMA 5. If (v, p)=l, then

(2.10) G(», p)=τ,(ι
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The sums τλ{y), r2(y) have the following fundamental properties [5],

(2.11) Φ) = f{v)τi, Φ) = χ{v)τ,, (v, p) = l ,

(2.12) τΛ = p,

(2.13) rl=pθ^ τl=pθ2,

θι and 02 being defined by (2.7).
Corresponding to the principal character (mod p), we have the

familiar (Ramanujan) sum,

(2.14) C(nfP*) = Σ *(n»,pk),
v(mod pk)

) l

w h i c h h a s t h e e v a l u a t i o n ( > )

p ' - ' ί p - l ) ( p * \ n ,

(2.15) C(n, pk) = -1 I n, pk \n),

0 (pk~ι X n).

Also of importance in this paper are the functions,

(2.16) T(a)= 1

V
( A

(2.17) J(α)=

where Λ(α:) is defined for cubic non-residues a (mod ??) by

(2.18) h(a) = l or - 1 ,

according as χ(a)=ω or ω2.
Application of (2.13) gives

LEMMA 6.

(2.19) T(a)=J(a).

The following notation will be needed.

where [/?] indicates the largest integer <β; and for i=0, 1, 2,

(2.22) L i ( ί ) = { 1 ( * - "(mod8), ί <-I).
10 (otherwise).
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3* The number of solutions of (1.4). In this section we use the
notation,

(3.1) ζ=abξ,

where ξ is defined by (1.3), and

(3.2) V=χ(a)X2(b) + χ(b)χ*(a) = 2 or - 1 ,

according as χ(a)=χ(b) or χ{a)Φχ{b).
The main result on (1.4) is contained in

THEOREM 1. The number of solutions of (1.4) is given by

(3.3)

where t is defined by (1.3), J by (2.17), q, r, s by (2.20), the L{(t) by
(2.22), and ζ, η by (3.1) and (3.2) respectively.

Proof. By Lemma 1 it follows immediately that

(3.4) N«= 1- Σ e(w//, pλ)G(-aμ, pλ)G(~bμ, pλ).
pλ (mod p λ)

The residue system //(mod pλ) may be assumed to be the set ιμ = vpκ~1c

where k ranges over the values 0<k<λ, and for each k, ψ ranges
over a reduced residue system (mod pk). Thus (3.4) becomes, using
(2.4),

(3.5) Ni=pλΣ ~ Σ e(vn, p*)G(-a», pk)G(-bv, pk).
A=o p v(mod p f c)

We now break up the k summation according as &ΞΞΞ1, 0, or 2 (mod 3),
and apply Lemma 3 to obtain

(3.6) N.^Uι + U.i + U.s,

where

(3.7) ί 7 i = p λ " 2 Σ -1-" Σ e(^> piJ+ι)G(-av, p)G(-bv, p) ,

(3.8) U2 = p* Σ -1,, C(w, ^ ) , Z7 3 =p λ - a Σ ^ C(n,Σ
j=o

Applying Lemma 5 and (2.11) to (3.7), and expanding, U1 may be
written
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(3.9) U^^+Un+Un,

where

Σ \ «^Y(ab)τi Σ -

Σ

Application of (2.11) and Lemmas 4 and 6 to Un and Z712 gives

(3.10) Un + Un=p^+rj(ζ)LQ(t),

while Z713 becomes, on the basis of (2.12) and (2.15),

(3.11) f71 3=pλ-^{^+ 1(l-L0(ί))-l} .

Also, using (2.15) and summing, we get

(3.12) t/ 2 =p λ -(l-L 2 (*)), U^p^ip^a-

The theorem follows on combining (3.6), (3.9), (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12).
Three main cases of Theorem 1 are distinguished according as, (i)

λ>t, t = 0 (mod 3), (ii) Λ>£, tφO (mod 3), or (iii) λ=t (n=0). Cor-
responding to these cases, one may deduce the following corollaries
from (3.3).

COROLLARY 1. // ; > £ = 3 e , then

(3.13) N%(n, p\ 3e) = pλ-1{p«(J(ζ) + p + l)-V-l} .

COROLLARY 2. If λ>tφθ (mod 3), then

(3.14) Nt(n, p\ t)=pλ~\p*+ι-l){η + l) ,

where t=3e+1 or 3β4-2, according as t = l or 2 (mod 3).

COROLLARY 3. (n=0). If λ=t=3e+jy (j=0, 1, 2), then

(3.15) Nt(n, p\ λ) = pλ-ι{(τ] + l)(pe+i-l)-{-pe+j+1-2'<} ,

where ^ = 0 or 1 according as £ = 0 or tφO (mod 3).

4. The number of solutions of (1.5). The elements of the set
(α, by c, ξ)=H may be distributed among the three cubic character
classes (mod p) in essentially four different ways. These four distribu-
tions, denoted by Hu H z, H3, and H4, are defined as follows:
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Every class contains at least one element of H (H2) One class contains
two elements of H and a second class contains the other two (Hό)
One class contains three elements of H but not all four (Ht) All four
elements lie in the same class.

Using this notation we define the function,

(4.1) δ(H) = 0, 3, - 3 , or 6,

according as the elements of H have a distribution of type Hu H,, H3,
or # 4 .

We will also make use of the following notation :

(4.2) θ^abc Vι==rίl(^ *>, c)=χ(a

7jx denoting the complex conjugate of rjτ:

(4.3) JW-TjaW + ηrfiξ).

On the basis of the above notation, one may deduce

LEMMA 7.

(4.4) J(H)=δ(H).

We now state the main theorem for N3(n, p\ t).

THEOREM 2. The number solutions rf (1.5) is given by

(4.5)

where δ(H) is defined by (4.1), θ by (4.2), and the rest of the notation
has the same meaning as in Theorem 1.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we may express N3 as a
Fourier sum and apply Lemmas 2 and 3 to obtain

(4.6) i V s = F 1 + F 2 + F 3 ,

where

(4.7) V^p^Σ \ Σ <vn9 p^)G(-av, p)G(-bv, p)G(-cv, p)y
•J-o PJ v(mod p3j+i)

(v,p) = l

(4.8) Vz = p^ Σ -\-C(n, p^), V,=-p^ Σ Λ C(n> ̂ " )

Application of Lemma 5 and (2.11) to (4.7) yields

(4.9) Vλ = Vn + VvΛVV6j
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where

Using (2.15) and Lemma 6 in case of Vn, one obtains

(4.10) Vn^

Vu and F13 may be transformed by (2.11), (2.12), and Lemmas 4 and
7, to give

(4.11) Vu + Vv,=

As for Fa and V3, application of (2.15) gives

(4.12) Vi=tfλ-*{p'

(4.13) V^jF-'ϋp

Combination of the results in (4.6) and formulas (4.10) through (4.13)
leads to the theorem.

Corresponding to the corollaries of Theorem 1, we may deduce the
following results as special cases of Theorem 2.

COROLLARY 1. If λ>t=3e, then

(4.14) N9(n, p\ Se) = pzλ-2{(pe-e-l)J(θ)-he(p

COROLLARY 2. If λy>tφθ (mod 3), then

(4.15) Ns(n, p\ t) = p*λ-

where t=3e + l or 3e-f2.

COROLLARY 3 (rc=0). // λ=t, then

(4.16) N*(n, p\ λ)=-p"λ-H(p

where μL=μ2=0 i / ί = 3 e > 0 ; ^i = l, μ2 = 0 if t = 3e + l, and μλ=μ%=l if

5. Solvability criteria* First we establish some bounds for iV2 and
N3. To do this, note by Definition (1.7) that |A|<2τ/"p~, and by a
simple process of maximalization, that \9h(a)B—A\<Ck\/~p, (h(a)=±l).
Thus we have
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LEMMA 8.

(5.1) !«/(«)!< 2 τ / p .

By means of this Lemma and Corollary 1 of § 3, we get the fol-
lowing estimate for N2(n, pλ, 3e).

THEOREM 3. If λ>t = 3e, then

(5.2) p\p +1 -2V^p) -V-l<~~<

Similarly, we may deduce bounds for N3 on the basis of Corollaries
1 and 2 of §4.

THEOREM 4. If λy>t, then in case t=3e,

Vz + e(j?-1)-2(pe-e - l)V~v + pS(H) < p*ι-»N3
( 5 3 ) V

< > (p> - 1 ) 4 - 2(pe - β -

and in case £ = 3e + l or

(5.4) , + 1

We are now in a position to establish precise criteria for the
solvability of (1.4) and (1.5).

THEOREM 5. The congruence (1.5) has a solution for every integer n.

Proof. To prove this theorem it suffices to show that the lower
bounds in (5.3) and (5.4) are positive. This follows immediately in the
case of (5.4). Rewriting the lower bound in (5.3) in the form,

and remembering that the minimal values of p, δ{H), and e are p=-Ί ,
S=—Sf and e=0, we see that iy"3>0 also in the case Λ>£ΞΞΞO (mod 3).

THEOREM 6. The congruence (1.4) has no solution if and only if
either tφO (mod 3), £<Λ, and χ(a)φχ{b), or if p=7, t = 0, χ(a)=χ(b)
and ζ=abξ=±S (mod 7).

Proof. If λytφO (mod 3), it follows directly from Corollary 2 of
§3, that iV2 = 0 if and only if 3?=-l(χ(α)^χ(δ)). In the remainder of
the proof we suppose, therefore, that ; > £ = 0 (mod 3). Now the
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lower bound in (5.2) is positive in case ΎJ=—1 and also in case ^=2,
e > 0 . In the remaining case {*η=2, e=0), the lower bound is p — 2 —
2]/p, which is positive if p>7. But if p=7, e=0, η=2, then substi-
tution in (3.13) shows that iV2 = 0 if and only if χ(ζ) = co'\ which implies
that C = ±3 (mod 7).

As a corollary of Theorem 6, we have the following result [8], [9]:

COROLLARY (Skolem-Selmer). // pγabc, then the congruence

(5.5) ax3 4- by3 -ί- cz3 = 0 (mod pλ)

always has a non-trivial solution (x, y, z not all = 0 (mod p)).

Proof. With 2=1, c=—n, Theorem 6 shows that (5.5) has a non-
trivial solution (X, Y, 1) unless p=7, χ(α)=χ(δ). In the latter case,
however, there exists a solution (X, 1,0), because an integer α is a
cubic residue (mod pλ) if and only if it is a residue (mod p).
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SPECIALIZATIONS OVER DIFFERENCE FIELDS

RICHARD M. COHN

Introduction* We consider a system S of algeraic difference equations
with coefficients in a difference field J ^ and involving also parameters
λt. Well-known results concerning systems of algebraic equations and
systems of algebraic differential equations would lead one to expect
that, if S has solutions in some extension of the difference field formed
by adjoining the parameters λ t to J^Γ then the system resulting from
S by assigning special values to the λι has solutions, provided only
that the special values are chosen so as not to annul a certain difference
polynomial. But the examples in [5, p. 510] show that this is not so.

The difficulty in these examples arises from the fact that a dif-
ference field J^ may have incompatible extensions, that is to say, ex-
tensions which cannot both be embedded isomorphically in any one of
its extensions. In particular, it may happen that one can express in
terms of a solution of the system S an element a, independent of the
λt. Then a will be contained in the difference field formed by adjoining
to J^ a solution of any system (possessing solutions) which arises by
specializing the parameters of S. It will then not be possible to find
solutions if one specializes the λt in such a way that the extension of
jΛ" formed by adjoining the specialized values is incompatible with
that formed by adjoining a.

The principal result of this paper is that one can restore the
expected result concerning the specialization of parameters of S by
imposing a suitable condition of compatibility. If the system S has
solutions, then, in order to assure that the system obtained from S by
specializing the parameters has solutions, it suffices to choose the
specializations from an extension of S^ compatible with a certain ex-
tension & of Ĵ ~* and not annulling a certain difference polynomial.
In particular, if Sf is algebraically closed it has no incompatible
extensions so that it suffices to choose specializations of the parameters
not annulling a certain difference polynomial. Hence, in this case, one
has the same freedom of specialization as with systems of algebraic
equations. Even in the general case, there is considerable freedom as
the compatibility condition will evidently be satisfied if the specialized
values are chosen from *& itself or any extension of 2ζ We turn
now to a formal discussion of this theorem.

We consider a difference field J7~ and extensions 2^ and c^r of

Received May 25, 1954.
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J/C Let a set S of elements a.t be selected from 5Γ and a set SΓ of

elements ab from c'̂ r/ where the index i has the same range, finite or

infinite, in each case. We shall say that the Έi constitute a specializa-

tion over :J~ of the at if there is a homomorphism of the difference

ring1 ,/r{S} onto the difference ring ^{S}, this homomorphism leaving

the elements of ^7r fixed and carrying each at into at.

We wish to discuss the following question. Let β19 ••• , βq; rw" >

γp be a set of elements lying in an extension of the difference field ^

and such that no nonzero difference polynomial in j/~{u19 ••• , uq} vani-

shes when we substitute βi for ui9 i = l , , q. Let βl9 , βq constitute

a specialization over ^yr of /^, ••• , βq. Under what circumstances do

there exist elements γl9 , γp such that βu m

f βq] ΐu * *t ΪP constitu-
te a specialization over js~ of the set βl9 ••-, βq; γl9 •••, 7^? If such
elements fj exist we shall say that the specialization of the β% can be
extended to a specialization of the βi and ?> We have already indicat-
ed that, in order to insure the possibility of the extension, we must
impose a condition of compatibility. Our principal result is contained
in the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. Given a difference field J^ and an extension

of :7~ which is such that the degree of transformal transcendence of

^ = j/r(βι, •••, βqy over JS~ is q, there exists a nonzero element δ in

jyr{βly , βq} such that any specialization βl9 , βq over J/~ of βl9 , βq

ivith the properties that

(a) ,:/<ft, •••, βqy and c-)ίf are compatible extensions of S^
(b) the specialization of δ is not zero,

can be extended to a specialization βlt , βq yX9 , γp over <y*~ of

βu * * * > ί*q > ΐlf * * * f ΐϊ>

It is evident that Theorem 1 may be applied to show that zeros of
a reflexive prime difference ideal may be found for all assignments of
values to its parametric ίndeterminates (if any) which lie in an extension
of a certain field and do not annul a certain nonzero difference poly-
nomial in the parametric indeterminates.

The condition that βl9 , βq annul no nonzero difference polynomial

1 For this and similar notations see [5, pp. 508 and 513J. Basic definitions will be found
in [9], [8], [1] and [5],
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with coefficients in ^9r is essential in Theorem 1. Let β be an element
transcendental over the field 31 of rational numbers, and consider
the difference field 9t</?>, whose elements are their own transforms.
We may extend 3l(βy to sJί<β, r>> where γ2=β, ϊi=—r (subscripts now
denote transforms). Then β may be specialized to the square of an
element of 9ϊ. No such specialization can be extended to γ. It is
evident that this implies that no element δ exists with the properties
prescribed in Theorem 1.

We give the proof of Theorem 1 in § 2 using preliminary lemmas
proved in § 1. It is possible for a set S of elements au i = l, ••• , n,

to specialize to a set S such that ^7~ζSy and S^ζsy are incompatible
extensions of :77 In § 3 we give an example of such a specialization
and prove a theorem to the general effect that such specializations are
scarce.

1. Proof of two lemmas•

1.1. Absolutely irreducible polynomials. Let there be given a set S
of elements λi9 where the index i ranges over a suitable set of ordinals,
and the λt lie in an extension of a field (not a difference field) Sfr of
characteristic 0. Let P be an absolutely irreducible polynomial in
J^(S)[xι, , xn]> We shall show that almost every specialization of the
λ b specializes P into an absolutely irreducible polynomial. Specifically,
we shall prove the following result.

LEMMA 1. There is a nonzero element γ in J^S] snck that for any

specialization of the λ t over j7r for which γ does not specialize to zero,

specializations of the coefficients of P are defined, and the polynomial

P which is obtained by replacing the coefficients in P by their specializa-

tions is of the same degree as P in xn and is absolutely irreducible.

Proof. Using a device due to Kronecker [11, VI, p. 129] we in-
troduce an auxiliary variable t and replace each xι in P by tmi-\ where
m is an integer exceeding the degree of P in any xt. Then P goes
over into a polynomial P κ in t. In the algebraic closure of j?~~(S), P"
factors into (not necessarily distinct) linear factors

p * ^ . . . prm

Let Si*, ΐ = l , ••• , 2r —2 = v, denote the products of all subsets of from
1 to r - 1 of the Pt. Let Γ i * = P l e / S ί * .

In each St* and 2V the powers of h may be replaced in a unique
way by power products of the xL which correspond to them by the
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substitution of the preceding paragraph and are of degree less than
m in each xt. Let polynomials St and Th result from these replacements.

The absolute irreducibility of P is equivalent to its irreducibility
in the algebraic closure of ^~(S) and this, in turn, is equivalent to
the statement that none of the polynomials Qi=P—SiTif i=l, •••, v,
is zero. Let φi9 i=l, , v9 be the coefficient of a term which appears
effectively in Qt. Let φ=φλ ••• φr. Let θ be the coefficient of a
term of P which is of highest degree in xn .

There exists an element γ in J*~[S] such that for any specializa-
tion of the λt for which γ does not specialize to zero :

(a) Specializations exist for all the coefficients of P,
(b) The specialization may be extended so as to define specializa-

tions for each coefficient occurring in the S€ and Tif

(c) φθ does not specialize to zero under the extended specialization.

γ has the properties claimed in the statement of Lemma 1. For the

existence of specializations of the coefficients of P is guaranteed in (a).

The equality of the degrees of P and P in xn follows from (c). It

follows from (b) that polynomials Qi9 Si9 Ti9 S4* and T4* may be defin-

ed as the polynomials resulting by replacements of the coefficients of

the Qi, Su Ti9 Si* and Tt* respectively by their specializations. By

Condition (c) no Qt is zero. This implies the absolute irreducibility of

P. For P* = PX ••• Pr, where the Pt (which coincide with certain £ > )

result from the specialization of the coefficients of the Pim Since the

Pt are of degree zero2 or one in t, factors of P in any extension of its
coefficient field can be found by the method of Kronecker from the

Pi of first degree. The Qt relate to the Pt in the same way as the

Qt to the PL . Hence if P had a proper factorization in any field,

then some Qt would be zero. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

1. 2. Absolutely irreducible manifolds. Let Σ be a prime p.i.3

(polynomial ideal) in ^"(S^Uu ••• , uq xl9 •••, #2J, the ut const i tut ing a
set of parametr ic indeterminates for Σ. Let Al9 •••, Ap be a charac-
terist ic set of Σ with At introducing xi, i = l , •••, p. We suppose t h a t
the manifold Wl of Σ is absolutely irreducible. Then the following
generalization of Lemma 1 may be proved.

LEMMA 2. There is a nonzero element γ in J*~[S] such that for any

2 Actually no Pi is of zero degree, for this would imply that some Q/=0.
3 We use this term as in [9, Chapter IV], to designate ideals in polynomial rings as

distinguished from difference ideals.
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specialization lt of the λt for which γ does not specialize to zero,
specializations of the coefficients of Aλ , , Ap are defined, and the

polynomials Aι, , Ap which are obtained by replacing the coefficients

of Al9 , Ap, respectively, by their specializations form a characteristic

set of a prime p.i. Σ in J^iS)^ , , uq x1, . . , xp\ where S de-

notes the set of λt . The manifold of Σ is absolutely irreducible. Each

A.t is of the sam,e degree as A.t in x h. The λi and a generic zero of Σ

constitute a specialization over j / 7 " of the λ,t and a generic zero of Σ.

Proof. Let

the ah integers, be a resolvent unknown for Σ let G be the correspond-
ing resolvent, 11 the prime p. i.

Σ, w- ±a.

Then 11 contains polynomials Afe — Ni9 i = l , ••• , p, where the Mt and
the Ni are polynomials in w and the ut of lower degree in w than G,
and the Mi are nonzero.

( 1 ) G M1x1-N1, , MpXp-Np

is a characteristic set of LI corresponding to the ordering uu , ua

w xl9 , xp of the indeterminates, which we use throughout the
following discussion.

G is absolutely irreducible. For, by [5, p. 514], the reducibility of
G in any field would imply the reducibility of Σ in some extension of
JJK Hence, by the preceding lemma, there is a nonzero element γτ of
j>fXS] such that, for all specializations of the ?H for which γL does not
vanish the coefficients of G specialize, and the polynomial G which is
obtained by replacing the coefficients of G by their specializations is
absolutely irreducible and is of the same degree as G in w.

Each coefficient of the Mu N,L and At may be written as a quotient
of elements of .>ΠΛ>]. Let δ be the product of the denominators of
these quotients. Let Tjjδ, i = l , ••• , p, the ^ τ ^ 0 , be coefficients of
terms of the M%. Let η be the product of the τn .

Let / be the product of the initials of the Aι , and J the remain-
der of / with respect to (1). J is a nonzero polynomial in w and the
ut. Some coefficient of J has the form tcjd\ where /c^O is in J>^[S]
and t is a positive integer.

We let τ=ϊιδy]fc. For any specialization of the λt to a set S of
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elements ~?H for which γ does not specialize to zero we may define poly-

nomials Miy Nif Ai and G which result from the Mi9 Ni9 At and G

respectively by the specialization of their coefficients. G is absolutely

irreducible. The Mt are not zero and are reduced with respect to G

since G is of the same degree as G in w. Hence

( 2 ) G; M^-N,, , Mpxp-Np

is a characteristic set of a prime p.i. II in j^(S)[ul9 , uq; w

xu ••• , xp~\. Each Ai is of the same degree as At in xi9 and its initial
results from the specialization of the coefficients in the initial of At.

The A,h are in 1J. For the Aί are in Π and hence have zero remainders
with respect to (1). The equations which express this go over upon
specialization into equations which show that the Ai have zero remain-
ders with respect to (2). In saying this we make use of the fact that
each coefficient in these equations may be written as an element of
J^\S] divided by a power of δ.

Let Σ denote the prime p.i. consisting of those polynomials of II

which are free of w. The Ai are in Σ. Let Bλ, , Bp be a charac-

teristic set of Σ with Bt introducing xt. The product of the degrees

of the Bi in the indeterminates they introduce equals the degree of

G in w. This is the degree of G in w and hence equals the product

of the degrees of the Ai in the respective x%. This product, in turn,

equals the product of the degrees of the At in the respective xt.

Hence the product of the degrees of the Bi in their respective xt equals

the corresponding product formed for the At. It follows that the chain

Bl9 , Bp cannot be lower than the chain Al9 , Ap. The latter is

therefore a characteristic set of Σ.

The absolute irreducibility of the manifold of Σ is a consequence

of the absolute irreducibility of G since G is a resolvent for Σ. It

remains only to prove the last statement of the lemma. Let P be any

polynomial of Σ whose coefficients are in J^[S]. On specialization of

its coefficients P becomes a polynomial P. The equation which shows

that the remainder of P with respect to A19 , Ap is 0 goes over into

an equation showing that the remainder of P with respect to A19 ,

Ap is 0. Hence P is in Σ. This is equivalent to the statement that

any algebraic relation between the λi and a generic zero of Σ goes

over on specialization into a relation between the % and a generic

zere of Σ. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
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1. 3. Adjunction of a generic zero. Our application of the preceding
iβmrαa will arise in the following situation. Let 11 be a prime p.i. in
^~]ul9 ••• , uq; yl9 ••• , yp], the n,b constituting a parametric set. Let
Sίf be the field obtained by adjoining a generic zero ui = aiJ i = l , •••, q;
Vj^βjy i = l » •• > Vi of Π to J^Γ The manifold 9JΪ of Π is the union of
manifolds 3B., . . . , 9Jfr irreducible over 2£ Let 9Jίi be an 311Λ contain-
ing the generic zero named above. Then Wlλ is absolutely irreducible.

To prove this statement we consider the field *& consisting of
those elements of Sίf which are algebraic over j/C Let W be the
least manifold over %? which contains 3)ίx, and let IT be the ideal of
W. Evidently IT is prime. u%=au ΐ = l , ••• , q yj=βj9 j=l, ••• , P,
is a zero of IT. Now IT contains Π and hence is of at most the
dimension q of Π. Since the degree of transcendence of

S?(*i, , aq; A, , &) = <%*

with respect to %? is the same as the degree of transcendence of SΊf
with respect to J^Γand the latter is q, it follows that ut=ai9 i = l , •••,

0 J yj=βj> j^lf ••• , P is actually a generic zero of IT, and that IT is
of dimension q.

It suffices to prove the absolute irreducibility of 3JΪ\ For, since
9Jf' is of the same dimension as Wl1 and contains 9Jι\, its absolute ir-
reducibility would imply that it coincides with Wu and hence that the
latter is absolutely irreducible.

Suppose 3Jtr is not absolutely irreducible. Then there is an element
γ algebraic over %? such that 3)ί' is reducible over ίO (γ). Let γ be
of degree d over Ϋf. Then γ is also of degree d over ^ because
every element of Stf* algebraic over & is in K 4 Evidently γ is also
of degree d over <&[ = %?(αu ••• , α g). Let e be the degree of ^ over
S ,̂ and let / be the degree of &l(γ; βlf ••• , βp) with respect to S τ̂(r)

The reducibility of W over & (γ) implies that f<ie. On the other hand
the degree of %\{y ft, •••, /92J) with respect to &ί is given both by
de and df, so that e = / . This is a contradiction which establishes
our claim that 9)ti is absolutely irreducible.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.

2. 1. 4̂. special case. We return to the notation in which Theorem
1 was stated. We treat first the case that p=l, and that γl9 which
we shall now denote by η, using subscripts to denote its transforms,
is algebraic over K Without loss of generality we may suppose that
J^~ is inversive.5

4 One applies Lemma 2 of |5] to the prime p.i. in Q[y] whose generic zero is γ.
5 This is an easy consequence of the fact, proved in [31, that every difference field has

an inversive extension.
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Suppose first that η and, hence, its transforms are algebraic over

,9\ Then the compatibility of the extension J^Xft, •••, βqy and ^

implies the existence of a field6 ^9r(βu , βq\ ^ We say that

βu ••• 9 βq'y y constitutes a specialization of βu ««• , βq τh For, if P is

a polynomial in Js~{uu ••• , uq #} which vanishes when we replace ^

by βu i = l , •• , g, and ?/ by 57, then each coefficient of P as a poly-

nomial in the ut) is a difference polynomial of Js~{y} which has the

zero η. If this were not the case a set of βυ would be algebraically

dependent over ,9r(yjy and hence over S^ which is not so. It follows

that P vanishes when we replace the u.t by the corresponding β% and y
by 7j. Hence in this case the assertion of Theorem 1 holds with δ=l.

2. 2. Conclusion of the algebraic case. We proceed to complete the
proof of the algebraic case by induction. We shall suppose that the
conclusion of Theorem 1 has be been verified for algebraic functions
of the βij, i = l , . . . , q ^'=0, 1, •••, n — 1. Let η be algebraic over
the field formed by adjoining to .S7" the βij9 i = l , ••• , q j=0, 1, •••, n.

We denote by Sk, k=0, 1, ••• , the set of βij9 i = l , ••• , q i==fc,
• •- , A4-w — I7; and by Tk the set of j9tJ, i = l , ••• , g i=Λ, ••• ,
Then 7 is algebraic over T( = T0). Let those elements of 3ίf=
which are algebraic over any ,9r(Sk) be adjoined to K There results
a difference field whose inversive extension we denote by &'. Let η
be of degree d over y . Evidently there is an element σ of SίΓ,
algebraic over ^{S), such that some transform ηt of in is of degree d
over Sfζσy. Let S>'* be the difference field formed by adjoining to
97 elements whose ίth transforms are respectively σ and the ft, i=

1, ••• , g. Then η is of degree d over ί§^*. Let Π be the reflexive
prime difference ideal in S?*{y} whose generic zero is η. We claim
that the characteristic set of Π consists of a single polynomial.

Evidently, the first polynomial of this characteristic set is of order
zero and degree d in y. To prove that it is the only polynomial of
the characteristic set we must show that, for any r > 0 , the degree of
ηr over 97%{η^ ••• , ηr_λ) is d. For any r > 0 , rjr satisfies an irreducible
algebraic equation of degree d'<d with coefficients in %?*(yθ9 . . . , ηr^).
Since ηr is algebraic over <.<?~(Tr) these coefficients may be chosen to be
algebraic over J^(Tr). The coefficients are rational combinations with
coefficients in J^ of certain transforms and inverse transforms of the
βι and a, and of 570, , Vr-i The βtJ involved, either directly, or

6 The field £F</9i, , βq\ φ, and other fields arising in similar situations, is not
necessarily determined to within isomorphisms. It is a field which contains and is

generated by subfields isomorphic to S^fo, , βq> and 9r<^>. Our notation is intended
to indicate that one such field is selected and held fixed throughout the discussion.

7 Sfc is to denote the empty set if ?z = 0.
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because the σk involved or %,•••, Vr-ι are algebraic functions of them,
are finite in number. We may specify a positive integer p such that
for all βυ involved, we have — t<j<p.

We now specialize the βtJ, — t<j<j , to integers. This is to
be a specialization in the sense of algebra only the operation of
transforming need not be preserved by the specialization. If the
integer values are appropriately chosen the specialization may be ex-
tended to the βij9 r<j<p, and to the σk involved in the coefficients and
%,•••, Vr in such a way that these βυ remain algebraically independent
over j^7 It follows that the coefficients of the irreducible equation for
Vr, the σk involved, &>r, and Vr itself are unaltered by the specializa-
tion. That is to say, the specializations of these elements, and of the
βijt 3>X, satisfy precisely the same set of algebraic relations over //r

as did the corresponding unspecialized elements.

The σkf — t<k<jr, and Vo, ••• , Vr-i specialize to elements algebraic
over J7~{Sr). There is then an element λ, algebraic over S7~{βr) such
that these specializations lie in J7~{βr> λ). Evidently, then, Vr is of
degree at most df over 2^*(/). Hence if d" donotes the degree of Vr

over Ss'(λ) we must certainly have dn<d/.

Now λ is algebraic over the field - 'Λf~ consisting of elements of 2Γ'
which are algebraic over ^(Sr). Let its degree over Sf" be h. Every
element of Z7'(r]r) algebraic over 3ίf is in ,_3Γ, as follows from the descrip-
tions of these fields. Hence λ is also of degree h over Vf(ηr) in con-
sequence of Lemma 2 of [5]. Then λ is also of degree h over V.
Hence the degree of 97 f(rjr, λ) with respect to &' must equal dh and
also hd". Hence d" = d'=d. Thus we have shown that the characteris-
tic set of II consists of a single polynomial. We denote this polynomial
by F. We may choose F so that its coefficients are in ^{βi, - t , ,

Let μ denote the initial of F. Some transform of μ is algebraic

over i^Ύβu > βq}- Hence there is an element δ^O of S*~{β\, ,

βq} such that any specialization of the β^ in the sense of algebra which

does not annul <?i cannot be extended to a specialization to zero of this

transform of μ. By the induction hypothesis, if n>ly or by the special

case proved in 2.1 if n=Q, there is a δ^O in ,^{βλ> ••• , βq) such that

any specialization βl9 •• , βq of βl9 •• , βq such that δ2 does not specialize

to zero and that ^Xβl, , βqy and S^<^> are compatible exten-

sions of ^ can be extended to a specialization ]3U •••, βq; # of

βu ••• , βq o over :K

Let δ=διδ.i. We shall show that 3 has the properties specified in

Theorem 1. Let βw-,% be any specialization of A, , βq such

that δ does not specialize to zero and that J^Xft,-.-, βQ} and 2ί?
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are compatible extensions of :s\ Since n is in l/ί; j^Xft, •••, βqy
and yy^σ) are compatible extensions of jyC Hence the specialization

of the ft to the ft can be extended to a specialization of a to σ. Let

F become F when we replace a by σ in its coefficients.8 Because δλ

does not specialize to zero F is of the same degree as F and its initial
JΛ is the specialization of μ. We let η be any solution of the difference

equation J F = 0 . We shall show that ft, ••-, βq; rj constitutes a
specialization over S*~ of ft, ••• , βq; ij.

Let P be any polynomial in ^{ulf , uq ?/} which vanishes when
we put ut=βif i = l , ••• , g 27=37. When the %* are replaced by the ft,
P goes over into a polynomial P' of &{y}, and 57 is a zero of P ' .
Hence P' is in Π. Then φP'9 where φ is a product of powers of
transforms of μ, is a linear combination of F and its transforms with
coefficients which are polynomials of S7*{y}. By a consideration of the
process of forming the remainder we see that these coefficients are
actually in J^Xσ-ty{βlt -tf ••• , βq>-t ', y} and hence, since the transforms
of a are algebraic over <&, they are in ^"{a-t ft,-f, •••, fti( _,; 2/}.
Hence specializations may be defined for them.

From the relation of the preceding paragraph we obtain on

specializing the ft to the ft and σ to σ an expression for φPr, where

φφΰ is the specialization of φ, and P' is the polynomial obtained from

P by replacing the ui by the ft, as a linear combination of F and its

transforms. Hence 7} is a zero of P \ This implies that P vanishes

when the ^ , i = l , ••• , g, are replaced by the corresponding ft and y

is replaced by η. Thus Theorem 1 is proved in the algebraic case.

2. 3. Completion of the proof of Theorem 1. We now revert to the
situation in which there are no restrictions on γlt , γp. We shall
show that, without loss of generality, we may assume that each y5 is
transformally algebraic over K For, if this is not so, let, say, γλ,
• , γk constitute a basis of transformal transcendency9 for the γό. If
the theorem can be proved under the restriction just mentioned there
is a δ'φO in J/r{βu , βq γu , γk] such that any specialization
of ft, ••• , βq; 7Ί, , γk for which Sf does not specialize to zero, and
which is such that fsίf and the field formed by adjoining the specializ-
ed elements to js~ are compatible extensions of j>7 can be extended
to a specialization of 7̂ +1, •••, τP. We write δ' as a polynomial in
Tu ••• 9 Tk with coefficients in ^~{ft, ••• , ft). Let 5^0 be a coefficient

8 There is no difficulty in defining any needed inverse transforms of σ.
9 A basis of transformal transcendency of a set of elements (over a given difference

field) is a maximal subset of the elements not annulling any nonzero difference polynomial
with coefficients in the field.
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of this polynomial. Then δ has the properties specified in Theorem 1.

For, let βlf , ~βq be a specialization over JS~ of βl9 ••• , βg which is

such that δ does not specialize to 0 and that jTXβu , βqy and Si?

are compatible extensions of ^ C We extend j^ζβu - , βgy by
means of successive transformally transcendental adjunctions of elements

7Ί, ••• , Γfc. Then it is evident that βl9 ••• , &; TΊ, ••• , Tm constitutes a
specialization of βl9 , βq TΊ, •• , γk such that δ' does not specialize

to zero, and that ,C^(βl9 •••, βg n» " > ΓA > and 3£' are compatible
extensions of jPC Hence it is possible to extend this specialization to
a specialization of n + i , ••• , ϊP We shall deal henceforth only with the
restricted case.

Since the case that no βi exist is trivial and may be dismissed,
S? contains an element, βl9 which is distinct from all its transforms.

Because of this and the restriction that the γ3 are transformally
algebraic over 5^ the Theorem of [4] implies that Sίf contains an
element

Σ

s;>0 an integer, the μ5 in .'^{βi, ••• , βq}, such that θ is of equal order
and effective order over 5^ and for some integer k^>s, and each j , j=l,
•"» P> ΐjk is in i7ζffy. There exist difference polynomials PJf j=l,
••• , p, and Q in &{ιυ} such that θ is not a zero of Q and that each
quotient Pj/Q becomes γjlc when w is replaced by θ . We may and
shall choose the P5 and Q to be in J/r{βu ••• , ^ ΐί;}.

Let II denote the reflexive prime difference ideal in 5Γ {io} with
generic zero 0, and let A> A, # * be a characteristic sequence for II.
A is of equal order and effective order. We choose an integer m such
that the order m' of Am is not less than the order of the last
polynomial of a characteristic set of II and also not less than the order
of Q. Let h=mf —m. Then A is of order h. We may assume with-
out loss of generality that the coefficients of

are in J?'{βl9 ••• , βq}. For, if this is not the case, it can be brought
about by multiplying these polynomials by a suitable element of

Let 2^' denote the subfield of έ%f consisting of those of its ele-
ments which are algebraic over gr. By the Theorem of [6] there is
an element10 r ίn ^ ' such that SΓ / = &\T}. Since τ and its trans-

1 0 We see from [6] that there is a finite set of elements τ i which generate Q! when
adjoined, together with their transforms, to Q. Since the τ-ι are algebraic over Q it
follows that there is a linear combination of them which will serve as τ.
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forms are algebraic over 5^
The manifold of Ao, regarded as a manifold over %?', is the union

of components of which at least one contains θ. Let IT denote a
reflexive prime difference ideal in ^'{w} whose manifold is this com-
ponent. ΓΓ contains AQ and is of order and effective order h.

We shall construct a beginning

( 2 ) Co, , Cm

of a characteristic sequence of Π' in such a way that the coefficients
of each polynomial of (2) are in the ring

and that each is obtained from the preceding by the procedure describ-
ed in [1, pp. 142-145], all polynomials entering the computations having
coefficients in &. There is no trouble about Co. We need merely start
with the first polynomial of a characteristic sequence for Π and multiply
it by a suitable element of &. We specify that Co is to be irreducible.
Suppose Co, , Ci have already been determined. Let Bi+λ denote
the remainder of the transform Cn of d with respect to Co, , C%

considered as a chain of algebraic polynomials. Then

Bi+1—DJJϊi — 2 L^Cj,

where Dt is a product of powers of initials of Co, , Cif and the LtJ

are polynomials of ^'{w}. An examination of the remainder process
shows that the Li} and Bί+1 are actually in &{w}.

Now Cί+1 is either equal to Bi+U so that

i

( 3 ) Ci+ι=DiCn — Σ LijCj,

or there is a relation

(4 )

where Et is a product of powers of initials of Co, , Cίf the Mi5 are
in ^'{^}, iϊz is in &'{w) and is of order h + ί + 1, Tt is in ^'{w\
and is of order h-h 1, and C<+i and 7̂  are reduced with respect to
CO, , Ci, while Hi is a product of polynomials reduced with respect
to this chain. We see that by multiplying the polynomials defined by
(4) by suitable elements of & {w} it is possible to obtain a relation of
the form of (4) in which all polynomials present are in &{w}. We
assume this to be done. Then Co, , Cm as defined by relations (3)
or (4) have the stated properties.
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We now treat the wL as a set of indeterminates in the sense of
algebra, and the difference fields as fields. The polynomials of Π which
are of order not exceeding m/ form a prime p.i. Um in Z7 {ιv0, , wm,),
while the polynomials of IF of order not exceeding m' form a prime
p.i, Π^ in ^7f{vo^ ••• , wm,}. Both Γίm and W\n have dimension h.
Ao,

 β , Am is a characteristic set for Πw, and Co, , Cm is a
characteristic set for IJ^.

We say that the manifold of 1Ĵ  is absolutely irreducible. For,
by the definition of r, every element of V(β^ ••• , θm,) not in &' is
transcendental over *&'. Hence Co, , Cm is the characteristic set of
a prime p.i. Π^ in V{θ^, ••• , 0m/)[wo, ••• , wv] whose manifold is that
of Π^.11 But θ0, , 0m, is a generic zero of Π'm and a zero of Π^,
since it annuls Co, , Cm but not the initials of these polynomials.
By the remark after the proof of Lemma 2 above it follows that the
manifold of Iζj is absolutely irreducible.

Lemma 2 now shows that & contains an element <?0 such that for
any specialization in the sense of algebra of the βυ and the transforms
of τ for which δ0 does not vanish, (2) specializes to a characteristic set

Co, , Cm of a prime p.i. over the field formed by adjoining to ,9r the
specializations of the βi5 and the transforms of r. Now Co is absolute-
ly irreducible. For it follows from the absolute irreducibility of the
manifold of lTm that Co has no factors other than itself which involve
wln whatever extension of 97' is used as the coefficient field while
the irreducibility of Co in *&' shows that in no field does it have fac-
tors other than field elements which are free of wh. Hence, by Lemma
1, there is a δL in ^ such that for any specialization of the β.tj and
the transforms of r for which δ1 does not vanish, Co specializes to an
absolutely irreducible polynomial.

Since δQδ1 is algebraic over J?~{βι, ••• , βq\, this ring contains a
δ2 such that any specialization in the sense of algebra of the βί3 for
which δ.λ does not specialize to 0 cannot be extended to a specialization
of δϋδt in which this product specializes to 0.

By the special case of Theorem 1 proved in 2.2 there is a $3 in
^"{βLf , βq} such that any specialization of the βt over Ĵ ~~ to ele-
ments β~ , Jq such that .^ζβu , K> and 57'=^<βu ... βq; Γ>
are compatible extensions of S^ and that δ-6 does not specialize to 0,
can be extended to a specialization of the β.t and r.

The polynomials of IT which are in &"{wjform a reflexive prime
1 1 To prove the identity of the manifolds we consider a generic zero of a component of

the manifold of 77"̂  which is irreducible over Q! (ΘQ, ••• , 0m,). This generic zero must
annul the Q. Because the dimension of the component equals the dimension of H'm the
generic zero cannot annul the initial of any Cι. Hence it annuls the polynomials of ZΓ .̂
Hence the component is contained in the manifold of Il"n. Our statement follows readily
from this.
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difference ideal of dimension h with zero θ. Evidently this must be
IT. Hence Q and the product J of the initials of the polynomials of
(1), which are not in Π, are not in ΓF. Let S be the product of the
Tt and the initials of the Hi of (4). Then S is not in Π'. The remain-
der R of JQS with respect to the chain (2) is therefore not 0. Let
δ± φ 0 be a coefficient of R. Then £4 is in the ring &, and there is a
δ5 in ^~{βι, , βq} such that any specialization of βl9 , βq for which
<55 does not vanish cannot be extended to a specialization of £4 to zero.

We let δ=δ%δ^δ5. We shall show that δ has the properties specified
in the statement of Theorem 1.

Let βu , ^ b e a specialization of βl9 ••• , βq over ^ which is

such that ^~(βτ, , βqy and Sίf are compatible extensions of J^~

and that δ does not vanish under the specialization. Then ^~ζβx, , βq)>
and *&' are compatible extensions of ^~, and δ3 does not vanish

under the specialization. Hence there is a τ such that &,•••, βq\ τ

constitutes a specialization over ^ of βu , βq r. Let the poly-

nomials of (2) become Co, , CTO when their coefficients are subjected

to this specialization. The non-vanishing of δ<z shows that Co, , Cm

is a characteristic set of a prime p.i. over the field J^~ζβl9 , βq, τ>,
with w0, , wh^ constituting a set of parametric indeterminates, and

that CQ is irreducible. The initials of the Ct specialize to the initials

of the C,.

Because δ5 does not vanish the specialization carries R into a non-

zero polynomial R reduced with respect to Co, , Cm. Hence J, Q

and AS are carried by the specialization of their coefficients into poly-

nomials J, Q and S respectively which are annulled by no regular zero

of the chain Co, , Cm. Hence the Tt and the initials of the Hi do
not vanish when their coefficients are specialized, so that the relations
(3) and (4) are carried by the specialization into relations of the same

type. It follows that Co, , Cm is the beginning of a characteristic

sequence of one or more reflexive prime difference ideals whose mani-

folds are components of the general solution of Co. Let II be one of

these ideals, and θ a generic zero of II. Evidently J and Q do not

have S as a zero.

Let the Pif i = l , ••• , p, be carried into polynomials Pt by the

specialization of their coefficients. We define γίs, ΐ = l , , p, to be

the result obtained by replacing w by θ in PilQ .

We say that βu , βq rΪS} , γps constitutes a specialization
over ^~ of β19 , βq γUf , γps. For let F be a polynomial of
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^{Mi, ••• , uq; 2/1, ••• , yp} which is free of ylj9 j<Cs, and which
vanishes when we replace each uif i = l , , q, by βi9 and each yJk,
j=l, ••• , p ; &=s, s4-l, ••• , by γjk. Let the %* in F be replaced by
the βi9 the 2/js by P /Q, and their transforms by transforms of these
expressions. After multiplication by a suitable product of powers of
transforms of Q there results a polynomial G in J^{βu ••• , βq; w}.
Evidently G is in Π.

Let G denote the polynomial obtained from G by specializing its

coefficients, and let AQ, , Am denote the polynomials so obtained from

the polynomials of (1). The At have 0 remainder with respect to (2)

considered as a chain of polynomials in the indeterminates w09 , wh+m.

By specialization we see that the ~Aό have 0 remainder with respect to

the chain Co, , ~Cm, and hence have the zero 0. Similarly G has

zero remainder with respect to the chain Ao, , Am, By specializa-

tion we see that J G has the zero θ. Hence G has the zero θ. If we

replace the ut in F by the βt and the yjs and their transforms by the

PjlQ and their transforms we shall also obtain G. Hence F has zero

Ui=βi, yjk=ϊjkf k^>s. This proves our statement concerning the γj8. If
we define γj9 j=l, ••• , p, as an element whose sth transform is γjs, we

see that βl9 , βq; γu , fp is a specialization of βl9 , βq Γi> ,
T'j,. The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete.

2. 4. Corollaries to Theorem 1.

Corollary l T&e specialization of γu ••• , f2> whose existence is
proved in Theorem 1 mα?/ be made in such a way that if a basis of
transformal transcendency for γif , γp is selected in advance, then its
elements specialize into a basis of transformal transcendency for γl9 ,
γp. Furthermore the effective order of γu , γp with respect to the
pre-assigned basis equals the effective order of γlf , γp with respect to
the basis obtained by specialization.

Proof Let y\, ••• , γk be the pre-assigned basis of transformal
transcendency. The first statement follows immediately from the con-
struction used in the proof of Theorem 1, since γl9 , fk sue so
chosen as to annul no nonzero difference polynomial with coefficients in

^(βu ' > βqy- The second statement follows from the fact that Π
and II ; are of equal effective order.12

12 No such statement holds for orders. For let 3? be an inversive difference field con-
taining an aperiodic element. Let u = β, y — γ be a generic zero of the ideal {yι — u} of
ΞF{u, y]. Then £F</9, τ\> is of first order over £F</9>, but if β is specialized to an
element of £F, γ specializes to an element of £F. The specialization of β can be chosen
so as not to annul any pre-assigned nonzero element of £?{/9}.
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Corollary 2. Let μ φQ be an element of J^~'{βu , βq γl9 , γp}.
For an appropriate choice of δ of Theorem 1 the specialization of γx,
• , γp whose existence is proved in Theorem 1 may be made in such a
way that μ does not specialize to 0 and that the requirements of Corol-
lary 1 are satisfied.

Proof. Let A be a polynomial of J7~{uu , uq yu , yp} which
goes into μ when the uif i = l , ••• , q, are replaced by the βι and the
yJf j=l, ••• , p, by the γή. Suppose first that each13 γ3 is transformally
algebraic over K If we replace the ui in A by the β% and the yό by
the PJIQ, and multiply the result by a suitable product of powers of
transforms of Q, we obtain a polynomial T of & {w} which is not in
II. We redefine R as the remainder of JQST with respect to the
chain (2), and redefine <54 and δ5 correspondingly. Evidently δ=δ2δ335

has the desired properties.

To complete the proof of the corollary we proceed, as in the proof
of Theorem 1, to obtain a δf. In consequence of what has just been
proved δ' may be so chosen that any specialization of βlf , βq γ19

• , γk for which δ' does not vanish, and which satisfies the usual
compatibility requirement, can be extended to a specialization of the
remaining γ3 in such a way that μ does not specialize to 0. We form
δ from δr as in the proof of Theorem 1.

3 Proof of a partial converse*

3. 1. A counterexample. It is not necessarily the case that the
extensions of a ground field jsr generated by a set of elements and by
one of its specializations over J ^ are compatible. To show this we
take for the ground field the field 9ϊ of rational numbers and consider
polynomials in dl{y}. Let A be the polynomial 1 + y2 and let F be
A2-ϊ-Al. Then yz — y is a factor of Fλ — F. Hence F, y%—y is a charac-
teristic set of a reflexive prime difference ideal14 Π in dl {y}. Let η be
a generic zero of 11.

To 9ΐ we adjoin an element i such that iz=— 1, and define the
transform of i to be itself. Then 9l(iy and 9ί<?7> are incompatible. For
l4-^ 2^0, since η, as a generic zero of Π, satisfies no zero order
difference equation. Hence 9ί<̂ )> contains an element

Since

13 We are here using the symbolism of the proof of Theorem 1.
1 1 It is easy to establish the irreducibility of F. Then one applies Theorem 3 of [1],
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we see that Λ2=— l. From 372=9 we readily derive the relation ^ = 1 .
These imply λx=— λ. Hence15, 9ΐ</Γ> is incompatible with 9ΐ<Y>. Evi-
dently this implies that 9ΐ<9> is incompatible with 9ϊ<i)>. But i is a
specialization of η over dϊ. For the substitution y=ί annuls F and yλ — y,
but does not annul their initials. Hence it annuls every polynomial
of Π.

3 . 2 . Compatibility of "most" specializations. L e t J^(rju ••• , ηny
be an extension of the difference field JK The following theorem
provides a restriction on the specializations of ηl9 , τjn over jyr which
generate extensions of J ^ incompatible with J^~ζrju , jjny.

THEOREM 2. There is an element γφQ in a7r{r)\, , ηn} such that
if Vi> * * * > Vn is a specialization over J^ of ηu , ηn, and the cor-
responding specialization of γ is not 0, then ^7r(j]ι, , η^) and

compatible extensions of J^7

Proof. Let II be the reflexive prime difference ideal in J^{yl9 •••,
yn} with generic zero τyl9 , ηn. Theorem 2 is equivalent to the
statement that there is a polynomial Q in Sr{yι, ••• , yn}, but not in
Π, such that if λu , λn is a zero of II but not of Q, then J^ζλi,
• , λny and J^\r]u , 9W> are compatible extensions of J>C We shall
prove this statement

We denote by & the subfield of J^<^\, , ^w> consisting of
those of its elements which are algebraic over JK By [6] there is a
finite set of elements of 27 which generate 27 when adjoined, with
their transforms, to j^Γ Since these elements are algebraic over J^~ it
follows that there is an element δ such that 27 =Jrζsy. There
exist polynomials P, Q in ^{yl9 ••• , yn}, Q not in II, such that δ is
obtained by replacing the yt in P/Q by the corresponding η%% We shall
show that Q has the properties claimed in the preceding paragraph.

Let Σ be the reflexive prime difference ideal in S?~{w} with
generic zero δ. Let Bo, Bl9 , Br be a characteristic set for Σ .
When the wί9 i = 0 , 1, ••• , are replaced by PijQt in the polynomials
Bo, , Br and the resulting expressions are multiplied by an appro-
priate product of powers of transforms of Q, there results a set,
CO, ••• , Cr, of polynomials of II.

For a zero λl9 , 4 of II which is not a zero of Q we define the
element δr to be the result of replacing the y.L in PIQ by the corres-
ponding λi. Since the X,t annul Co, ••• , Cr it is easy to see that ^r is
a zero of Bo, , 5 r . Because 5 0 is of zero order, any zero of Bo is

1 5 The incompatibility of these extensions of 91 is discussed in Ritt [101.
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the generic zero of a prime ideal whose manifold is an ordinary mani-
fold of BQ. Hence <5' is the generic zero of an ideal Σ1 of this descrip-
tion. But Σ' must be Σ. For no other such ideal contains every Bi9

i = 0 , ••• , r.
It follows that 57 and ^<<5'> are isomorphic under a mapping

which leaves fixed the elements of JK Let 2Γ ' denote the field con-
sisting of those elements of J^~ζλu * > Ό which are algebraic over
SK Evidently &' is an extension of jsXβfS). It follows from the
definition of compatibility and from the preceding statement that &
and 2^' are compatible extensions of ^ C By results obtained in proving
Theorem 1 of [5] this implies that ^Xλl9 , 4> and ^XJJU •••,?„>
are compatible extensions of J/C This proves Theorem 2.

3. 3. Alternate proof of Theorem 2. We give another proof of
Theorem 2 in the case that Π has dimension n—1. This proof has the
advantage of furnishing a polynomial Q explicitly.

Let y19 ••• , yn-λ be a parametric set of indeterminates for Π.
With the ordering yl9 , yn of the indeterminates, let F be the first
polynomial of a characteristic set of Π. Then the yn-separant of F
may be used as Q.

Proof. Let S denote this separant and h the effective order of F
in yn. Let λl9 , λn be a zero of II which is not a zero of S.

In the field ^~ζλlf , Ό the manifold of F has a component
SOI containing Λi, , λn. Let 2* be the reflexive prime difference ideal
in J^<Λi, ••• , λny{yu ••• , 2/Λ} whose manifold is 3Jί. Let α l f ••• an

be a generic zero of Σ. Since Λ, ••• , 4 is not a zero of S, 2/1, ••• ,
2/n-! consti tute a parametric set for Σ, and 2* is of effective order h
in 2/n. We denote by Σ' the reflexive prime difference ideal Σf\

Since 21 ' contains F its manifold is e i ther a component of F or is
properly contained in a component of F. The la t ter case is impossible
because Σ! contains no nonzero polynomial of effective order less than h
in yn or free of yn. Since λ19 ••• , λn is a zero of both II and 2^, but
not a zero of S, i t follows from [7] t h a t Π and Σ' are identical. Hence
<X-IJ ••* , oin is a zero of IΊ, and evidently a generic zero. Then
J^Xμlf , αw> and & ζijl9 , ^w> are isomorphic under a mapping
which leaves fixed the elements of ^~ and carries at into ηi9 i = l , •••,
w. Since ^ < Λ , ••• , 4 ; <̂ ι, ••• > α n ) is defined this implies t h a t
J^ζλX9 ••• , 4> and J^Xflu •*• > ^ > a r e compatible extensions of
This completes the proof.
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PSEUDO-DISCRIMINANT AND DICKSON INVARIANT

JEAN DIEUDONNB

1. Let E be a vector space of finite dimension over a field K.
To a bilinear symmetric form f(x, y) defined over ExE is attached
classically the notion of discriminant: it is an element of K which is
not entirely defined by / ; however, it is entirely determined when in
addition a basis of E is chosen, and when the basis is changed, the
discriminant is multiplied by a square in K. More precisely, let u be
a linear mapping of E into E, and let fx(x, y)=f(u(x), u(y)) the form
"transformed" by ^ if Δ(f), Δ(f1) are the discriminants of / a n d f1

with respect to the same basis of E, and D(u) the determinant of u
with respect to that basis, then one has the classical relation

When K has characteristic φ2, the preceding results may be ex-
pressed in terms of the "quadratic form" f(x, x) associated tof{x, y).
However, when K has characteristic 2, the one-to-one association
between bilinear symmetric forms and quadratic forms no longer
subsists. More precisely, to a given alternate symmetric form f(x, y)
(that is, f(x,x) = 0 for all xeE) is associated a whole family of
quadratic forms Q(x), satisfying the fundamental identity

(2 ) Q(x + y) = Q(x) + Q(y) + f(x, y)

and to all these Q is associated the same discriminant of / (with re-
spect to a given basis).

Now C. Arf [1] has introduced an element Δ(Q) attached to Q and
to a given symplectic basis of E (with respect to the form /) which
we shall call the pseudo-discriminant of Q. He proved moreover that
under a change of symplectic basis, Δ(Q) is transformed in the follow-
ing way: let V be the homomorphism ξ-~>ξ-\-ξz of the additive group K
into itself then the pseudo-discriminants of Q with respect to two
different symplectic bases have a difference which has the form 1P{λ).
Arf's proof is rather lengthy and proceeds by induction on n. We
propose to show how the pseudo-discriminant is related to the Clifford
algebra of Q in a way which parallels the well-known relation between
the discriminant of / and the Clifford algebra of / over a field of
characteristic φ2. At the same time, this will clear up the origin of
a curiously isolated result obtained by L. E. Dickson for the orthogonal

Received May 11, 1954.
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group On{K, Q) over a finite field of characteristic 2: the transforma-
tions u of that group are defined by the condition Q(u(x)) = Q(x), and
Dickson showed [4, p. 206] that a certain bilinear polynomial D(u) in
the elements of the matrix of u (with respect to a symplectic basis),
turns out to be always equal to 0 or 1 for elements of On{K, Q) (the
first case occurring if and only if u is a product of an even number of
transvections of On{K, Q) see [6, p. 301]). Now the connection with
the Clifford algebra which we mentioned above leads one in a natural
way to form the polynomial D(u) for an arbitrary symplectic trans-
formation u; if Qi(^)=Q(w(.τ)) is then the "transformed" of Q by u,
and Δ(Q), J(Qj) and D(u) are computed with respect to the same
symplectic basis, we will prove the following identity, which can be
considered as the counter-part of (1)

( 3 )

Dickson's result follows obviously from this relation.

2. We shall always suppose that the alternate form / is nonde-
generate, which implies that n==2m is even, and that the forms Q
associated with / are nondefective [5, p. 39-40]. For the definition of
the Clifford algebra C(Q) of a quadratic form Q associated to / , we
refer the reader to [3] or [6]. If (^)i^i<w is a symplectic basis of E,
such that

f{fii> em+j) = δijf f(ei9 e , ) = 0 , f(em+i, em+J)=0 l<A,j<Lm,

then the unit element and the ei (l<i<n) constitute a system of
generators for C(Q), with the relations

i, j<ra.

From this it follows that C(Q) is an algebra of rank 22W over K.
Moreover, the elements of even degree of C(Q) (generated by the
products of an even number of the e/s) constitute a subalgebra C+(Q)
of rank 22m~1 over K, and it can be shown that the center Z of that
algebra has rank 2 over K [3, p. 44]. Now, it is readily verified
from (4) that the element

(5 ) z=eiem+L + β a e m + 3 -i 4- eme2m

commutes with all products e/heh, and therefore constitutes with the
unit element a basis for Z over K. From (4) it follows that z2-hz
= Δ(Q), where

( 6 ) Δ(Q) = QWQ(βm+1) 4- Q(e>)Q(em+,) + . . . + Q(em)Q(e2m)
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is precisely the pseudo-discriminant of Q relative to the basis (e,t)
considered by Arf. Now the fact that Δ(Q) has the form J°(/Γ) expresses
the fact that the equation z2jrz=A(Q) has a solution in K, in other
words, that Z is not a field. When Z is a field, it is a separable
quadratic field over K, and if it is generated by the roots of any
equation t2-\-t = μ, then μ and Δ(Q) differ by an element of the form
V(λ) [2, p. 177, exerc. 8]. This proves immediately that when the
pseudo-discriminant is computed with respect to two different symplectic
bases, the values obtained have a difference of the form P(λ).

3 We are now going to make the above result more precise by
proving (3). If u is a symplectic transformation, the elements u(e{)
( l<i<2m) constitute again a symplectic basis for E, hence also a
system of generators for the Clifford algebra C(Q), satisfying rela-
tions similar to (4) (with Q(w(eJ) replacing Q(β, )). The element

( 7 ) z' =%(eO%(em+1) 4- 4-u(em)u(e,m)

constitutes therefore, with the unit element, a basis for Z over K, in
other words, zf has the form p-Vqz, where p, q are in K. Now it is
easy to compute zf as a function of the coefficients of the matrix of u
with respect to (e{) : let

w(e*)= Σ?-i auej 4- ΣT=i btJen+3

Let on the other hand Q(e.t)=aίf Q{em+ )=βί. Then z' is a linear
combination of elements ehek, and it follows from (4) and (5) that we
need only consider among those elements the squares e\ and the products
eiem+it enι+ieι since we know in advance that z' can contain no other
elements from the basis of C+(Q). We thus obtain

( 8 ) P = Σ £ i Σ^^jaίjcίj + βjbίjdίj + bίJcίj)

(9) (/=ΣΓ.i(αΛ + W

But it follows, from the fact that the transposed matrix of u is again
the matrix of a symplectic transformation, that q=l. The expression
on the right of (8) is the Dickson invariant D(u) as the relation
z'=p + z yields z/2 + zr=z* + zJrp2 + p, the identity (3) follows immediately
from (6).

4. We cannot expect, of course, that the mapping u-+D(u) should
be a homomorphism of the symplectic group Sp2m(K) into the additive
group of K, if only because we know that SpZm(K) is a simple group.
However, there are some relations between the Dickson invariants of
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two symplectic transformations u, v and the Dickson invariant of their
product. In fact, it follows immediately from the expression of z'
obtained in § 3, that we have

(10) D(vu)=D(u) + Dn(v)

where D(u) and D(vu) are the Dickson invariants of u and vu with
respect to the basis (e{), and Dn{v) the Dickson invariant of v with
respect to the basis (u^^). This general formula takes a simpler shape
when u is an orthogonal transformation, because then Q(u(et))=Q(et)
for l < ί < 2 m ; on the other hand, the matrix of v with respect to the
basis (^(ej) is the same as the matrix of wιvn with respect to (e, ),
and we thus obtain

(11) D{vu) + D{ιrιvu)=D{u).

But in this identity we can replace v by uvu~λ therefore we also have

(12) D(uv)=D(u) + D(v)

when u is an orthogonal transformation, v an arbitrary symplectic
transformation (D(u) being equal to 0 or 1, as recalled above).
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A COMPARISON THEOREM FOR EIGENVALUES

OF NORMAL MATRICES

KY FAN

The following interesting theorem was recently obtained by H.
Wielandt (Oral communication, see also J. Todd [3]):

Let M, N be two normal matrices of order n, and let r denote the
rank of M—N. Let D be an arbitrary closed circular disk in the com-
plex plane, If D contains exactly p eigenvalues of M, and exactly q
eigenvalues of N, then \p — q\<Lr.

It is then natural to raise the following question: Without con-
sidering the rank of M—N, is it possible to compare the eigenvalues
of M and N in a manner similar to that of Wielandt's theorem ? The
purpose of this Note is to present such a rank-free comparison theorem
which includes Wielandt's theorem stated above.

THEOREM. Let M, N be two normal matricesι of order n and let
r be an integer such that 0<r<jft. Let ε^>0 be such that ez is not less
than the (r-f-l)th eigenvalue of {M—N)*{M—N), when the eigenvalues of
(M— N)*(M— N) are arranged in descending order.2 If a closed circular
disk

\Z-Z0\<p

contains p eigenvalues of M, then the concentric disk

contains at least p—r eigenvalues of N.

While Wielandt's proof of his theorem uses geometric arguments
involving convexity, the proof of our theorem will be based on an in-
equality (Lemma below). This difference in methods explains why our
result is of more quantitative character than Wielandt's theorem.

LEMMA. Let A, B be any two matrices'0 of order n. If {at}, {βt},
{rt} are the eigenvalues of A*A, B*B and (A + B)*(A + B) respectively,
each arranged in descending order

Received August 1, 1954. This paper was prepared in part under a National Bureau
of Standards contract with The American University, sponsored by the Office of Scientific
Research of the Air Research and Development Command, USAF.

1 The elements of all matrices considered here are real or complex numbers.
2 As usual, the adjoint of a matrix A is denoted by A*.
3 Here A, B need not be normal.
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then the inequality

V u+Uι<Vai+ι + i/ftTΓ

holds for any two nonnegative integers i, j such that i+j

A more general form of this lemma (valid for completely continuous
linear operators in a Hubert space) has been given in [2], and is a
generalization of a classical inequality of H. Weyl [4, p. 445] concerning
eigenvalues of sum of two symmetric kernels of linear integral equations.

Proof of the theorem. Let {μ^, {vj denote the eigenvalues of M,
N respectively and so arranged that

Let

Then A-\-B=N—zJ. Let {αj, {ft}, {γt} denote the eigenvalues of
A*A, B*B and (A + B)*(A + B), each arranged in descending order. As
Λf, JV are both normal, we have

By the above Lemma, we have

Using our hypothesis ft+i<ε2, we obtain

(1) k+r-

Let p denote the number of eigenvalues μt of ikf contained in the disk
\z — zQ\<,p, and q the number of eigenvalues v% of iV contained in the
concentric disk \z — ̂ 0 |<^-hε. We shall prove that

(2) q>p-r.

If n~q — r<Cl, then q^>n — r>:p — r. Thus we may assume l<,n —

q-r. By (1),

But, according to the definition of q, we have
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Therefore

which implies n—q—r<n—p or (2). Our theorem is thus proved.

COROLLARY. Let M, N be two normal matrices of order n and let
r be an integer such that §<r<jι. Let xu x2, •••, xn-r be n — r ortho-
normal vectors in the unitary n-space. If a closed circular disk \z — zQ\<iρ
contains p eigenvalues of M, then the concentric disk

( 3 ) \z-Zo\<P

contains at least p — r eigenvalues of N.

Proof. By a minimum property of eigenvalues of Hermitian matrices
[1, Theorem 1], the expression

Σ \\(M-N)xtf= Σ ((M-N)*{M-N)xt, x)

is not less than the sum of the last n — r eigenvalues of (M—N)*(M — N),
and consequently not less than the (r + l)th eigenvalue of (M— N)*(M
— N). Thus the corollary follows directly from the theorem.

In case r is the rank of M—N, we can choose n — r orthonormal
vectors xu x2, •••, xn-r such that

(M-N)Xi = 0 (l<ϊ<>n -r).

Then the disk (3) becomes \z — zϋ\<,p and the corollary reduces to
Wielandt's theorem.
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ON THE CONVERGENCE BEHAVIOUR OF

TRIGONOMETRIC INTERPOLATING POLYNOMIALS

RICHARD P. GOSSELIN

l Grunwald [1] and Marcinkiewicz [2] have shown by examples
the existence of continuous functions for which the sequence of Lagrange
interpolating polynomials taken at the Tchebysheff abcissas diverges at
each point of [ — 1, 1], Marcinkiewicz constructed a function which
actually proved an equivalent proposition, the existence of continuous
functions for which the sequence of trigonometric interpolating poly-
nomials taken at an even number of equidistant points centered at the
origin diverges everywhere.

A similar result is known if for the nth polynomial the interpolat-
ing points are of the form 2ml(2n + l), i=0, ± 1 , ••• the sequence of
interpolating polynomials corresponding to a certain continuous func-
tion, f(x), diverges for every aφO (mod 2π). The point x=0 must be
excluded because it is of the form 2πίl(2n+l) for each n, and hence
the nth polynomial must equal fix) there, (cf. Zygmund [3, p. 75]).
We shall consider more generally the following sets of points

(1) aΛ- •—--*, i -0 , ±1, ± 2 , . .
2w+l

where a is any real number which is held fixed as n varies. The
points (1) are called the fundamental points of interpolation. We shall
denote the nth trigonometric interpolating polynomial, that is, the
uniquely defined polynomial of order not greater than n which agrees
with a given periodic function fix) at the points of (1), by l\?\x\ / ) ,
except that we write In(x; f) for I%\x; /)•

In this paper, by refinements of the Marcinkiewicz example, along
with adjustments for the new set of fundamental points, we show the
strong dependence of the convergence behaviour of IQn\x /) for certain
functions f(x) on the number a. For proper choice of a, the con-
vergence behaviour may be the worst possible, divergence for all xφO
(mod 2π), whereas for the same function, another choice of a will lead
to uniform convergence of the above sequence. We make these notions
precise in the statements of our theorems.

THEOREM 1. For any real number a, irrational with respect to π,
there is a continuous function fix) for which the sequence In(x; f) di-
verges for all xφO (mod 2π), but for which the sequence Ic"\x; f) con-
verges uniformly.

Received May 6, 1954.
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2. The function in question, f(x), is of the form

We shall define each fn(x) on certain points and impose some further
general conditions which ensure that Is(x; f) diverges for every xφO
(mod 2π). This part of the construction is quite similar to that of
the Marcinkiewicz example and is discussed in [3], so that our remarks
here will be brief.

Each function fn(x) satisfies the following conditions : it is continu-
ous and bounded by 1; smooth enough so that I8(x; fn) converges
uniformly to it; but such that there is a bounded integral-valued
function μ{x) defined on the closed intervals [1/w, π — 1/w], [π-fl/w,
27r —1/ra], and also for x=π for which \IμCx>(x; Λ)|>w . Thus for each
n, we choose m so large that

| ^ ^ ^af( w ) > s > m ;

ι» 2 sin (0/2) g w = ^ i==Of ± 1 ± 2 , . . . .
2s-h 1

M(n) is some function of n which we may take as large as we wish.
Let pl9 #2, , pm be integers all depending upon n such that m<pι
and

m(2pt + Sy<2pi+1 + l , i = l , 2, . . . , m - 1 .

For each p, let ^ be the system of points θ\*>, i = 0 , 1, 2, ••• , 2p; and
let Sp(u) be the intersection of Sp with the interval [u, 2π\. We define
fn(x) on SP l as follows :

((-1)%
\

Since S^ and S^+i are disjoint, except for the point x=0, we may
define fjβ) in the same way in SPi+1; that is equal to ( —1)* if ^ P l + 1 )

G SPι+1{2πlm) and 0 elsewhere in S^ i+1. Suppose now that fjβ) has
been defined for θe Spi\JSPi+1, ΐ = l , 2, ••.•, A; — 1 . For the points of
Spk\JSPk+1 which coincide with points of Sp.\JSp.+ι, i = l , 2, . . . , yfc — 1 ,
the original definition holds. For the remaining points of SPic{.JSPic+1,
we define fn(θ) as follows :
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(-l)S

0,

f( — 1 ) %

(O, ^ ^ - υ e ^ A + 1 - ^ + Ί ( 2 7 r A : »

Thus by recurrence, /w(0) is defined for all points of SPί\JSPi+1, i = l ,
2, •••, m — 1. /w(0) may be defined arbitrarily elsewhere except that
it must be continuous, bounded by 1, and smooth enough to ensure the
uniform convergence of Is(x; f n ) .

Every point x of the interval [1/rc, 2π — l/ri] belongs to some inter-
val [2(k — l)πlm} 2kπ\m~\, k=l, 2, ••• , m — 1 . For x in the &th interval,
we may write according to a well known formula

is{χ /„)=— Γ
π Jo

sin (s + U2)x rfn(θ) coφ +1/2)*
J ( e )

where

A ( a , ) = s i
2sin(»/2)

By arguments similar to those in [2], we may show, using (2), that

, a=pt, pt + l.

If x=π, then sin (s + l/2)a?= ± 1 . If a; belongs to one of the intervals
, π — l/n, n+l/n, 2π — ljri], then either | sin (pλ + l/2)a; | >llπn or

- 3/2)^|>l/7Γ7z. This shows with suitable choice of M(n) that

xe[l/n, π — lj?ι], [π-\-l(n, 2π — \\ri\, or x=π

where s is chosen to be pk or pfc4-l for some fc. The n/s are spread
out so sparsely that the following conditions are satisfied :

j^nrll2<co pm^(nt) Σ ^ 1 / 2 < 1 and |/β(a?;

Because of the first condition, /(a?) is continuous, and the last can be
satisfied by the uniform convergence of Is(x; /„) . By well known
arguments (cf., for example, Zygmund [3, pp. 79, 80]), these conditions
are sufficient to make Is(x; f) diverge for every xφO (mod 2π).
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3 Our own proof depends upon defining more explicitly each
fn(x) throughout the interval [0, 2τr]. Let T(n) denote the set of
points where fjx) has already been defined to be ± 1 . Let r=rn be
the number of points of T(n). For each s, there exists an integer
v(s) such that all the points

belong to the interval [0, 2π], All of the numbers

i = 0 , 1 , . . . ,2s; s = l , 2, .- . ,« !

l==Qf i9 ... f 2p p=pl9 p.it" ,pm-i,Pι + l, — 9 Pm-i+ l

are different from 0, else our hypothesis about a would be violated.
Let riSi), depending upon n, be the minimum of the absolute value of
these numbers. Choose disjoint intervals /a of length 2r]=2ηn centered
about each point ξ of T(n). We choose η so small that 1% contains no
other points of Sp.\JSPί+1, i = l , 2, ••• , m — 1. Let sλ be so large that
(a) 2r/ί?(2s +1)<1 for s^s1. Now in each interval Ĵ , we let fn(x)
equal a "roof" function, ±λB(x-ξ) where ;δ(0) = l ; >ίδ(^)=0 if \x\^δ,
and δ̂(^—6) is linear from f—δ to f and from ξ to f + δ. The plus or minus
sign is of course chosen in accordance with the original definition of
fn(x) at ξ. Let δ=δn be so small that (b) rd<jj and (c) 3<r(»i). Else-
where, we define fn(x) to be 0. Condition (c) guarantees that fn(x)
will be 0 at all points x/s), j=Q, 1, ••• , 2s s^s lβ Since fn(x) satisfies
a Lipschitz condition, both Is(x; fn) and Ic

s

a\x; fn) converge uniformly
to fn(x).

4. We now proceed to show that \Ic

s

a\x; fn)\<A for all x in [0, 2ττ]
where 4̂ is a constant independent of x, s, and n. We have

π

2

If s^sx, then /^(ίc; /„) is 0 by condition (c) on δ. If s>sl9 we write

where Ic

s%x; fn) consists of those terms of the sum corresponding to
the points xs(s) which belong to the interval /ξ containing x for some
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ξ (if x belongs to one such interval), and I^\(x /„) consists of the
remaining terms of the sum. We have

'29-4-1 ^ Ί τ - τ ^ l

Let 7j — δ=β=βn. Then |# —ίfy(s)|;>/3 for the terms of Σi» whether x
belongs to any interval 1% or not. Now let kn(s) be the number of
terms of Σ i I* follows that

\ ° ) I1 s, ι\*£ , j

To estimate kn{s), consider all of the intervals Iξ, except the one which
contains x (if there is such). In each fn(x) is different from 0 only
on a subinterval of length 2δ. Since successive fundamental points are
separated by a distance 27r/(2s-fl), there are at most <δ(2s4-l)/τr>-f 1
distinct points Xj(s) of the sum ^ in this interval, where (if) denotes
the least integer greater than or equal to y. Since there are not more
than r such intervals, we have that

and from (3)

(4)

Condition (b) implies that δ<j]β for r;>2, and hence that
Thus δrlβ<2δrlη<C2, the latter inequality also following from condi-
tion (b). For the second quantity on the right side of (4), we have
r/(2s + l)/3<2r/(2s+l)7<l, the latter inequality being condition (a),
which holds since s>Si. Combining these results, we obtain from (4)
that

If x belongs to none of the intervals 7ξ, then the estimate (5) of
•ίβ?ί(#; fn) will serve also for IY°(x) f n ) . If x does belong to one of
the intervals Iξ, then

(6) I™(x; / n ) = ± - - 1 _ s i n [ .

) - - —

2sin[(a?-a?/β))/2J
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where the index j corresponds to the points Xj(s) of the interval 1%.
The sum in (6) can be written as Σ2,i+Σ2,2+Σ2,3 where Σ M con-
sists of those terms of Σ2 for which \x — Xj(s)\<£π 1(28 + 1), Σs,2 of the
remaining terms for which sin [(x —Xj(s)) 12]<C0, and Σa.s of the remain-
ing terms for which sin [(^ — ̂ (s))/2]>0. Since there are at most three
terms of Σ2,1 >

( 7 ) sin x - ( 1)

The sum of successive terms of Σ2.2 is

/ 8 ) λ(x(8)ξ)

2 sin [(α?- a?,+1(β))/2] 2 sin [(x - ^ (

All of the terms, except possibly for two, of Σ2,2 can be paired as in
(8) so that λh(x~-ξ) is linear for Xj(s)^x<^xJ+1(s). For these two terms
4s + 2 is a bound. For the remaining, we apply the mean value theorem
to obtain that the absolute value of the difference (8) is not greater
than

3{2s + l)\x~xj{s)\

and so

( 9 )
2s+'l 2sin[(»-a:7(s))/2]

+
- a?χ8)ί 2(2s

Since the number of terms of Σ2,2 is not greater than 2 + ̂ (
and the smallest possible value for \x — Xj(s)\ is 2π/(2s + l), the second
term on the right side of (9) is not greater than l/2 + 7r/δ(2s + l). If
(2s + ΐ)δlπ<Clf then there is at most one term in the sum of (6) so that
one would serve as a bound for \I^l(x; /»)|. Hence, we assume other-
wise, and 7r/<5(2s + l)<;i. For the third term on the right side of (9),
since the smallest possible value for \x—Xj(s)\ is 2^/(2s + l), and since
successive terms differ by 27r/(2s + l), we have

2(2s \χ - 2(2s + I) 2 L , 2
1

J

a constant. Hence, collecting these results, we see, using (9), that

(10) 1
2 si + l

(-iy
2sin[(a?-a;/8))/2]
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A similar result holds for Σ 2, 3, so that from (6), (7), and (10), we see
that \Ic

s*ϊ(x; fn)\ is bounded by a constant At independent of x, s, and
n. From (5), \I^i(x; fn)\ is bounded by a constant Al9 independent of
x, s, and n. Thus, \W\x\ fn)\ is bounded by a constant A=Ai

5. The last result shown together with the uniform convergence of
x; fn) gives

Σ

for s large enough. Since the right hand side is arbitrarily small with
e and 1/JV, our theorem is proved.

6 With a slight modification of the previous argument, we may
establish the following theorem.

THEOREM 2. There is a continuous function f(x) such that Is(x; f)
diverges for every xφO (mod 2π) ivhile for almost every number a,
Ic

s

Λ\x; f) converges uniformly.

Our function, f(x), will be of the same form as in Theorem 1,

Σ^Γ1 / 2 fnί(%)> where the f,H(x) are sums of nonoverlapping roof func-
i = 1

tions. Let /ξ, η, s1 be defined as before. Consider

o 7 Z=-2s- l ,—,0, l , — ,2s; s<^s, o .
I JL -L I "i U,: , , U ΐ

On I "1 -. _< O/v-> I 1

ZS-f-1 i = 0 1 ••• 2p* p = Pι Pi + l > ' >PϊΛ>P»ιH"l Δp+L

Suppose that there are r = r n such numbers. Choose symmetric neigh-
bourhoods of length 2/r2 about each, and denote the set which consists
of the sum of these neighbourhoods by R'n. Let a belong to Rn (com-
plement of R'n), 0<a<2π. Let φ) denote the least integer such that
α-f-27Γi;(s)/(2s4-1)>0. Clearly - 2 s - l < φ ) < 0 . Then the numbers

belong to the interval (0, 2π) and so are our χff°(s). Also the numbers
j + v(s) are included in the numbers I of (11) for s<ίs1 since — 2s —1<;
i + v(s)<,2s. We choose δ such that it satisfies rd<j] (Condition (b) of
Theorem 1) and in addition (cx) <5<l/r2. We have
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for some I such that -2s-l<l<^2s, s ^ . Hence k f ^
by (cθ so that I^\x\ / n ) = 0 for all a?, s ^ , and all a inRn. To show
that I^(x; fn) is bounded for all s and all a in iuw, we employ the
previous argument, which, beyond this point, used nothing about a.

Considering only the portions of Rn and R'n in (0, 2π)f we have

for the ^z spread out sufficiently. Hence, except for a set of measure
0, every a belongs to at most a finite number of sets R'n. and so to
every Rn. for i large enough.

The author would like to acknowledge his indebtedness to Profes-
sor A. Zygmund for suggesting to him a result of the type of Theorem
1. Theorem 2 was established in response to a question raised by
Professor E. G. Straus.
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ON GENERATING FUNCTIONS OF THE JACOBI

POLYNOMIALS

PETER HENRICI

1. Introduction. The series of Jacobi polynomials

w = 0

(an independent of p and τ) has in the case an=l already been evaluated
by Jacobi in terms of elementary functions, and there are several other
known cases where it can be summed explicity. The sum of (1) is then
usually called a generating function of the Jacobi polynomials. On the
other hand, according to a particular case of a theorem which we have
proved recently, every function of a certain class of regular solutions
of the partial differential equation

dxz dyz x dx y dy

can be represented by a series of type (1), where

and may therefore be considered as a generating function of the Jacobi
polynomials in the above sense. This fact is used in the present paper
for the construction of an expansion of type (1) which contains several
known results of this kind as special cases. As a side result we shall
obtain some identities of Cayley-Orr type between the coefficients in the
Taylor expansions of certain products of hypergeometric series.

In what follows x and y are considered as independent complex
variables. Also the variables

(4) z=x-\-iy, z*=x — iy

will be used. Our notation of special functions is in accordance with [5].

2. The expansion theorem. The special case k=0 of the main
theorem of [6] is as follows:

Received June 9, 1954. This paper was prepared under a National Bureau of Standards
contract with American University, Washington, D. C. with sponsorship of the Office of
Naval Research.
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( 5 )

THEOREM.

Let

Let

μ

PETER HENRICI

4-^-2, -3, -4,

u(x, y) = U(z, z*)

be a solution of (2) regular in the domain & : | z | < r , | z * | < r (r>0)
satisfying the conditions

(6) U(z, z*) = U(-z, -z*) = U(z*9 z)

and let

(7) U(z, 0 ) = Σ ^ s

ίl-0

7%β?i 2̂ (̂ , ?/) ^αs in & the representation

(8) Φ,2/)-

where p and τ are given by (3)

r _ 2 ^ ! _ (μ + » + l)nnl
In

\ 2 Ίn
v±2\
2 )n

3 A special solution of (2) We substitute in (2) bipolar coordinates
(ξ, η) which we define by

(10) χ= ™Af , y= - - .
cosh ξ + cos η cosh ξ + cos 37

They are connected with (z, «*) and (p, r) respectively by the relations

ω ω

(ii)

where

(12) ω

(The square roots are positive for z=z*=0, p=0.) Since (2) may be
written in the form

(13) div (# 2 μ + y v + 1 grad u) = 0
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and since the transformation (10) is isothermalι, we obtain for ψ(ξ, η) =
ιι(x, y) the equation

Setting

and

one finds by the usual separation method that both S(s) and T(t) have
to satisfy the differential equation

(14) ( r i ) ζ + 2 ( i + l ) / +
dv" dv

where v=s, λ=μ, if V=S, and v=t, λ = v, if V=T, K being a separation
parameter. A solution of (14) regular near v=l is the function

(15) \ λ κ λ ^ ι z + l ]

Here P denotes the Legendre function of the first kind.2 Tracing back
our substitutions and assuming that none of the numbers μ and v is a
negative integer, we may thus define a solution of (2) by

(16) Φf\p, τ H ω - i - ^

Evidently this function satisfies the functional relations

Φi^iP, τ) = Φ^Ά(p, r)

Among the many possible representations of #/ ί V ) in terms of
hypergeometric functions we list the following, which is obtained by
substituting equation 3.2 (24) of [5] for the Legendre functions involv-
ed in (15):

1 Arising from the conformal transformation z — tanhf, ζ = ξλ-iτ].
2 The functions Vκ\v) could also be expressed in terms of Gegenbauer functions.
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(18) )==φ2F1

X ιl

l μ4-6 4-2 .
2 ' " " 2 '

V — K, v — £ 4 - 1

Here we have put

and

Y

It is easy to see from this representation that the function

U(z, Z*) = Φ™(p, τ)

is regular in | z | < l , | ^ * | < 1 and that it satisfies the symmetry rela-
tions (6). Save for the mentioned exceptional values of the parameters,
(15) defines therefore a solution of (2) for which the assumptions of
the expansion principle of § 2 are satisfied.

4. The Jacobi expansion of Φi^K From (18) we have immediately

(19) U(z, 0 ) = ^
>4-/c4-l μ + tc

μ + 1

— K v — /C4-1

2 2

If we denote by an the coefficient of zm in the Taylor expansion of the
right hand side of (19), we obtain by the expansion principle the series

= Σ r,«»W(20) ffi-"-»-17ϊ

which converges if

\z\<l,

or, what amounts to the same,

We note the following representations of an in terms of terminat-
ing hypergeometric series:
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-/Λ ίvv__!l j !*-___-_._- j r_._.- ' - ? r- • -. . :_- ? - v - w > - n ;

»

™

* - £ , - r c

Of these, (21) is obtained by straightforward Cauchy multiplication of
the two power series on the right of (19). In order to prove (22), we
consider (20) for the special value r = l (that is, z=z*). This gives on
the left, using (17),

(24) U(z, 25) = (Γ+>)2

By a quadratic transformation [5, eq. 2.11 (34)] this 2Fλ can be ex-
pressed by one with argument £2, and in view of

nl

(20) thus becomes

From this (22) follows again by Cauchy multiplication of the series on
the left. Putting r = — 1 (or z=~z*) in (20) leads in a similar way to

(26) (l-zr^F

The representation (23) of an is remarkable for the fact that only one
parameter in the 3F2 depends on n. It is obtained by expressing the
hypergeometric function on the left of (25) by one with argument
z2l(z2 — l), expanding in terms of this argument, expanding the powers
of z2l(z2 — l) in terms of powers of z2 and rearranging.

From (19) it is easily seen by applying Euler's linear transforma-
tion to the two hypergeometric series simultaneously that U(z, 0) and
hence an is a symmetric function of μ and p. Therefore in (21), (22)
and (23) the variables μ and v may be interchanged. Furthermore, in
view of (17) K may be replaced everywhere by —/c —1. Many other
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representations for the coefficients an could be derived from the ones
given above by the application of transformations of generalized hyper-
geometric series of unit argument. One example for this technique
will be given at the end of § 6.

5 Special cases* (i) If /c = 0, (23) yields by Vandermonde's theorem

and from (15) we have

Thus (20) reduces to

(27) 2μ+vw
n=o

This is the classical generating series, of Jacobi3.

(ii) Since

(28) TO = 1 ,

other noteworthy special cases of (20) are to be expected for κ=μ or
κ=v. In the first case we have from (23) (using the symmetry with
respect to μ and v)

Thus (20) yields, if (18) is used on the left,

(29) (1 + pf

An equivalent formula is easily derived from a bilinear generating
function due to Watson [10] and has been stated explicitly (but with
a slight algebraic error) by Bailey [1, p. 102], The result is given
correctly by Buchholz [3, p. 143. eq. (20)].

The case κ=ι> does in view of (17) not lead to something new. A

3 See [5, eq. 10.8 (29)J and, for several direct proofs of the expansion, [9, p. 68],
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similar, but not equivalent formula can be deduced from (20) by
putting κ = μ + l or /c = ̂ -f 1.

If κ=μ=v9 we obtain from (20) and (29) in virtue of (28) and

the classical generating series of the Gegenbauer polynomials

(iii) Also in the cases μ=±\ (or ι>=±i) the Jacobi polynomials
reduce to Gegenbauer polynomials. Since Φ^X) likewise may be ex-
pressed in terms of Gegenbauer functions, (20) takes then the form of
an addition theorem for these functions. This result has been given
by us already elsewhere [7].

(iv) Putting p=r/κ? and letting «->oo, we obtain from (20) and
(23), since

(30) lim Vλ

κ(l-2ιoie)=ΰFιiλ + l w],

the well-known formula (see the references to equation (42) of [6])

(31) o r ^ Ί ^ L + l r ^
2 J L 2

With the exception of a result of Brafman [2], the special cases
of (20) mentioned above cover to our knowledge all simple (that is, not
bilinear) known generating functions of the Jacobi polynomials which
are valid for general values of μ and v.A

6. Identities of Cayley-Orr type. The formulae (19), (25) and (26)
suggest identities between the coefficients of the expansions of certain
hypergeometric products which in a symmetric way may be stated as
follows:

Each of the three identities

(a) (l - c r v *ρ\ [μ+κ ^ Ϋ 1 ; ζ ] = Σ (*+nΛnC,

4 Brafman's result, which was originally established as a corollary to Bailey's decom-
position formula for AppelΓs function F4, has been proved by our method without the use
of Bailey's formula in [6J.
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(C)

μ + K + 1

2

PETER

μ + β-h

' 2
.. ι 1

HENRICI

v — K

2 '

v — κ + 1

2
., ι 1

C

V 2 •-Ί( 2 A

implies the other two.

This result is of a type considered first by Cay ley and Orr [8].
While (a)^(b) is a special case of a result by Burchnall and Chaundy
(see [4, eq. (13)]), the two equivalencies (a)^(c) and (b)^(c) as well
as the method of their derivation seem to be new. Identities of this type
have been investigated either by a discussion of the ordinary dif-
ferential equations satisfied by the products of hypergeometric functions
(for recent results obtained by this method, see [4]) or by transform-
ations of the generalized hypergeometric series arising in the Cauchy
multiplication of the power series under consideration. An account of
Bailey's and Whipple's work in this direction can be found in [1]. In
order to render our above result independent of the consideration of a
special partial differential equation, we sketch a short proof of it by
Whipple's method. By reasons of symmetry it suffices to prove (a)~
(c). This amounts to a direct proof of the equality of (21) and (22).
We first transform the ̂ F2 in (22) into a saalschϋtzian 4F 3 by equation
4.5 (1) of [1]. This gives

(32) r A - ( T l ) 7 3 2 -n

3 μ + v + 2

The desired result is now established by transforming the AFd according
to equation 7.2 (1) of [1]. We emphasize that it is also possible to prove
(a)~(c) by the differential equation method of Burchnall and Chaundy.
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where Ln(vl denotes the Laguerre polynomial.





AN ALGEBRA ASSOCIATED WITH A COMPACT GROUP

MEYER JERISON

1. Introduction* This paper deals with a variation on a familiar
theme namely, a proof that a space is determined, in some appropriate
sense, by certain properties of a collection of functions on that space.
Here, the space in question is a compact abelian group G, and the
collection of functions is the set of all continuous functions from G
into a commutative, complex Banach algebra R. The relevant proper-
ties of the collection of functions make it into a Banach algebra R(G),
with addition as well as multiplication by scalars defined in the usual
way, that is, pointwise, norm defined by

(1) ||a?||= sup \\x(g)\\ xeR{G),
g e G

and multiplication of elements in R(G) defined as the convolution

(2) (χy)(g)=\ χ(gh-ι)y(h)dh.

The integral, like all integrals appearing in this paper, is taken with
respect to Haar measure in G, normalized so that the measure of G is
1. The integrand takes on values in the Banach algebra R, and the
integral is of the type described in [3]. An alternate approach to this
integral is obtained by observing that, as continuous functions on a
compact group, the functions with which we deal are almost periodic
in the sense of [2], and the integral is the invariant mean whose
existence and uniqueness are proved in [2].

We will let c^ denote the class of theorems of the type described
in the first sentence of the preceding paragraph. Many theorems of
this class may be found in the literature the ones most intimately
related to the present investigation appear in [6] and the papers quoted
there. I feel, therefore, that some justification is needed for the
publication of still another one. Futhermore, there is probably no
limit to the number of different kinds of spaces and different sets of
functions which might be combined to yield a theorem in έ%?. The
choice of the particular set-up that is being studied here was motivat-
ed by an attempt to solve a problem in topology proposed by Fox [4].

If Xy Y, and Z are topological spaces, and if the cartesian product
X x Γ i s homeomorphic with XxZ, then it is known that Y and Z
need not be homeomorphic. In the simplest example of this phenomenon
[4], Y and Z are compact subsets of the plane that are not at all

Received June 15, 1954.
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pathological, and X is a closed interval. The non-homogeneity of Xat
the end points seems to be what makes this example work, and Fox
raises the question whether homeomorphism of the products will imply
homeomorphism of Y and Z if X is a circle. Now, let R1 and Rz be
the Banach algebras of all continuous complex (real would work just
as well) valued functions on the compact spaces Y and Z, respectively,
with multiplication as well as addition defined pointwise. Then a well
known theorem (in β^) asserts that Rτ and R2 are isomorphic, in
symbols1 R^R2, if, and only if, Y and Z are homeomorphic. A func-
tion from X into R1 may be identified in an obvious way with a com-
plex function on I x Γ . If one could prove that isomorphism of the
algebra of all continuous functions from the circle X into Rx with the
space of functions from X into Rz implies R^R,, and if, moreover,
the former isomorphism is a consequence of the homeomorphism of
XxY with XxZ, then Fox's problem would be solved.

It would be pleasant to be able to report that this has been
achieved, especially because the theorems in ^ have had no note-
worthy applications to problems in topology. Unfortunately, although
Theorem 2 does say that R^G^RJfi) implies Rλ^Rz for any compact
abelian group Gy in particular for a circle, the algebraic structure
which has been placed on R(G) is of such a nature that I cannot prove
that homeomorphism of GxY with GxZ implies Rι(G)^Rz(G). Section
4 is devoted to a discussion of some of the reasons for the failure of
this approach.

Theorem 2 is probably true without the hypothesis that G is
abelian, but I have not been able to prove it. This hypothesis does
not influence the applicability of the theorem to Fox's problem. The
requirement that R be a commutative Banach algebra whose only
idempotent is its unit, is equivalent, if R is the algebra of continuous
functions on Y with pointwise multiplication, to the assumption that
Y is connected.

2. Complex valued functions* In this section, we assume that R
is the field of complex numbers, and then we no longer need to require
that G be abelian.

THEOREM 1. If D and Δ are the Banach algebras of continuous com-
plex functions on the compact groups G and Γ, respectively (with multi-
plicatian defined by (2)), and D^Δy then G and Γ are isomorphic.

This theorem can probably be proved by the technique of [6], but
1 This symbol will be reserved for isomorphism (including preservation of norms) of

Banach algebras.
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we choose to base our proof on the theory of Banach spaces of
continuous functions. If / : Δ~^Ό is the isomorphism, then there exists
a one-to-one mapping φ of G onto Γ which is a homeomorphism of the
underlying topological spaces, and xQeD with the property \xo(g)\=l,
such t h a t 2

( 3 ) fξ(9) = Xo(9)-ξ{<P9)

for all ξeΔ and geG. We propose to show that φ is an isomorphism

of the groups.

LEMMA 1. x,(g'gn)^x,{gf)x,{gn) for all g', g"eG.

Proof. If ξ0 6 Δ is defined as f o (r)=l, r e / 1 , then fξQ=x0.
 C o n "

sequently,

that is, xQ is an idempotent in D. Hence,

xQ(g)=xQx0(g) = I x,{gh-ι)x,{h)dh .

Since |xn(#)(=l, we have

But the absolute value of the integrand is 1 for all g and h, and the
measure of G is also 1, so that

for all g and & (more precisely, for almost all h, but the function is
continuous). Setting g=g'g" and h=g"> and remembering that \xo(g)\ =
1, we obtain Xv{g'g")=x<i{g') x<ίg").

Proof of Theorem 1. It is required only to prove that

for all #, #' e G.

Let Ω be a neighborhood of the identity in Γ, and let ω be a con-
tinuous function on Γ which vanishes outside of Γ2 and such that

2 A proof of this assertion for a Banach space of real functions may be found in a
number of different places, including [1, p. 172]. A generalization which includes the
case of complex functions appears in [5, Theorem 6.2].
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Set

ωi(r) = o)((φg)-1r) and ω>z(γ) =

then a straightforward computation yields

(4)

Using (2), (3), and Lemma 1 in the relation f(ω1ω.i) = (fωι)'(fω.z)1

we find that for any ae G,

f(ω1ω2)(a) = I xo(ah-λ) ω1(ψ(ah-1)) xQ(h) ω,(φh)dh

Since ω vanishes outside of Γ2, this implies

(5) / K ^ ) ( a ) = 0

where

{φg)Ω is a neighborhood of ^^ in Γ, so that ^[(^flOm is a neighborhood
of </ in G. Similarly, ^"^^(^O] is a neighborhood of g', and 7 is a
neighborhood of ggf.

Let α be the (unique) element of G such that φa=(φg)'(φg'), and
suppose aφgg'. Since no previous restrictions have been placed upon
Γ2, we may now choose 12 so that α $ F , that is, so that /(ωxω2)(α) = 0.
But,

/ ( ω ^ X α ) = a ? 0 ( α ) ωλω2(φa) = xo(a) ωλωt(ψg *φgf)=xQ(a)^0 .

This contradicts the assumption that aφggf, and therefore Φ(ggf) =

(<pg)(φg')

3. The isomorphism theorem.

THEOREM 2. Let Gλ and G2 δβ compact abelian groups, and Rλ and
J?2, commutative Banach algebras whose only idempotents are their re-
spective units. Then Rλ{Gλ)^Rz{Gz) if, and only if, Rλ^Rz and Gλ is
isomorphic to Gz.

Proof. In one direction, the implication is trivial. To prove the
non-trivial half of the theorem, we consider a group G, an algebra R
with unit e, and show how R and G may be recovered from R(G),
using only the structure of R(G) as a Banach algebra.

The first step is to find D (in the notation of Theorem 1) in R(G).
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Specifically, we want to characterize the set De of elements in R(G)
of the form λ(g) e, where λ(g) is a complex function on G.

LEMMA 2. De is the smallest closed linear subspace containing all of
the idempotents of R(G).

Proof. We review some essential facts concerning Fourier analysis
in R(G) the proofs may be found in [2]. Let [χa] be the set of all
continuous characters of G, that is,

\χa(g)\=l and χa{gg')=χΛ{g)-χ*(g')

for all g, g'eG. For xeR(G), define

This is an element of R. The formal series Σ Λ ( # ) ? V represents x(g)
in exactly the same way that classical Fourier series represent continu-
ous functions. We write # ~ Σ # Λ If # ' ~ Σ z » r * then %x'~^X<»r*r* .
(This is not proved in [2], but can be done, as in the classical case,
simply by evaluating the αth coefficient of xxf.)

Since the formal series representation is unique, x is an idempotent
if, and only if, r Λ =0 or e for all a. Thus, every idempotent of R(G)
is in De, and, in fact, is an idempotent of D multiplied by e. Since
the idempotents of D span D, the idempotents of R(G) span De. It is
obvious, that De is a closed linear subspace of R(G).

Lemma 2 asserts that De is determined by R(G). Since De^D
(assuming ||β|| = l), it follows from Theorem 1 that G is determined by
R(G). It remains only to prove that R is determined by R(G), and this
will be achieved essentially by fishing the constant functions out of
R(G). Specifically, we will find all of the constant functions multiplied
by some character of G. It is impossible to distinguish between
characters using only their algebraic properties in R(G).

LEMMA 3. Let x be any irreducible idempotent of R(G), that is,
any idempotent which is not the sum of other non-zero idempotents. The
principal ideal generated by x is isomorphic with the Banach algebra R.

Proof. From the discussion of idempotents given earlier, it is
clear that x=χe for some character χ of G. If yeR(G), then

χ(g)-e=χ(g) r
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where r is the "Fourier coefficient" of y with respect to the character
γ. Similarly xy(g) = χ(g)r. Consequently, the set of functions in R(G)
of the form χ(g)r, reR, is a two-sided ideal. The correspondence
rf-)χr is the desired isomorphism.

4. Fox's problem. It was remarked earlier that the class of
theorems ^ has been disappointing as a source of solutions of problems
in topology, problems that do not involve the function space directly.
The comments which will be made here refer only to the failure to
solve Fox's problem, but it seems to me that they lie close to the
heart of the difficulties in general.

It is unlikely that Theorem 2 can be used to prove Fox's conjecture
because the conclusion of the theorem is so strong. What is needed is
a theorem with the statement " Gx isomorphic to G 2 " in the hypothesis
rather than in the conclusion. That so much could be proved from the
hypothesis R1(G1)^R2(G2) implies that it is a very strong condition and
one that will be difficult to verify. Thus, in the application to Fox's
problem, we would take Rλ and Rz as the algebras of continuous func-
tions on Y and Z, respectively, (pointwise multiplication) and we would
have to prove that if GxY is homeomorphic with GxZ, then Rι(G)^
R%(G). One may observe, incidentally, that in the correspondence be-
tween these two algebras induced by the homeomorphism of the pro-
duct spaces, norms are preserved, but the norms do not enter in an
essential way into the proof of R^R^.

Apparently, then, the source of the difficulty is the peculiar de-
finition of multiplication in R(G). I believe, however, that the trouble
goes deeper. A theorem in 3ίf generally has a hypothesis which is so
strong that to verify it is tantamount to exhibiting a homeomorphism
of the topological spaces on which the functions are defined. One
manifestation of this is the fact that the hypothesis implies not only
a homeomorphism but also an intimate relationship between the homeo-
morphism of the conclusion and the isomorphism of the hypothesis, as
given by formula (3). The presence of such a formula is implicit in
all of the techniques for proving theorems in §f?. It is what requires
the strong hypothesis, which, in turn, limits the applicability of the
theorem.
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INFINITE DETERMINANTS ASSOCIATED WITH

HILL'S EQUATION

WILHELM MAGNUS

1. Introduction and Summary. HilΓs equation is the differential
equation for a one-dimensional linear oscillator with a periodic potential.
In most applications, the question of the existence of a periodic solu-
tion arises. The main purpose of this investigation is to examine the
analytic character of the transcendental function, whose zeros deter-
mine the periodic solutions. For the special case of Mathieu's equation
the results obtained here have previously been used for solving the
inhomogeneous equation, and the cases where Hill's equation has two
periodic solutions have been discussed in detail and applied to the con-
struction of "transparent layers " [1].

We consider the differential equation of Hill's type :

(1.1) y" + 4(oj*±q(x))y=Q,

where q(x) is an even function of period π which can be expanded in
a Fourier series

(1.2) <7θ* )

We shall assume that the constants tn satisfy

(1.3) Σlί»l<°°.
W = l

The most widely investigated problem connected with (1.1) is the
question of the existence of solutions with period π or 2π. Let yι(x),
y z(x) denote the solutions of (1.1) which satisfy the initial conditions

(1.4) 2/i(0) = l, 2/1

/(0) = 0; 2/a(0) = 0, 2/a'(l) = l.

Then the following elementary statements hold (see for instance
Schaefke [5]: Equation (1.1) has

(a) an even solution of period π if and only if yι'(πl2) = 0
(af) an odd solution of period π if and only if y2(πj2) = 0
(β) an even solution of period 2π if and only if yι(πj2) = 0
(βf) an odd solution of period 2π if and only if y2'(πj2) = 0 .
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The conditions (a), {a') and (β), (βf) can be reduced to two single ones
because

(1.5) 2/i

(1.6) 2/i

In order to find directly a solution of (1.1) which has a period π,
we put

(1.7) y= Σ cnexp(2waji),

where

(1.8) cn=c_w

for a real function y(x). (As usual, a bar denotes the conjugate com-
plex quantity). By substituting (1.7) into (1.2) we obtain an infinite
system of homogeneous linear equations for the cn. The determinant
of this system can be written in the form

(1.9) sin2 πω DQ(ω)

where D0(ω) is an infinite determinant of the type

(1.10) D0(ω)=\dn,m\, n, m = 0 , ± 1 , ± 2 , . .

Here

(1.11) * f . ( ^

(1.12) tn-m=tm_n=t\n_m\, tQ=0 .

As usual, δntm=l if n = m and δn,m=0 if nφm.
The vanishing of the expression (1.9) is a necessary and sufficient

condition for (1.1) to have a solution with period π. According to
Whittaker and Watson [7]

(1.13) 2/i(τr) - 1 = - 2D0(ω) sin2 πω .

This shows that the vanishing of (1.5) is an immediate consequence of
the vanishing of the term (1.9) and vice versa. Also, it provides two
alternative ways of approximating the eigenvalues ω for which yi(π)=
1. If we compute yi(π) approximately by applying the Picard iteration
to (1.1), we arrive at trigonometric polynomials or series. If we use
the principal minors of Z)o, we obtain algebraic equations for the ap-
proximate values of ω which will be particularly suitable for large ω.
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To obtain even or odd solutions of (1.1) which are of period π we
may put

(1.14) y=( / o

\~V 2

or

(1.15) 2/=
7 1 - 1

respectively. By substituting (1.14) or (1.15) into (1.1) we obtain an
infinite system of homogeneous linear equations for the cn. After an
appropriate normalization of these equations, we can write the deter-
minants of the resulting systems in the form ω sin(πω)C+ and ω^sin
(πω)S+, where the infinite determinants C+ and S+ can be defined as
follows: Let

(1.16) eTO=2 for m=±l, ±2, ± 3 , •••; e o = l

,sgn m==l for m = l , 2, 3, •••; sgn 0 = 0
(1.17)

sgn m = — 1 for m== — 1 , —2, — 3, •••.

Let the tn be defined by (1.2) and (1.12). Then

(1.18) C+=|(ewem)-1 / 2(l + sgn n sgn m)[δn, m + (ίw.TO + ίn + m)(ωa-wa)-L]|

(n, m=0, 1, 2, ) ,

(1.19) S+=|i«,« + ( U - U K - w a ) - ι | (w, w = l, 2,3, •••) ,

where n denotes the rows and m denotes the columns of the infinite
determinants C+ and S+.

We shall prove the following extension of Equation (1.13):

THEOREM 1. The infinite determinants C+ and S+ can be expressed
in terms of y1'(πj2) and 2/2(π/2) as

(1.20) 2ω sin (πω)C+= —2/1

/(τr/2) ,

(1.21) ω~ι sin (πco)S+ = 2y2(π!2) .

They are related to the infinite determinant Do by

(1.22) D0=C+S+ .

A similar factorization theorem can be proved for the infinite
determinant arising in the problem of determing whether (1.1) has a
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solution of period 2π.
Equations (1.19) and (1.21) show that S+ and 2/2(τr/2) depend in a

special way on ω. We shall wτrite S+(ω) for S+ and 2/2(7r/2, ώ) for yt{π\2)
if we wish to emphasize the dependency on ω. S+(ω) has poles of
the first order (at most) at ω = ± l , ± 2 , •••. Since the individual
terms in the determinant S+(ω) tend to 8Ht m as |ω|—>oo, we may expect
that S+(oή~>l as |ω|->oo. Therefore we may expect that (1.21) will
lead to a formula of the type

α oo\ / ic% \ v~i S i n 7ΓCO

. 2 3 ) 2 / ( r / 2 ω ) Σ ^

where #„ are constant coefficients. Now the form of the infinite series
on the right-hand side of (1.23) suggests that it can also be written as

(1.24) ( " G(θ)exv(2iωθ)dθ,
J-rt/2

which would imply the existence of a formula of the type

(1.25) Γ 2/2(τr/2, ω)exp(-2iωθ)dω = 0 for |0 |> π .
J-°° 2

Actually, a result more general than (1.25) is true. We shall prove
the following formula for the Fourier transformation with respect to
ω ,

THEOREM 2. Let the tn in (1.12) be real constants satisfying

and let y(x, ώ) be the solution of (1.1) for a real value of ω which satis-
fies the initial conditions

(1.26) 2/(0, ω)=α, 2/'(0, ω)=b.

Then there exists a function G(x, θ) of the real variables x and θ which
is defined in the region —\x\<LΘ<L\x\ such that

(1.27) y(x,ω) = acos2ojχ-h[ G{x, θ)e2ίωθdθ ,

(1.28)

(1.29)
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ί b
(1.30) Gθ(x, X)=^—GQ(X, — x)=2Σ tn sin nx\a sin nx + - cos nx

n = i ( n

•f a Σ -w m si

Here Gθ stands for 3G/30.

2 Proof of Theorem l Since Theorem 1 involves the determinants
of infinite matrices, it is important to know something about their
finite " sections " . We shall define these sections as follows: Let N
be a nonnegative integer, and let (M) be an infinite matrix. If the
rows and columns of (M) are labeled by subscripts running from one
to infinity, we denote by {MN) the square matrix of order N which
results if we let the subscripts in (M) run from one to N only. If
the rows and columns in (M) are labeled by the subscripts 0, 1, 2, ,
we define {MN) by the rows and columns of (M) for which the sub-
scripts run from zero to N. Finally, if the subscripts in (M) run from
-co to +00, then in (MN) we let them run from — N to -fiV only.
In each case, (MN) is called the iVth section of (M). The determinant
of (M) is defined as the limit of the determinants of {MN) as iV-»co.

We shall denote by (Z)), (C), (S) the matrices whose elements are
given respectively by the elements of the infinite determinants Do, C+,
and S+. In addition, we shall introduce the matrix (T) with the general
element rw,m(w, ra=0, ± 1 , ±2, •••), where

(2.1) rMf TO=(δn> m + sgn nd^ ro)(en)
1/8.

As usual the first subscript n in rw> m denotes the rows of (T) and the
second subscript denotes the columns. The matrix (T) has a formal
inverse (Ύ~Ί), whose general element is given by

(2.2) (3n,ro + sgnmδ_WiTO)(eJ-1/2.

In fact it follows from an easy computation that the general element
of {T){T~ι) is

(2.3) {dnι m(l + sgn n sgn m) + d-n, m(sgnn-h$gn m)}(εnεm)-m = δn, m .

It is important to observe that the JVth section (T^1) of (T']) is the
inverse of the iVth section (TΛ7) of T .

Now we shall compute, in a purely formal way, the elements of
the matrix

(2.4) (D*)

By a simple computation we find from (1.11), (1.12), (2.1) and (2.2)
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that the general element d*, m of (D*) is given by

(2.5) (eΛem)1/a d% m=dn> JX 4- sgn n sgn m) -f δ1lt _m(sgn n -4- sgn m)

-f —w~m (1 + sgn n sgn m) + --w---—(sgn n + sgn m ) .
ω 2 — w2 ωz — 72̂

Equation (2.5) shows that cZ*m=O if w and m are both different from
zero and of different sign. It also shows that for n, m = 0, 1, 2, 3,
the elements of (Z)*) are exactly those of (C). In fact, for n>.0, m;>
0, we always have δnt -.TO(sgnw + sgnm)=0, and sgnw-f s g n m = l 4 - sgn n
sgnm, unless n=m=0. But in this case, tn_m = tn+m=O, and again
eZ*m is equal to the corresponding element of C+ in (1.18). Similarly,
we find that for n, ra= — 1 , —2, —3, •••, the elements of (D*) are ex-
actly those of (S) if we " i n v e r t ' ' the labeling of the elements of (S)
by substituting for every subscript its opposite (negative) value.

Therefore (1.22) would be proven if we could deal with infinite
determinants in the same way as with finite ones. In the particular
problem under consideration this is actually the case. If we form the
matrix (TN)(DN){T^) we obtain (D%) for all N and we find that its
determinant actually equals the product of the determinants of (SΛr)
and (Cjy) because its elements are those of (S^) and (CΛT) respectively.
Equation (1.22), namely D0=C+S+, follows if we simply let N tend
towards infinity.

Next we must prove equations (1.20) and (1.21). It suffices to do
this for arbitrary but fixed real values of tlf t2, ί3, •••. Indeed, it is
not difficult to show that both sides in (1.20) and (1.21) depend
analytically on any particular parameter tv (v=l , 2, •). Then the only
variable which matters is ω. As mentioned above, we shall write
y-z(πj2, ω) and yx'(π\ίλ1 ώ) for yt(πl2) and 2//(7r/2) whenever we wish to
exhibit the dependency on ω of these quantities; similarly, we shall
write C+(ω) and S+{ω) for C+ and S+. It is easily seen that both sides
in (1.20) and (1.21) are entire functions of ω and also entire functions
of λ=ω\

Now we can prove (1.20) and (1.21) by proving the following
lemmas:

LEMMA 1. The quotients

/n Q\ 2ω sinj7rω C+(ω) ω~

ω) ' 2y2(πl2, ω)

are entire functions of ω- = λ .

Proof. It has been mentioned in the introduction that the numera-
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tor and denominator of (2.6) vanish for the same values of λ=ω2. It
remains merely to be shown that the denominators have simple zeros
only. We observe first that these zeros are real, because any solution
or derivative of a solution of (1.1) that vanishes at x=0 and x=nj2 is
a solution of a Sturm-Liouville problem. Since

(2.7) ^yt(π!2)=My2'(πl2)}~ι[12 {y2(xψdx
dλ Joo

(2.8) lyι'(πl2)=
dλ

the right-hand sides of (2.7) and (2.8) are different from zero and
therefore the denominator in (2.6) has simple zeros. This completes
the proof of Lemma 1.

LEMMA 2. The quotients (2.6) are entire functions without zeros.

Proof. From (1.5), (1.13), (1.22) we see that the product of the
quotients (2.6) equals — 1 .

LEMMA 3. The quotients (2.6) are independent of Λ=ω2.

Proof. This lemma follows from the fact that for both the
numerators and the denominators of the quotients (2.6) the order of
growth with respect to λ does not exceed 1/2. For 2/2(π/2, ω) we can
show this by solving (1.1) with the help of Picard's iteration method.
Putting

(2.9) uQ(x, ω) = (sm2ωx)l(2ω) ,

(2.10) un(x, α > H — 2-\*8in2ω(x-ξ)q(ξ)un-i(e, ω)dξ , (n=l,2, •••),
ω Jo

we have

(2.11) y2(x, ω)=Σiun(x1 ω).

In order to estimate \y^\ for large values of \ω\, let Q be a positive

constant such that

(2.12) \q(ξ)\<Q

for all real values of ξ. Let |ω|;>2. Then obviously |%0|<I exp (2|ω|a?)
for real positive x. From this it follows by induction and by using
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(2.10) that for real positive values of x

(2.13) \un(x, iuJI^^QVl" !^ !)-^^)-"- 1 .

Therefore we have from (2.11) for |ω|>2 :

(2.14) |̂ (τr/2, ω)\< exv(π\ω\ + Qττ/2) .

A similar estimate can be derived for yL'(πl2, ω). Since the right-
hand side of (2.14) is of order of growth unity with respect to ω, its
order of growth with respect to λ is 1/2.

The corresponding statement for the numerators in (2.6) can be
derived from Hadamard's inequality for determinants. If we write

(2.15)

for (sin πω)l(2ώ), and if we multiply each row of S+ by the correspond-
ing factor of (2.15), the numerator involving S+ in (2.6) becomes a
determinant for which the sum of the squares of the absolute values
of the nth row is at most σn, where

(2.16) ^n={

We have from Hadamard's inequality

(2.17) |(2ω)-1(sin πω)S+(ω)\<2π-τ II K} 1 / 2.
n = \

Now we wish to estimate \σn\. From (1.2) we find that there exists
a constant M such that for all n=l, 2, 3,

(2.18) \ t ±

Therefore

(2.19)

and

(2.20) Π { ^

Together with (2.17), this shows that the left-hand side of (2.17) is of
order of growth <l/2 with respect to λ=ω\ An analogous proof can
be given for |2ωsin7rωC+(ω)|.

Now we can prove Lemma 3 by using a known theorem about
factorization of functions of an order of growth < 1 (See Nevanlinna
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[2, pp. 205-213] or Titchmarsh [6, Chap. VIII]. According to this
theorem we have for both the numerators and the denominators of
the quotients (2.6) a representation of the form

A ω*a π
W = l

where the an are the simple roots common to the numerator and
denominator if both are considered as functions of λ=ω\ Therefore,
the quotients in (2.6) are independent of ω, as stated in Lemma 3.

Now we can prove (1.20) and (1.21) by computing the value of the
quotients in (2.6) for α -noo. It is easily seen that for <U-HOO both S+

and C+ tend toward unity. From (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) we can show
that 2/2(ττ/2, ω)[uo(ω) tends also towards unity as ω^ico, regardless of
the particular nature of q(x). The behavior of y1

/(πj2f ω)l{2ω sin πω)
can be described in a similar manner, and this completes the proof of
Theorem 1.

3 Proof of Theorem 2* In this section, we shall use a theorem
given by Paley and Wiener [3, Theorem X, p. 13]. According to this
theorem, the following two classes of functions are identical:

(I) The class of all entire functions F(ω) satisfying

(3.1) \F(ω)\=o{e2A\ω\) (|ω|->oo)

for a positive real value of A; and

(II) The class of all entire functions of the form

(3.2) F(ω)=\ f(θ)e*Mdθ,
J-Λ

where f(θ) belongs to L2 over ( — A, A).

In proving Theorem 2 we shall confine ourselves to the case where
a=0, y=y>ι{x, ω). If we construct yt in the manner described by (2.9),
(2.10), (2.11), we find from (2.13) that for α>0 and |ω|->oo:

(3.3) \yi(x, ω)~{ulx, α>)+...+wn(α, ω)}|=0(|ω|-Λ-Vl-l»)

and

(3.4) \un(x, α;)| = 0(|ω|-w-1βalβ'a').

Now it follows from an application of Paley and Wiener's theorem
that

(3.5) y%(x, ω)=[X eιί«θG(x, θ)dθ,ιί«θ

-x
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where

(3.6) G{x, θ)=±gn(x, θ ) ,

(3.7) gn(x, ^ H ^ Γ e-^Unix, ω)dω.

It follows from (3.4) that for w>0, gn(x, θ) is (n — 1) times differentiable
with respect to θ, with a continuous (n — l) s t derivative. Outside the
interval — x<θ<x, all of the gn(x, θ) vanish identically. Therefore at
θ=±x only gQ(x, θ) and gτ(x, θ) contribute to the value of G(x, θ) and
to its first derivative with respect to θ. These contributions can be
found by a direct computation. In the same way, it can be verified
that gQ, gl9 g>z are twice differentiable within the region —x<Cβ<C%y
having one-sided continuous derivatives at θ=±x, provided that
Σrc 2 |£j<oo.

The only part of Theorem 2 that now remains to be proved is
equation (1.28). If we substitute the expression (3.6) for G into (1.28),
it will suffice to prove that for n=l, 2, 3, ,

(3.8) ψf— *%

and for n=Q

(3.9) 3 > . - 3 3 f l
v J dx* dθ

Since go=ll2 for — #<#<>, it is trivial to show that (3.9) holds.
Equation (3.8) may be verified for n=l directly by observing that

(3.10) gΛx, ^)==Σ -n-cosnx (cosnx — cosnθ).

For n>2 we may proceed as follows. It suffices to prove, instead of
(3.8), that

(3.11) (" ( ^ - ^
J-χ\ oX^ do"

for all values of ω. Since the left-hand side of (3.11) is an analytic
function of ω, it suffices to show that it vanishes for all real values
of ω. We shall prove this by expressing the left-hand side of (3.11)
in terms of the un(x, ω) which satisfy the recurrence relations

(3.12) ψ?- + 4ω*
oxz
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((3.12) can be derived easily from (2.9) and (2.10)). It follows from
(3.5) and (3.7) that

(3.13) un(x, ω)=

Therefore we have for

(3.14) ^

since any term derived by differentiating the integral in (3.13) with
respect to its limits vanishes for n^>2. For the same reason we find
from an integration by parts that

(3.15) - Γ ^exv(2iωθ)dθ=4ω*un(x, θ).
J-α dxz

Equations (3.15), (3.13), (3.12) show that (3.11) and (3.12) are equivalent.
Since (3.12) is true, the proof of Theorem 2 has been completed.
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THE SLOW STEADY MOTION OF LIQUID

PAST A SEMI-ELLIPTICAL BOSS

G. POWER AND D. L. SCOTT-HUTTON

l Introduction, In this problem of two-dimensional viscous flow,
liquid is supposed to have a rigid boundary represented by ABODE in
Figure 1 and, apart from the disturbance caused by the presence of the
elliptical boss BCD, is assumed to be in uniform shearing motion. The
stream function is thus a biharmonic function vanishing together with
its normal derivative at all points of the boundary, and proportional to
y1 at a great distance from the boss. A series of functions is found,
each of which satisfies all the boundary conditions save one. A linear
combination of these functions will also satisfy the boundary conditions
with this one exception, and by a particular choice of the arbitrary
constants which it contains, the remaining condition can be satisfied at
as many points as desired. Special cases are discussed, and a process of
approximation is outlined which yields the most accurate results at C,
and also gives a convenient function for determining at any point of the
boundary the magnitude of the error in the unsatisfied boundary condi-
tion. A special case of this problem has previously been considered [1].

E(oo) D ° B x AW

Figure 1.

2 The stream function. We take the equation of the boundary
BCD to be x2la? + y*lb* = l, and note that the region occupied by the
fluid, for which y is never negative, is transformed into the interior of
the semi-circle of unit radius shown in Figure 2 by

The stream function ψ is biharmonic, that is to say it must satisfy
FV=0, and a satisfactory solution to the problem is

( 2 ) ψ=

Received September 14, 1954.
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954 G. POWER AND D. L. SCOTT-HUTTON

c

w-plane

provided U and V are harmonic functions which are chosen so that
U-hyV does not tends to infinity as z tends to infinity.

The boundary conditions to be satisfied are ψ=Q and 3^/3v=0 along
the boundary, where dp denotes an element of normal to the boundary.
From (2), we see that four conditions are required, namely

( 3 ) ,

(a) J7=0

(b) V-+-dUjdy=0

(c) y*-\-U+yV=0

l(d)

along AB and DE, that is when y=0,

along AB and DE, that is when y=Q,

along BCD, that is when a?2/α2 + 2/3/62 = 1,

= O along J9CD, that is when o?2/a3 + 2/2/62 = l .

Writing ιv = reιθ=u + iv, and using the tranformation (1), we see that
the boundary conditions (3) become, after a little reduction,

( 4 )

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

U=0,

U + b sin ΘV' = O ,

δ(α + δ) s in0=---

-°
when v=0 ,

when v=0 ,

when r = l ,

when r = l,

where y ' ^ y + b r sin θ, and c=(6 + α)/(6 —α).
We will proceed to find pairs of harmonic functions Z72w_i, Kra-ι,

such that each pair will satisfy exactly the first three of the above
boundary conditions. Any linear combination of these functions will
also satisfy exactly these three conditions, and by giving special values
to the arbitrary constants in this linear combination we can satisfy
approximately the fourth equation. Physically, this means that in the
fluid motion represented by our solution there will be a small velocity
of slip along the boss BCD, which can be calculated from the error
involved in the last boundary condition.
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If we take

(5) U= to .A-t,

where

( 6 ) ?/,„_!=.>^ i Aln~1- w2n+1-h Btn-1- w'2n~ι-h J^±- w2n

v I 2 1 2 1 23

then U is harmonic, and 4 (a) is satisfied. Moreover, the consideration
of symmetry shows that even powers of w are not required. Now we
have

and

( 8 )

provided cΛn-i — 52TZ-I + C ' 2 W _ 1 / C = O ,

f 2 A ^ ^ c o s 2 w ( 9 - 2C^n~1^ cos (2%-2) θ) ,
V 2^ 4-1 2^ — 3 /

provided - ^ - - ι - + -Bin'-1 -+ ^ ^ - = 0 .
2 + l 2 l 2 3

From (7), (8), we see that we can take

( 9 )

— a

(b-aγ
'̂ } pn

{b-ay

where the unknown pn has yet to be determined. By setting

y, = w 2C2n^r2n~2 cos (2n-2)θ _ 2A2n^ir
ιn cos 2nθ

2n~ι 2n~1 (2n-3)b

we see that 4 (c) yields

(10) W2n-ι = 0 when r=l .

If further we take

(11) Pn=-
4(2nb + a){2(n-l)b + a}
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then condition 4 (b) gives

(12) W2n-1==uzn-'z~u"n when v=0 .

Equations (9), (11) now give

I A =(2n + l)Hb-a)
2(2nb + a) '

c = _ (2n-S)b(bfa)
2{2(n-ϊjb + a}

To find the function W ln-λ satisfying (10), (12), we consider

= ^ f e n ( w ) } , where

w

(14)

It is easy to verify that &{χΐn{w)}=Q when r = l, and that
& {χ>in(w)} =^' 2 r ι when v=0, since from Figure 2

log (w -1) - log (w -f 1) == log ?-* + i(θ, -θx).

The function W2n-X is thus given by

(15) Wm-^φ^-φ^.

Finally, we see that the required stream function ψ is given by
equation (2), where

(16)
-n 1 ( 2 Λ - 3 ) 6 (2n + l)δ

the constants Art_,, S2M_i, Cin-, being determined from (13), χln(w)
from (14). It is quite easy to verify that φ-^-y3 as z-^-oo, that is as
w->0, since the most significant terms in U and yV are respectively
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2aιCιyl(a-\-b) and axy( — 2Cιlb-\-l), the sum of these being clearly zero
from (13).

3* The fourth boundary condition* It is now necessary to consider
the boundary condition as yet unsatisfied, given by equation 4 (d), in
the form

(17) 6(α + δ) sin θ= Σ ^ - j ^ ^ M when r = l ,

where

sin θ dr dr

Theoretically, the constants a2n_1 must be chosen so that (17) is satisfied
for all values of 0 lying between 0 and π, and this would require an
infinite number of terms. Clearly, therefore, some form of approxima-
tion must be applied. Suppose that the constants α2w_L are chosen so
that

then sin ΘF(Θ) is the error involved in the boundary derivative
{dψldr)r=ι, and the actual velocity of slip on the boundary BCD in the
z-plane is

dr I
dw
dz = 1

sinθF(θ)

(62 cos'2 θ + a* sin2

This becomes infinite at #=7r/2 in the degenerate case α = 0 , unless
F(πj2) happens to be zero. Therefore we must consider a method of
approximation which gives no error at all when 0=πl2. The coefficients
α2w_! will be chosen so that the expressions on each side of (17) have
the same values and the same differential coefficients with regard to 0
when Θ=πj2, the number of differential coefficients that can be equated
depending on the value of the integer q. From (16), we see that when

. {A,n_1sin(2w + 1)0 + Bin-ι sin(2n-l)θ + C,w-1sin(2w-
sin θ

2( 2(n-l)b-a)c c o g {2n_2)θ_2i 2nb-a)A

1 (2n-3)& I l(2n + l)6)

where
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dw

ίsin(2w sin θ

+ 2ncos2n(?+ 4 ^ sin 2nθ log tan ^ - 2-csc0,
7Γ 2 7Γ

H - 2 CSC
π

It is to be noted, that although f2n(θ) is infinite at 0=0, π, the expression
f2n-v(β) — f2n(θ)> which occurs in λm-λ{θ) is finite at these points. Equation
(17) is satisfied exactly when 0=0, π, and putting 0=π/2, we have

(19) b(a + b)= Σ V 1 4 . 1 W 2 ) ,

and by differentiation we are led to

(190 »=1

Q

and so forth.
It is from this set of equations that the constants atn-\ are to be

calculated.

4 Special cases. The two special cases of the semi-circular boss
and projection will now be discussed.

(a) semi-circular boss.
Setting α = 6 = l , equation (16) yields

U= Σ -α-""1 {r2n~ι sin (2w-l)β~r2»-3 sin (2w-3)^} ,
w-i 2 ^ — 1

Q Q Off

V=-rsinθ-h Σ^«-i(φ2«-2-φ2»)- Σ ' ^n~" cos (2n-2)θ ,
n=l «=1 2 ^ — 1

and from (18), we get when r = l

2 - sin (272
1sin

As an example, let us take q=S, so that from (19) we are required to
solve the equations
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^πfr) + cU,(;r/2) ,

2 - aX (ττ/2) -f α3^' (τr/2) -f a:χ (τr/2) ,

2 = α, ̂ F(τr/2) + α3xf(τr/2) 4- <Mf (π/2) .

By substitution and straightforward calculation we obtain the follow-
ing table :-

Ύt=-\ n—-2 7i — 3

+ 1.45352 ' -0.72488 + 0.38385

-0.36056 +5.18309 -9.65706

-1.10423 -22.24210 -1-191.53800

which leads directly to ^=+1.21058, α3=-0.34379, α3=-0.02299.
A more accurate result can be obtained by taking more terms in

the linear expression for ψ, and it is found that the coefficients am-ι

decrease rapidly in magnitude, but the numerical work involved soon
becomes exceedingly heavy.

This choice of approximation method is seen to advantage if cal-
culating the error function

at any point by means of the Taylor expansion about Θ=πj2f several of
the significant differential coefficients being zero by definition. The
following table gives the value of F(θ) for various values of 0, and
Figure 3 shows the graph of F(θ) plotted against values of θ lying be-
tween 0 and 7r/2. The graph for πj2<θ<π will, of course, be similar,
since F(0) is symmetrical about Θ=πj2.

o τr/45 i π/15 τr/4 ! 3π/8 π/2

F(θ) i 0 I 0.05918 j 0.08225 | 0.05838 i 0.00915 0.00041

It will be noticed that the results are most accurate in the vicinity
of 0=7r/2, as might be expected from the method of approximation.
Although the value of F(θ) becomes greater than 0.08 for a certain
(small) values of θ, the velocity of slip, given by sin Θ F(Θ), is really
very small at these points.

(β) degenerate boss.

If α=0, the semi-elliptical boss degenerates to a projection into
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F(θ)

0.08

0.06

0.04

0.02

Figure 3.

the moving liquid, and the formulae (13) become

n _{2n-l)b r
X 5 1 ^ 2

(2n~S)b

These values will hold except for n=l. For this case we will follow
W. R. Dean [1], and will find a pair of solutions Ult Vλ

f which satisfy
equations 4 (a), (b), (c). The procedure outlined in § 2 is again followed,
and omitting details we are led to the two pairs of solutions

and

The final solution is thus

(20)

4n(n —

2(n —
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Again we note that Φ~^yλ as z-^cv.

5. The pressure equation. The pressure p is determined from the
equations of motion in the form

dx dy dy dx

where μ is the coefficient of viscosity. Now Φ^y^Λ-U -^yV, where U
and V are harmonic, so that F2ψ=2 + 2(dVldy)9 and hence

?* = -2μ*Y=2μ*V , ?»-2μ*Y .
dx dy1 dx1 dy dxdy

Ignoring an arbitrary constant, we have therefore

p 2 μ 2 μ & \ U 2 μ & {
dx I dz ) \dz div

where V=.^?{V(w)}. From equation (16) we see that

(2% —3)6 (2^4-1)6

and so

(21) p = 2 ^ f 2 ^ - -T<6+ Σ
( L ( 6 4 ) i ( 6 ) 2 J L ^

d ^ dw JJJ '

Equation (21) gives the pressure distribution, and on the plane boundary,
where v=0, this becomes

(22) „ { [ 4

-.4 w-4?«-iM ί""1 +2(w —l
(2» + l)δ

In particular the pressure at B exceeds that at D by

(23)
—3)6

For the special case a=b=l discussed in § 4 (a), this expression is

gμ ^ ( 4 ^ - 3 ) ^ ^ ^
w=i 2 ^ — 1
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and with the values for aL, a3f a3 substituted we obtain a difference of
4.78//.

For the degenerate case α=0, 6=1, Dean [lj obtains a difference of
approximately 5.80 μ between the pressures at B and D.
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Added in Proof: The equations governing the slow steady flow of a viscous in-
compressible fluid are the same as those characterizing an equilibrium state of an incom-
pressible elastic solid, if one simply replaces velocity and coefficient of viscosity by
displacement and shear modulus. Thus the results here obtained can be used as the
solution for the tension of a semi-infinite plane whose edge is indented and traction free.



AN ALGEBRAIC CHARACTERIZATION OF FIXED IDEALS
IN CERTAIN FUNCTION RINGS

LYLE E. PURSELL

1. Introduction, In this paper an algebraic characterization of the
fixed ideals in a certain class of function rings is given (an ideal in a
function ring is fixed if there is a point at which all functions in the
ideal vanish). This class of function rings includes the rings of all
real-, complex-, or quaternion-valued continuous functions on a normal
Hausdorff space whose points are G-delta sets and the ring of r-fold
differentiable functions on an r-differentiable manifold whose coordinate
covering is neighborhood finite. For these rings of functions we con-
struct the underlying space from the fixed ideals in the same way that
Gelfand and Kolmogoroff [3] have constructed a compact space from
the non-unit ideals in its ring of all real-valued continuous functions.

We also show the existence of certain homomorphisms from the
automorphism groups of these function rings into the group of homeo-
morphisms of the underlying space onto itself. In § 5 we find that an
isomorphism between the rings of all r-differentiable functions on two
r-differentiable manifolds can be extended to an isomorphism between
the rings of all continuous functions on these manifolds and that the
homeomorphism determined by this isomorphism is differentiable.

2. The general case.

(2.1) By & we mean a ring of functions from a regular Hausdorff
space X to a division ring D having the following properties :

Pi- If f is in & , then the set of zeros of f, which we denote by
Z(f), is closed.

Pz. If x is not in a closed set F, then there is a function f in
& such that Z(f) contains a neighborhood of F but does not
contain x.

Pi. If f in & does not vanish at any point of a closed set F, then
there is a function g in & such that fg (and also gf) has the
value 1 at every point of F.

Pi. For each x in X there is a function fx in /Jp which vanishes
at x and only at x.

Received June 14, 1954. This paper includes extensions of certain results given in the
author's doctoral thesis which was written at Purdue University under the direction of
Prof. M. E. Shanks (1952). The author wishes to express his appreciation to Prof. Shanks,
Prof. M. Henriksen, and Dr. D. W. Dubois, who made several contributions to this paper,
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(2.2) By the "support of a function f" in &, which we denote by
Sp(/), we mean the set Cl(X—Z(f)), From the properties of closure
we have:

(i)

(ii) Int Sp (/) = X - Cl Int Z(f),

(iii) Sp(/) = ClIntSp(/).

By the i ' annihilator of a function f" in &, which ive denote by
A(f), we mean the set of all g in & such that fg=0 (and hence gf=
0). For any ring of functions with values in a division ring the
annihilator of an element is a two-sided ideal. In addition we have

and A(f) = & if an only if /=0.

(2.3) LEMMA. If f and g are in & and gφQ, then Z(f) and
Sp (g) are disjoint if and only if f — A(g) has an inverse in the residue
class ring &—

Proof. Since gφQ, then Z(g)φX and Sp (g) is not empty. If /
does not vanish at any point of Sp(#), then there is a function k in
& such that fh and hf have the value 1 at every point of Sp(#),
that is, fh=ί (mod A(g)) and hf=ί (mod A(g)). Hence f~A(g) has an
inverse in & —A(g). If f — A(g) has an inverse in & —A(g)y then there
is a function h in & such that (fh — 1) is in A(g)9 that is (fh — 1)
vanishes at every point of Sp(#). Hence / does not vanish at any
point of Sp(#).

(2.4) If f is in &, let H(f) be the set of all nonzero g in &
such that f — A(g) has an inverse in the ring & —A(g). An ideal I in &
is "bounded" if there is a function f in & without an inverse such
that H(f) contains H(g) for every g in I. We say that "I is bounded
by f". An ideal which is maximal in the set of all bounded ideals is
called a "maximal bounded ideal". The set of all maximal bounded
ideals is denoted by M[&"]. We observe that an ideal contained in a
bounded ideal is bounded.

(2.5) LEMMA. For f and g in &, Z(g) contains Z(f) if and only
if H(f) contains H(g).

Proof. From (2.3) and (2.4) H(f) is the set of all functions h in
& such that Z(f) and Sp(A) are disjoint. Hence if Z(f) is a subset
of Z(g)9 then H(f) contains H(g). Suppose there is a point x in Z(f)
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but not in Z(g), then by Pλ there is a function h in & which is
different from zero on a neighborhood of x but vanishes on a neighbor-
hood of Z(g). For this function h, Z(f) meets Sp(/&) but Z(g) does not.
Hence if Z(f) is not a subset of Z(g), then if(/) does not contain H(g).

(2.6) THEOREM. If & is a ring of functions from a regular
Hausdorff space X to a division ring D which satisfies Pl9 P2, P3, and
P4 of (2.1), then an ideal I in & is a fixed ideal if and only if it is a
bounded ideal.

Proof. If / is a fixed ideal, then there is a point x at which all
elements of I vanish. From P4 there is a function fx in & which
vanishes at x and only at x. For every g in /, Z(g) contains Z(fJ,
that is H{fx) contains H(g). Since fx has no inverse, / is bounded. If
/ is bounded by a function / in & without an inverse, then Z(f) is
a subset of Z(g) for every g in /. Since Z(f) is not empty, / is fixed.

(2.7) For x in X, I(x) means the fixed ideal {fe & \f(x) = 0}.
From (2.6) an ideal is a maximal bounded ideal if and only if it is of
this form.

(2.8) Let A be a subset of M\&\ If we define

JeCl(A) if and only if

for A nonempty and Cl(A)=A for A empty, then M\&~\ is said to have
the "Stone topology". We denote the set M[&] with the Stone topology
by X*.

(2.9) THEOREM. // & is a ring of functions from a regular
Hausdorff space X to a division ring D satisfying Pu Pz, P3, and P4 of
(2.1), then X is homeomorphic to X*.

Proof. From (2.7) the mapping x->I(x) is a one-to-one mapping of
X onto X*. Let ae C1(A), ACX, and let A* be the image of A under
the mapping x-+I(x), then every function in & vanishing on A (that
is, every function in Γ\xeAI{x)= Γ\ieA^) also vanishes at a (that is, is in
I{a)) and I{a) is in C1(A*). If, however, a is not in G\{A), then there
is a function / in ^ vanishing on A but not at a. Then / is in
Γ\ieA*I but not in /(α), and I(a) is not in C1(A*). Hence the corre-
spondence x->I(x) is a homeomorphism of X onto X*.

(2.10) COROLLARY. If the rings Λ and ^ ' of functions from
the regular Hausdorff spaces X and Xf to the division rings D and Df,
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respectively, satisfy Pu P2t P3, and Pi of (2.1) and are isomorpkic, then
the spaces X and Xf are homeomorphic.

(2.11) Let i: &-*&' be the isomorphism referred to in the
preceding paragraph. With the point x in X we associate the x' (which
exists uniquely) in X' which is the common zero of all functions in the
isomorphic image of the ideal consisting of all functions in SJ& which
vanish at x, that is,

One can show that the correspondence x-*x' is a homeomorphism from
X onto X'. We will denote this homeomorphism by φ(i) and refer to
it as "the homeomorphism from X onto Xr corresponding to (or deter-
mined by) the isomorphism i from / ^ onto &f"

(2.12) By S</{.&) we mean the automorphism group of ^ , By
<^{X) we mean the homeomorphism group of X, that is the group of
all homeomorphisms of X onto itself. If iγ and iz are in s/(ss&), then
it follows from (2.11) that Φ(iii2) = φ(iι)φ('h)> Hence we have the theorem
of the following paragraph.

(2.13) THEOREM. The mapping φ: s/(/^)~^β^(X) is a homo-
morphism from the automorphism group of /^ into the homeomorphism
group of X.

(2.14) For x in X we denote the set of values [f(x)\fe:j^} by
V(x). From P2 and Pό the set V(x) is a subdivision ring of D. The
correspondence f-*f(x) is a homomorphism from & onto V(x) with
kernel I(x), hence the correspondence f—I(x)->f(x) is an isomorphism
from the residue class ring & —I(x) onto V(x). Since & —I(x) is,
therefore, a division ring, I(x) is a maximal ideal, that is, every maximal
bounded ideal is a maximal ideal.

(2.15) LEMMA. // f->ff is an isomorphism from />? onto ̂ r and
x~>xf is the corresponding homeomorphism, then the correspondence
f{x)~+fr{x') is an isomorphism from V(x) onto Vf(;xf).

Proof. Since Γ(xr) is the isomorphic image of I(x)9 the corre-
spondence /—/(.τ)-*/' —I'(x') is an isomorphism. Since f{x)~>f—I{x) and
f'—F(xf)-*f'(xf) are isomorphisms, f(x)-+f'(x') is an isomorphism from
V(x) onto V'{x').

3* Rings of continuous functions,

(3.1) Cech [2] has showτn that a subset of a normal Hausdorff
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space is the zero set of some real-valued continuous function if and
only if it is a closed Gδ set. Using his result and Urysohn's lemma
concerning real-valued continuous functions on a normal space, one
may show that the rings — C(X, R) of all real-valued continuous func-
tions on X, C{X, K) of all complex-valued continuous functions on X, and
C(X, Q) of all quaternion-valued continuous functions on X— satisfy Pu

P2, P3, and P4 of (2.1) if X is a normal Hausdorff space all of whose
points are Gδ sets. Hence we have the following.

(3.2) THEOREM. Let X and Xf be normal Hausdorff spaces all of
whose points are G8 sets and let F denote either the real field, the com-
plex field, or the quaternion ring. If C(X, F) and C(X', F) are iso-
morphic, then X and X' are homeomorphic.

(3.3) According to results obtained by Gelfand and Kolmogoroff [3],
Hewitt [6], and Gillman, Henriksen, and Jerison [4], Theorem (3.2)
holds for completely regular spaces satisfying the first axiom of counta-
bility. There are, however, normal spaces all of whose points are Gδ

sets which do not satisfy the first axiom of countability (cf. Bing [1,
p. 180, Example C]).

(3.4) For the rings C(X, F) it can be established that the homo-
morphism φ : s/{C(X, F))-^£^(X) of (2.11) and (2.13) is a homomorphism
onto

4* Rings of real-valued functions.

(4.1) If & is a ring of real-valued functions on X satisfying Pl9

P2, P3, and P4, then for each x the set of values V(x)={f(x)\feR}
is a subfield of the real field R. We now introduce an additional
property for the ring & :

P5. For each x in X the set of values V(x) is a subfield of the real
field R which has only one isomorphism into R, the identity
isomorphism.

Property P5 holds if V(x)=R; hence C(X, R) satisfies P5. There are
rings of real-valued functions satisfying Pl9 P2, P3, Pi, and Pΰ which
contain discontinuous functions as is shown by the example of the
following paragraph given to the author by D. W. Dubois.

(4.2) EXAMPLE. Let X be the closed interval [0, 1], a be a finite
subdivision {0=^0, #i, , a?w-i, ^ = 1 } of X, and A be the set of all a.
Let 0(aO=exp(α?) f °r %Φ§ and 0(0) = 0. Let B{ά) be the set of all
real-valued functions / on X such that
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f(x) ) [[ , Xi-i<P<JXι,i> l,2r,n,
Qtix, Θ(X))

where Pi(x, θ) and q.i(x, θ) are polynomials in x and θ(x) such that f(x)
is continuous at ^ t, x2, ", xn-2> a n d #w.-i and q^x, θ(x)) does not vanish
for Xi-i<^x<L.Xi for any ΐ. If <^ = UΛei-δ(«)( then / ^ is a ring of
real-valued functions which satisfy Pu P2, P3, P±, and P 5 but some of
which are discontinuous.

(4.3) Theorem (4.4) and (4.5) may be established by using P5 and
the results of § 2.

(4.4) THEOREM. If & and <β#' are ίsomorphic rings of real valued
functions on regular Hansdorff spaces X and Xf satisfying Pίf P2,
P3, Pi7 and Pδ, i is the isomorphism from, & onto &', and h is the
corresponding homeomorphism from X onto Xr, then:

(i) f(x)=(if)(h(x)) for all f in R and x in X. Hence f is bounded
above {below) if and only if (if) is bounded above (below); lub / = l u b ff,
gib / = g i b / 7 ; and the subrings of all bounded functions in R and
R' are isomorphic.
(ii) There is an isomorphism i* from C(X, R) onto C(X', R) such
that i(f)=i*(f) for all f in C(X,

(4.5) THEOREM. // & is a ring of real-valued functions on a
regular Hausdorff space satisfying P 1 ? P2, Pd, Pif and P5, then the homo-
morphism φ of (2.11) and (2.13) is an isomorphism of S/(R) into

From (3.4) and (4.5) we have the following.

(4.6) THEOREM. The groups s/(C(X, R)) and <%*(X) are iso-
morphic.

5. Rings of continuously differential)le functions*

(5.1) If Cr(M) is the ring of r-fold continuously differentiate
functions on an r-differentiable manifold M with a neighborhood-finite
covering of coordinate neighborhoods (r may be either a positive integer
or the symbol oo), then Cr(M) satisfies PL, Pa, P3, P±, and P5. The
theorem of the following paragraph may be obtained.

(5.2) THEOREM. If Cr(M) and Gr\Mr) are isomorphic, then M and
M' are homeomorphic. The homeomorphism h determined by the iso-
morphism is differentiable (that is, f(h) is in Cr(M) if f is in Cr'(M'))
and the isomorphism can be extended to an isomorphism from C(M, R)
onto C(Mf, R).
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6. Additional remarks* Since the above was written the author
has observed that P± may be replaced by the weaker hypothesis:

PI. For each x in X there is a pair of functions g and h in ,y?
such that x = Z(g) — Z(h).

If /̂ ? satisfies Pu PZf P>, and Pf, one can show that an ideal / is fixed
if and only if there is a pair of functions g and h in & such that
H{g) does not contain H(h) but H(gh) does contain H(fh) for every /
in the ideal /. (Lemma (2.5) holds as before.) The results of (2.9)
through (2.15) may then be established if X* is defined to be the set
of maximal fixed ideals with the Stone topology.

If X is a completely regular, locally-compact space all of whose
points are Gδ sets, then the rings C0(X, R), C0(X, K), and CQ(X, Q) of
all real-, complex-, or quaternion-valued continuous functions with com-
pact supports satisfy Pu P2, P3, and Pf. Hence it follows that they
determine X. (This result for C0(X, R) has already been established
by Shanks [7] without assuming that points are Gδ sets). One can
also show that the automorphism group s/(CQ(X, R)) is isomorphic to
JY(C(X, B)) and ^T(X).
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ADDITIONAL NOTE ON SOME TAUBERIAN

THEOREMS OF O. SZASZ

C. T. RAJAGOPAL

l An additional theorem* In the note [3] to which this is an
addition, Theorem II is exhibited as a generalization of Theorem I and
an appeal is made to Szasz [6] to indicate the transition from Theorem
II to the final result stated as Corollary IIP. However, in view of the
formal simplicity of Corollary IIP and the wide generality (reflected in
its apparent complexity) of Theorem II, it seems worth while to adopt
the opposite point of view and record a method, based on the following
result, of deducing Theorem II and all related theorems (which cover
Szasz's) from Corollary IIP [3, p. 384].

THEOREM IV. // a {real) series Σ ~ = i ^ ̂ s (#> λ)-summable to s, where
λ denotes the strictly positive increasing divergent sequence {2n} subject
to the additional condition λn+ιlλn-^l, and if the series satisfies the
Tauberian condition :

( 1 ) lim inf-- Σ Λ A > 0 , m > ^ , ^ - > 1 ,

then Σ»-i Gn is convergent to s. (Amnon Jakimovski [1, Theorem 1] gives
the case φ{u) = e~u, λn=n.)

Proof. We have, by Abel's partial-summation lemma,

in m ) ft ) 1 *'

Σ $v~ Σ —̂—̂  I > — — * min Σ ^A/.
y = n+l v = w + l Xy λn+ι λnn+l<k<m v = n + l

Hence, by (1),

m i

lim inf j>

It is well-known [2, p. 33] that the above Schmidt condition is equivalent
to the second alternative of hypothesis (12) of Corollary IIP [3, p. 384].
Therefore this corollary establishes that Σ ^ = i α w = s

2 Deductions from Theorem IV*

COROLLARY IV. 1. In Theorem IV, (1) is implied by, and so can be
replaced by, ONE of the following conditions :

Received August 4, 1954.
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(2) lim-- 1^Σ i; v( |α v |-α v) = 0,

(3) lim 1 Σ Λv|αv| = 0 ,

(Szasz [6, Theorem 3] gives the case φ(u) = e~u, λn=n.)

COROLLARY IV.2. In Corollary IV.1, (2) can be replaced by the condi-
tion:

n Σ
( 4 )

lim *

(Szasz [6, Theorem 2] gives the case φ{u)=^e"u, An=n.)

The above corollary is the same as Theorem II of my note [3]. We
can deduce it from the preceding corollary merely by noting that (4)
implies (2)1 as a result of letting n->co, λjλn->l in the identity:

u m - u n _(um _ u n γ m + u n μ m Λ m>n

COROLLARY IV.3. In Corollary IV. 1, (3) can be replaced by the
hypothesis :

i
( 5 )

lim ( Vm ϋ ) 0 m>n λ

which implies (3) exactly as (4) implies (2).
Plainly the last hypothesis (5) can assume the special form :

lim Vn=l ί<°°

(Szasz and Renyi [6, Theorems 1 and B] give the particular case φ{u) =

3. A second additional theorem* Theorem IV is a deduction from
Corollary IIP [3] and so ultimately from Theorem A [3, p. 378]. The
following is another deduction from Theorem A deserving of mention.

J In fact (4) is equivalent to (2) as (2) implies (4) by an argument exactly like Szasz's

in the case λn = n [6, Lemma 2].
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THEOREM B. Let φ(u) fulfill the conditions C(i)-(v) of the Introduc-
tion [3, p. 377].2 Suppose that A(u) is a (real) function of bounded
variation in every finite interval of (0, oo), ;l(0) = 0. If

(6) 1\Uχd{A(x)}
U Jo

is slowly decreasing, that is,

lim mί(~[Vχ d{A(x)} --- Vx d{A(x)})>0 , v>u , v->1 ,
w->°° \ V J o W- J o / U

and if A(u) is Φ-summable to s, that is, if

(7) Φ(t)=^Γφ(ut) d{A(u)}
Jo

exists for ty>0 and tends to s as £-> + 0, then A(u)->s as u-+oo.

Proof We write as before [3, pp. 377-378] :

!

U Too

A{x)dx , Φ(u)= \ φ{x)dx .
0 }u

Then (7) gives successively [4, pp. 346-347], as t~-> + 0,
ψ(ut)A(u)du -> s , Φι(t)=t\~ψ(ut)Aλ{u) du ~> s .

Jo u

ι(t) = t\~ψ(ut){A(u)--u-ιA1(u)}du -> 0 .
J

= t [ ψ

Thus A(u) — u~ιAv(u) is 0-summable to 0 and satisfies the Tauberian
condition in (6). Hence, by a known result [4, Corollary 2.2] following
from Theorem A [3], A(u) — u~ιAλ(u) tends to 0 as %-»oo. Consequently,
by Theorem A [3], u~ιAι(u), and hence also A(u), tends to s as u-^co.

4, Remarks, (i) Amnon Jakimovski [1, Theorem 1] has dealt with
the case of Theorem B in which φ(u)=e~u and

0 for <

showing, by a modification of the method used above to prove Theorem
B, that we may in this case replace (6) by

(6*) lim inf (U*1 -U*)>0 , m>n m

m n / n
2 These conditions can be slightly relaxed (for example, [5, Theorem A]),
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where £7*=Sv=i ^αv, leaving the statement of Theorem B otherwise
unaltered. He also observes that (6*) includes (or generalizes) the
second half of (4) with λn=n, implying that, in Szasz's result cited under
Corollary IV.2, the first half of (4) is superfluous. This observation is,
however, incorrect as shown by the following example.

EXAMPLE 1. Let an be defined so that

nan=v for j ^_0> lf 2,
=-n~2 for

Then it is easily verified that (4) with λn=n holds because

but that (6*) does not hold since

if n=2Λ\ ^ c o , then Φ = - Σ - k #±O(l) ^
n 2 4V 3

if ra=the integral part of 2 4V lJ , , then ^ = ^ *
v— V v ΎΠ n m

where (n[m — 1)^^ — v~ιi'\ so that

lim inf ( ) , > ,
V m w / n

While the above example shows that (4) with λn=n does not in
general imply (6*), the one which follows makes it clear that neither
does (6*) necessarily imply (4) with λn=n.

EXAMPLE 2. Let an be defined so that

( - l ) X - v for 4 ^ w < 2 4 , [ ^ = 0 > 1 ? 2 , . . . .
α n -0 for 2 4^<72<4V+1 , ^

Then (6*) holds since U*ln-*0 as w->co. However, (4) with λn=n does
not hold since now

and we have :

if 92=2 4V, j;->oo, then Un = Σϊ=i &"
2n 2.4V
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if m = t h e integral par t of 2 4V v ... 9 then U»ι=U™ n

v — v v 2m 2n m

where (w/m —1)^- —v~1/2, with the result that

lim inf (Um - UΛ = - co , m>n, m ->1.
n-+*> \m n / n

(ii) In the definition of 0-summability of A(u), set forth in (7) and
assumed in both Theorem A [3] and Theorem B, the integral Φ(t) is to
be interpreted as a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral (absolutely) convergent
for Γ>0 unless further considerations, as in the case φ{u) = e~u, permit
us to view it as a (non-absolutely) convergent Riemann-Stieltjes integral
(cf. [5, p. 103, Note]).

(iii) In Theorem III [3, p. 383] the condition λn+1lλn-+oo of hypothesis
(11) is a misprint for /w+1/4->l.

In conclusion I wish to thank Dr. T. Vijayaraghavan3 and the referee
for helpful suggestions.
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ERROR BOUNDS FOR ITERATIVE SOLUTIONS OF

FREDHOLM INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

L. B. RALL

l Introduction. A number of iterative procedures for obtaining
the solution x(s) of the integral equation of Fredholm type and second
kind,

(1.1) y(8)=x(8)-λ\*K(8, t)x(t)dt, a<s<b,

have been developed, notably by G. Wiarda [10, pp. 119-128], Hans
Bϋckner [2, pp. 68-71], Carl Wagner [8], and P.A. Samuelson [7]. These
methods are generalizations of the one due to Neumann [3, pp. 119-
120] in the sense that they converge where the Neumann process fails,
or else offer the possibility of more rapid convergence. The purpose
of this paper is to obtain estimates for the error resulting from the
use of a finite number of steps of these interative processes in forms
suitable for numerical computation.

The author wishes to thank Professor A.T. Lonseth for many en-
lightening discussions concerning the material presented here, and the
Reviewer for his helpful remarks.

2. The solution of linear equations* Methods for the approximate
solution of Fredholm integral equations such as (1.1) and error estima-
tes for these methods may be obtained directly from known results con-
cerning the solution of linear equations in certain abstract spaces it
will be convenient to summarize some of these results here.

A set X= {x} of elements is called a linear space if xe X implies
(θx) e X, where θ is any real number, and a binary operation -f is defin-
ed in X, with respect to which X is an Abelian group. The identity
element of X for the operation 4- will be denoted by 0. In order to
discuss convergence and error estimation, with each xe X associate a
finite, non-negative real number \x\, called the norm of x, which
satisfies the following conditions :

1°. | |α| |>0 if xφO, | |0 | |=0;

2°. ||0α?||=|0| |!ff[|for any real number θ;

3°. ||s + 2/||̂ INHl2/ll for all x, yeX.

Received June 2, 1954. Research sponsored by the Office of Ordnance Research, U.S.
Army, under terms of Contract DA-04-200-ORD-177, " Numerical solution of Integra]
Equations " .
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The space X is now said to be a normed linear space, and all spaces
considered subsequently will be of this type.

A sequence {xn} in X is said to converge to the element xe X, in
symbols, xn->x as n->&>, if \{x — xn\\->0 as n-+c*>. A normed linear
space X is called complete if for every sequence {xn} in X such t h a t
II#» — tfn+pl-^0 as Ή->CX> for all positive integers p, there exists an # e X
such that xn->x as n-+co.

A transformation which carries each xe Xinto a 2/€ Xis symbolized
by Tx=y, where T is called an operator in X T is additive if Γ(ίc + 2/)
= Tx + Ty for all xyyeX, and continuous if #w->α? as w->co implies that
Txn-*Tx as %->co. An additive and continuous ϊ7 is said to be linear',
for such a Z\ the nonnegative real numbers

(2.1) Λf(D=l.u.b.

(2.2) m(T)=g.l.b.

exist and are finite [1, p. 54]. A linear T is homogeneous, that is
T(θx) = θ(Tx) for any real θ [1, p. 36]. The sum T4- U and product TU
of two linear operators Γ and U in X are defined respectively by the
relations (T+U)x=Tx±Ux and (TU)x=T(Ux) for all α e X Further-
more,

(2.3) M(T+U)^M(T) + M(U),

(2.4) M{TU)<M{T)M{U),

[ 6 ] . T h e o p e r a t o r / s u c h t h a t I x = x f o r a l l x e X i s d e f i n e d t o b e t h e
identity operator in X. The nth. power Tn of an operator T in X is
defined by Tn=TTn~ι for all positive integers n, with T=I by defini-
tion. The inverse of an operator Γ in X is the operator T'1 such that
T-lT=TT~l=I if such exists. If T is linear and T~ι exists, I7-1 is
likewise linear; moreover, if m(T)>0,

(2.5) m(T)M(T-ι) = l

[6]. If T is a linear operator in a complete space X and

(2.6) {I-T)-ι±

[6, 9]. This result in combination with (2.3, 4, 5) gives

(2.7) 1 - M(T)<m(I- T)^M{I- T)<1 + M(Γ)

for M(T)<0- An operator T7 in a normed linear space X (not neces-
sarily complete) is called completely continuous if for every bounded set
B={x: lx\\<θ} for θ finite, in the set TB={Tx: xeB} every infinite
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sequence converges to an element of X. In a general normed linear
space X, (2.6) and (2.7) hold with the additional assumption that T is
completely continuous [6]. These results furnish the following theorems:

THEOREM 1. If F is a given linear operator in a complete normed
linear space X, then the linear equation

(1) Fx=y

has a unique solution x e X for every ye X if and only if there exists a
linear operator P in X such that P~ι exists, and

(2)

The solution x of (1) in this case is given by

( 3 )

Proof: To prove the sufficiency of Theorem 1, assume that a
linear operator P having the desired properties exists. The series

thus converges to an element, say z, of X; furthermore, (I—PF)z=z~
Py, so PFz=Py. The application of P~ι yields Fz=y, and thus z
satisfies (1). If Fzλ=y and Fz2=y, then Ffa-zJ^O, so that (I-PF)
(zι — z%)=zι — z2, and if zλφz-λ, M(I—PF)^>1, contrary to assumption;
hence x=z is the unique solution of (1), and is given by (3). The
necessity of Theorem 1 results from the fact that if there is a unique
solution x of (1) for every ye X, F~λ exists. Taking P=F~\ P~ι exists
and M(I-PF)=M(I-F-1F) = M(O) = O<1, which completes the proof of
the theorem.

COROLLARY 1. Subject to the conditions of Theorem 1, F has the
unique inverse

These results hold in a general normed linear space X subject only
to the additional condition that (I—PF) be completely continuous.

THEOREM 2. // a unique solution xeX of (1) exists for every ye
X, X a normed linear space, and an operator P on X exists such that
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(2) is satisfied, then the iterative process

(5) xn={I

is totally convergent (Biickner) to the solution x of (1), that is, for all
xQeX, xn->x as n->co, and its error is bounded by

(6) \\x-xn\<Z[M(I-PF)T\\x-x,\

and

Proof. Following [9], note that, from (1) and (5),

x-xn=(I-PF)n(x-Xo),

from which (6) follows at once from (2.4). Condition (2) evidently insures
that xn->x as n->cn, whatever xQ. From (5),

Xn-Xn-^PFix-Xn-i), and x-xn=(I-PF)(x-xn-i),

from which (7) is obtained by (2.1) and (2.2). Condition (2) insures
that m(PF)>0, for, if PFz=0 for any zφQ, then (I-PF)z=z, and thus
M(I— PF)>1, contrary to assumption.

For the purposes of practical computation, it may prove expedient
to calculate only one of the bounds M(I-PF), m(PF). By (2.7), the
quantities m(PF) and 1 — M(I—PF) may be interchanged in (6) and (7);
in what follows, the symbol μ will be used to denote either of these
quantities. These results have been obtained on the assumption that
all operations have been carried out exactly, which is frequently not
possible in practice. Set zQ=x0, and let zn denote the results obtained
from (5) by the use of some method of approximate evaluation. If
Δ ; is the difference of the exact and the approximate evaluation of
{I-PF)zj-ι-¥Py1 from (5),

(2.8) a?-sn=α?-α?n+ ^

Thus,

(2.9) ll»-«»ll^ll«-»»ll
.7 = 0

a n d a s 0 < l — μ<C\, f o r < 5 = m a x | | Δ w _ J , (j=0, ••• , n — ΐ),

(8) \\χ-Zn\\<,\\χ-Xn
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where the estimate for \\x — xn\\ is obtained from the error bounds pre-
viously derived.

3 Application, to integral equations. The space C of functions
x=x(s) which are real, single-valued, and continuous on the interval
a<is<b is an example of a linear space. For the purpose of error
estimation, useful definitions of the norm of an element xeC are:

U υ ηi/2

x2(s) ds ,
a J

(ii) \\x\\=\jx(s)\ds, (iv) ||α||=[Jβ|a?(8)|pώJ , P ^ l ;

all of these definitions are obtainable from (iv), (i) being the limit of
(iv) as JO->OD, [5, pp. 134-150]. The inner product (x, y) of two ele-
ments x, yeCis the real number

(3.1) (x9 y)=[*x(8)y(8)d8.
Ja

An operator Q in C is said to be positive definite if (Qx, £)>0 for all
#=M) in C, and to be positive semi-definite if (Qx, x)^>0 for all xeC. If Q
is positive definite and Λf(Q)<l, then M(I-Q)<1 [11, p. 213], a fact
which will be useful in establishing the convergence of iterative pro-
cesses of the form (5). If K(s, t) is real, single-valued, and continuous
on the square α < s , t<Jb, the integral transform K defined by

(3.2) Kx=[bK(s, t)x(t)dt
Ja

is a completely continuous linear operator in C, so that the results of
§2 apply at once to the equation (1.1) with F=(I—/>K). A number λ
is called a characteristic value of an integral transform K if m(I—λK)
= 0; Fredholm's general theorem [4] states that (1.1) has a unique
solution x(s) in C for every y(s) in C provided that λ is not a charac-
teristic value of K. If λ is a characteristic value of K> is follows at
once from Theorem 1 that (1.1) cannot have a unique solution, and
thus it will be assumed throughout that λ is not a characteristic value
of K9 unless the contrary is explicitly stated.

The error bounds (6) and (7) for the iterative method (5) as ap-
plied to (1.1) may be put in the following convenient forms:

(El) 1^-^11^(1

(E2) ||a;-a;«||^-—
μ
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for k a nonnegative integer,

|| ^ ~ W || ^ I

while for xo=y,

(E4)

As before, μ=m[P(I-λK)'] or / ; = 1 - M[ϊ-P(I-λK)]. These bounds
depend on the values of μ and M(P). The operator P will now be
specified to obtain several iterative methods of practical importance,
for which explicit bounds for μ and M(P) will be calculated.

Method I (Neumann):

(3.3) xn=VΛ-λKxn^.

This process is (5) with P=I, and thus (I—PF)=λK. It follows from
Theorem 2 that (3.3) is totally convergent provided that M(λK)<Λ.
If this is the case, explicit error estimates are obtained from the general
expressions by setting μ=l — M(λK) and noting that M(P)=M(I) = 1.
Usually M(λK) is not known exactly, but estimates for M(λK) are
obtainable for various definitions of |i^|| from known inequalities [5, loc.
cit.; 6; 9].

Method II (Wiarda):

(3.4) Xn^il-θfrn-i+θλKXn^+θy , G<#<1 .

This method is (5) with P=ΘI. Sufficient conditions for (3.4) to be
totally convergent are that —λK is positive semi-definite and

<3 5) i
These conditions insure that PF=0{I—λK) is positive definite and that
M(PF)<C1; the total convergence of Method II is a consequence of
Theorem 2 in this case. As —λK is positive semi-definite, m(PF) =
m[θ(I—λK)]>.θ, and as 0<^<Cl, explicit error bounds for Method II
may be obtained from the general expressions by the substitution μ=
θ, and noting that M(P) = Θ.

Method III (Bϋckner):

(3.6) xn
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where

(3.7) Vn-i^il-θfa^ + θλKXn^+θy .

This process is totally convergent provided that θ satisfies (3.5) and
the kernel K{s, t) of K is symmetric, that is, K(s,t)=K(t,s), a<s,t<b.
From (3.6) and (3.7),

(3.8) x^x^-Θ^I-λKYxn^ + O^I-λlOy.

This is (5) with P=Θ2(I-^K). If the kernel K(s, t) of K is symmetric,
direct calculation from (3.1) verifies that

(3.9) ([I-λK]*x, x) = ([I-

which is positive for all xφ§ in C as λ is not a characteristic value of
K. Thus PF=θ\I-λKf is positive definite, and if 0 satisfies (3.5),
M(PF)<1. By Theorem 2, Method III is totally convergent. If {λm}
denotes the set of characteristic values of K, for the norm defined by

(3.10) ^ =
Cm)

[2, pp. 10-11; 3, pp. 112-113]. This, together with the fact that M(P)
<CΘ, as M[θ(I—tKy\<0- from (3.5), allows the explicit evaluation of the
general error estimates for Method III for the norm (iii).

Method IV (Wagner):

(3.11) xn=xn^

where

(3.12) g=9(s) = l-AbK(s, t)dt, a<s<b;
J

here it is assumed throughout that g(s)^Q, α<s<6. If K(s, t) has a
high maximum for s=£ and is nearly zero elsewhere, then (I—λK)x
^gx for all xe C. Define the function φ(s x) by

(3.13) φ(s; x)=(llg)(I-λK)x

for all xeC. If

(3.14) ω=max|l-φ(s; x)\<l,
xec

then Method IV is totally convergent, as it is (5) with P=(ljg)I, and
(3.14) gives M(I—PF)<ί,ω<Cl. Explicit error bounds are obtained from
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the general expressions by the substitution μ = l — ω and the fact that

(3.15) [ \g()\y
a<s<ϋ

For kernels of the type considered, it may be true that ω ^ l , in which
case Method IV will converge rapidly.

Method V (Samuelson):

(3.16) xn=xn.1-(I+J)(I-λK)xn-L + (I+ J)y

is totally convergent, provided that

(3.17) ^

where G is the resolvent operator for λK which gives the solution x of
(1.1) as

(3.18) x=(I+G)y,

This follows at once from Theorem 2, as (3.16) is (5) with P=I+J.
Hence,

as (I+G) is the inverse of (I-λK). Thus (I-PF)=(G-J)(I-λK), and
(3.17) insures that M(I—PF)<C1. Explicit error estimates for Method V
are obtained by setting μ=l-M(G-J)[l + M(λK)'] and from M(P) =
M(I-hJ)<l + M(J). In case that M(G-J) is very small, Method V con-
verges rapidly.

4* Numerical example* To illustrate the application of some of
the methods and error bounds given, an approximate solution of the
integral equation

(4.1) s2=x(s)-λ[K(s, t)x(t)dt,
Jo

where

(s(l-ί), 0<s<t<l,
(4.2) K(8,t) = \

U(l-s), 0<t<s<l,

will be sought for various values of L An approximation xn(s) to x(s)
will be considered to be satisfactory if \\x — ̂ | |<0 .01 with the norm
defined by (iii). The characteristic values of K are known to be λm=
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nV and
For Λ = - l , M(λK) = llπ'<l, and thus Method I will be used. For

;0(s)=s\ as ||s2 | |=5~1/2, from (E4) the number of iterations required will
Lot exceed one, so that

4.3) α?1(8)=s3-β(l-s3)/12

s a satisfactory approximation to x(s) on [0, 1].
For Λ= —10, M(λK) = 10/π2>l, and the condition for the total con-

vergence of Method I is not satisfied. However, —λK is positive
lefinite, so that Method II is applicable. Take x^(s)=-sι and

4.4) ^=0.49650<l/(H-10/τr2).

?rom (E4), the number of iterations will not exceed six. Successive
terations yield

4.5) a?1(s)=s2-(0.41375)s(l-s3),

[4.6) x,(s)=s2 + (0.34238)s(l - s") - (0.62207)s(l - s3) - (0.06848)s(l - s5),

with

;4.7) ||a?3 —a? 1 | |=0.01140 ,

ind thus from (E3),

[4.8) || αj-α?3 H^O.006.

It follows that

(4.9) α?3(β)=s= + (0.46050)s(l - s3) - (0.72960)s(l - sή

+ (0.08500)s(l - 8s) - (0.13542)s(l - β') - (0.00607)s(l - s7)

is a satisfactory approximation to x(s) on [0, 1].
For ^=25, ikί(/liί) = 25/7r>2>l, so that Method I is not applicable. As

{ — λKs, s)=— 5/9, — Λi£ is not positive semi-definite, and Method II also
fails. However, K(s, t) is symmetric, and 25 is not a characteristic
value of K, so Method III is totally convergent in this case. Choose

[4.10) # =

and χo(s)=s2. From (3.10),

(4.11) μ=0.01084 .

The upper bound for the number of iterations necessary is calculated
from (E4) to be 727. The slowness of convergence in this case excludes
manual methods of computation, but would be of little concern if a
high-speed computing machine is available.
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PSEUDO-ANALYTIC VECTORS ON PSEUDO-KAHLERIAN

MANIFOLDS

SHIGEO SASAKI AND KENTARO YANO

!• Introduction- A pseudo-Kahlerian manifold is by definition a
Riemannian manifold Mzn of class Cr (r>2) which has a skew-symmetric
tensor field IAB

 ι of class Cr~ι with non-vanishing determinant satisfying
following two conditions:

( l ) /VV=-δ3, (iΛBiBG=-dί)

(2) / ^ = 0 ,

where

/ q \ JA nAEΊ TAB aAEπBFT

and a comma denotes the covariant differentiation with respect to gAB.
It is known that the real representation of a Kahlerian manifold of
complex dimension n is a pseudo-Kahlerian manifold of dimension 2n
and of class Cω and the converse is also true. However, the problem
whether a pseudo-Kahlerian manifold M'zn of class Cr (rφω) can be
regarded, by introducing suitable complex coordinate systems on Mm,
as a real representation of a (complex) Kahlerian manifold or not is,
as far as we know, still an open problem. In this paper we shall
generalize some theorems which concern analytic vectors on Kahlerian
manifolds to pseudo-Kahlerian manifolds.

2* Definitions of pseudo-analytic ity*

DEFINITION 1. A set of functions (φ, ψ) defined over a pseudo-
Kahlerian manifold M2n is said to be pseudo-analytic if

(4) IΛBΦ,A=Ψ,B>

If (φ, φ) is pseudo-analytic, then ( — ψ,φ) is pseudo-analytic too.

DEFINITION 2. A contravariant vector field uΛ defined over M'zn is
said to be pseudo-analytic if

( 5 )

Received June 14, 1954.
1 We assume that the indices run as follows:

a, β, γ, . . . .= 1, 2, •••, n,

Λ,B,C, -" - 1 , 2, - . . , n, n+1, •••, 2n.
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DEFINITION 3. A covariant vector field uA defined over Mιn is said
to be pseudo-analytic if

( 6 ) IΛBUA,G=IΛ

ouβ,Λ.

If we denote a complex coordinate system of a Kahlerian manifold
Kn by z* (=xoίJriya) and take (xΛ, yΛ) as coordinates of the real represen-
tation of Kn, then (cf. [3])

( Π \ Job Jn+oί, Λ Too Tn + cύ χoύ

In this case, (4), (5) and (6) are nothing but Cauchy-Riemann equations
for a complex analytic function φ + iψ, for a self-ad joint complex
analytic contravariant vector u* + iun+<* and for a self-ad joint complex
analytic covariant vector ua + iun+cύ. (We must take account of the fact
that the real representation of a contravariant vector ua + iun+(* is (ua,
un+oύ) and that of a covariant vector ua + iun+Λ is (2uΛ, —2un+cύ)). Hence,
the Definitions 1, 2 and 3 are appropriate.

When IA

B takes the value (7), (5) means that uA

tB is a matrix which
is the real representation of a unitary (nxn) matrix. Hence we may
say that uA

iB is pseudo-unitary.

THEOREM 1. // a set of functions (φ, ψ) is pseudo-analytic, then φ
and ψ are both harmonic functions on our pseudo-Kdhlerian manifold.

Proof. By hypothesis

Φ,B=IABΦ,A,

hence we get

^=Φ,B09BO = IACΦ,ΛC = 0.

As (4) can be written also in the form

we get in the same way J φ = 0 .

THEOREM 2. If a contravariant vector field uA and its associated
covariant vector uA are both pseudo-analytic, then uA is a parallel vector
field.

Proof. If we use covariant components of uA, then (5) can be writ-

ten as
JA ? / JA y

Comparing the last equation with (6), we can immediately see that our
assertion is true.
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THEOREM 3. If uA is a pseudo-analytic contravariant vector field,
then IΛ

Bu
B is also pseudo-analytic.

Proof. {IA

Bu
B)J%=I\uB,ϋFD

JA JB VO _JA (JB Ί.G\
— X B-L o 1 1 ,D—* BX1 Ofy(/ ),D

We shall remark that equation (6) can be written also as

( 8 ) XIAo=0

where X=uA(d[dxA) and XIA

C is the Lie derivative of IA

G (cf. [5]). We
put further Y=vΛ(d/dxA) and

and similarly define [lu, v]Λ, [u, Iv]A, [Iu, Iv]A. Then we get the

following

THEOREM 4. Let uA and vA be two pseudo-analytic contravariant
vector fields, then [uvY, [Iu, v]A, [it, Iv\A and [Iu, Iv\A are pseudo-analytic
too.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the pseudo-analyticity of [uv]A. As

it is sufficient to show that

(XY-YX)IA

B=0.

However, this follows immediately from the assumption that uΛ and vA

are pseudo-analytic.

3* Curvature tensors

THEOREM 5. (cf. [3])

/ i \ ΊDA TE JA T>E
/ Q \ \ l ) H ECD1 B 1 E^ BCD >

( H ) I^ABCD —J A* B^EFGD

Proof. From (1) we get

Λ JA JA T>A JE T>E JA

v L B,OD •* B,DO 1X/ ECD1 B ±X/ BCD1- E '

Equation (9ii) follows immediately from (9i). The curvature tensor

RA

BCD is pseudo-unitary with respect to the first two indices.
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T H E O R E M 6.

(\\ ft — JE JF ft

(10) (ii) RAB=-IAEIF»RE

F,

(iii) IABRBO=RABIBO,

RA

B is pseudo-unitary too.

THEOREM 7.

(11) RAB0J
AB=2P0RED ( = -2FDRE0).

Let us prove Theorems 6 and 7 at the same time. First

ft JAB _ JA ftE JA (ftE i ftE \ JE ft A . JE ft A

• ^ A B O D 1 — —•* E ^ A G D — * • F Λ ^ C Ό Λ I * * D A C ) — • * ( 7 ^ E D A ^ 1 Ό 1 * E A

Hence we get

/I Π\ Tp JAB JE ft JE ft

Now, from (9) we see that

Γ> JE JF ft nAD JED JF (

J^BG — •*• A*- B^EFGDiJ — I ^ B\

By virtue of (12), the first term of the right hand side of
equation becomes RBG — REFI

E

BI
F

C and the second term can be eaί
to be —RBC* Hence we get

τ> r> JE JF
-t^BC J^EF1 B1 C

(10 ii, iii, iv) can be immediately seen to be equivalent to (10i).
use (10iii), then (12) reduces to (11).

4* Pseudo-analytic vector fields*

THEOREM 8. Let uA be a pseudo-analytic covariant vector fi
pseudo-Kahlerian manifold Mzn, then it satisfies the relation

(13) uΛ,BCg*°-R\uB=0.

Especially, if Mzn is compact, then uΛ is a harmonic vector, (cf. |

Proof. By hypothesis

•L E^A,B==J-' B^E ,A f

JA Ί, ΠBC JA Ί . nBC JACy 1 D ί 1

 ? / JAG
1 EUA,BC9 i BUE,ACy ~ l UE,AC— ~ "2 ̂  E ΛOU F1

The last equat ion can be t r a n s f o r m e d by (12) into

JA ? / ΠBC __ JH t> ffFBy JA
1 EίlA,BCy l F-^HIjy ^B •*• E

By
A UB
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As det (IΛ

E)7^0, we see that (13) is true. Especially, if Mzn is compact
and orientable, then by de Rham's theorem [2], uA is a harmonic vector.

THEOREM 9. Let uA be a pseudo-analytic contravariant vector field
over a pseudo-Kdhlerίan manifold M'zn, then

(14) uA

ιBOgBO + RA

Bu
B=0.

Especially, if uA

 A=0 and M2n is compact, then uA is a Killing vector.
(cf. [4], [6]).

The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 8. Instead of de
Rham's theorem we use a theorem due to one of the authors (cf. [4], [6]).

THEOREM 10. Suppose that uΛ and vΛ are contravariant and co-
variant pseudo-analytic vector field over a compact pseudo-Kάhlerian
manifold M2n. Then uAvA is a constant over the manifold Mm.

Proof, It is sufficient to show that uAvA is harmonic. We put

φ=uΛvA.

Then we get

Δφ=(uA

tBOvA 4- 2uA

ίBvΛίC + uAvAtBΌ)gB0 .

Putting (13) and (14) into the right hand side of the last equation we
get

Δφ=2vA,<μA,Bg
BΌ .

However, the right hand side can be transformed as follows :

Hence Aφ=0, and φ is a harmonic function.

THEOREM 11. Suppose that M2n is a compact pseudo-Kάhlerian
manifold. If the Ricci tensor RAB is positive definite, then there exists
no pseudo-analytic covariant tensors other than the zero vector. (If RΛB

is positive semi-definite, then the covariant derivative of any pseudo-
analytic covariant vector field vanishes), (cf. [1], [6]).

Proof. We put

φ=gABuAuB,

then we get
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If we substitute (13) in the second term of the last equation we get

Hence, by virtue of Bochner's lemma (cf. [1], [6]), we can see im-
mediately that our assertion is true.

THEOREM 12. Suppose that M2n is a compact pseudo-Kahlerian
manifold. If the Ricci tensor RAB is negative definite, then there exists
no pseudo-analytic contravariant vector field other than the zero vector.
(If RAB is negative semi-definite, then the covariant derivative of any
pseudo-analytic contravariant vector field vanishes), (cf [1], [6]).

The proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 11.

THEOREM 13. Suppose that M'zn is a compact pseudo-Kahlerian
manifold and uB is a covariant vector field over M~n such that uB is ex-
pressible in a neighborhood of each point of M"ln as Φ,B + IABΨ,A where φ
and ψ are harmonic functions in such neighborhood ivith respect to the
pseudo-Kahlerian metric. If the Ricci tensor RAB is positive definite,
then uB=0, that is, the set of functions (φ, ψ) is pseudo-analytic. (If
RAB is positive semi-definite, then the covariant derivative of uB vanishes).
(cf. [1], [6]).

Proof. We put

T=gABuAuB , uA=φtΛ+FAψtK ,

then we get

ΔT= (2gΛBuΛίCuBιD + 2gABuA,CDuB)gCD .

Now, the second term of the right hand side of the last equation is
transformed in the following way:

II-2gAB(φ,CADΛ-IE

Aψ,CED)(φ,BΛ-IF

Bφ,F)QG1J

=2RHBuHuB.

In the process of the transformation we used (10 ii) and the fact that
φ and ψ are harmonic functions. Hence

ΔT=2gAβgCDuA>cuB;I)±2RABuAuB ,

so ΔT>0. Accordingly, by virtue of Bochner's lemma (cf. [1], [6]),
we see that the theorem is true.
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ON THE TOWER THEOREM FOR FINITE GROUPS

EUGENE SCHENKMAN

Wielandt [2] has given a very ingenious proof of the fact that the
tower of automorphisms of a finite group without center ends after a
finite number of steps. Using his work as a model a proof of a similar
tower theorem for Lie algebras was given in [1]. This depends on the
following three facts:

(a) If A (with no center) is a member of the tower of derivation
algebras of a Lie algebra L then the centralizer of L in A is (0).

(b) If L is a subinvariant Lie algebra of A and if the centralizer
of L in A is (0) then the centralizer of Lω in A is contained in A.

(c) If L is subinvariant in A then Lω is normal in A.

In view of the much sharper estimate obtained in the theorem on Lie
algebras it seemed to be of interest to attempt to improve on the
results of Wielandt using the method of [1]. The group theory analogue
of (a) is to be found in Wielandt's work. I shall prove here the
analogue to (b) and then show by a counter-example that the method
is not applicable to get the tower theorem even for solvable groups
since the analogue to (c) does not hold for groups even under the
additional hypothesis of (b).

THEOREM. // G is a subinvariant subgroup of the finite group A
and if the centralizer of G in A is the identity, then the centralizer of
Gω in A is contained in Gω. It follows that if N is normal in G such
that GjN is nilpotent then A O Gω and the centralizer of N is contained
in N.

Here

= I \ KJΓ

where Gk=\Gk~\ G] is the subgroup generated by commutators of the
form [A, g\=hgh-ιg~\ heGk-\ geG.

The proof of the Theorem depends on two lemmas.

LEMMA 1. If G is a finite group then G=GωH where H is a
nilpotent subgroup of G.

Received July 19, 1954. This research was supported by the U.S. Air Force under
contract number AF19 (600)~790 monitored by the Office of Scientific Research.
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LEMMA 2. Let G be a group with center E then the centralize?* W
of Gω in G is contained in Gω. It follows that if N is normal in G such
that GjN is nilpotent then NZ^>Gω and the centralizer of N is contained
in N.

I shall also give an example to show that under the hypotheses of
the Theorem Gω need not be normal in A, even with the added re-
striction that G be solvable.

Proof of Lemma 1. The proof is based on the fact that a group
is nilpotent if and only if its (^-subgroup contains the commutator sub-
group G2 [3, p. 114]. If G is nilpotent the theorem is trivially true
since Gω=E and G=GE. If G is not nilpotent then the (^-subgroup
does not contain G2. Accordingly we can pick a minimal set of generators
Qi, -, 9k of G where at least one of the generators, gk for definiteness,
is in G2. Then glf •••, gk_λ generate a proper subgroup K of G and
G=KG2. On the other hand G/Gω is nilpotent and hence the (^-subgroup
of GjGω contains the commutator subgroup of GjGω. Accordingly gkG

ω

is not essential as a generator of G/Gω and therefore #iGω, •••, gk-ιGω

generate G/Gω. It follows that G=GωK.

Now we proceed by induction on the order of the group. Since K
is a proper subgroup of G, its order is less than that of G and we can
assume that K=KωH where H is a nilpotent group. Then

since Kω is contained in Gω and the lemma is proved.

Proof of Lemma 2. Gω is normal in G and hence so also is W.
By Lemma 1, G=GωH where H is a nilpotent group. Let GX=WH.
Then Gi is a group since W is normal and H is a group. Also G1 =
G?Hι where Hι is nilpotent. But Gι=(WH)ω is contained in W since
H is nilpotent and W is normal. This can be seen by showing induc-
tively that (WHfςzWHk. For let x and y be elements of W, h be in
H, and k be in £P. Then if xh is in WH and if yk is in WHk

[xh, yk]=xhyh-1hkh-1χ-1hk-1h-1hkh-1k-'1y-ιlh9 kγιjh, k]

which is an element of WHk+1, since the four underlined expressions
are in W and [A, k] e Hk+\

Now if W is contained in G? then W^Gω since G^G". Hence the
lemma is false only if WctGΐ. We need only consider therefore if
there is an element w in W, w not in G". We shall write w=gh where
g is in Gΐ and h in Hi. Of course hφe since then w would be in GΓ .
It follows that h=g~ιw is in W, since W^G? and therefore Hτf^W^
E. But Hτf\W is normal in Hx since W is normal in G. Thus HXΓ\W
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has intersection PφE with the center of HL. But this will imply that
P is in the center of G. For G=G"H^GMH{ since H^GΐHr, and P is
in the centralizer of Gω and in the center of Hj. We have shown that
if the centralizer of Gω is not contained in Gω then G has center not
equal to E contradicting the hypothesis of the lemma.

Proof of the Theorem, By Lemma 2 we know that if Z is the
centralizer of Gω in A then Zf\G^Gω since otherwise G would have a
non-trivial center. Now if Z is not contained in Gω let K be the group
generated by G and Z. Gω is normal in K since

[Gω, G]CGω and [Gω,2]

It follows that Z is normal in K and hence K=ZG. But G is sub-
invariant in A, and hence in K. That is, G is a proper normal sub-
group of Gl9 Gx contained in K. Pick gΎ in Gi but not in G. Since
K=ZG, gτ=gz where g is in G, and z in Z. Furthermore z=g~1g1 is in
G1 and not in G. Now G and s generate a group L=G(z) since G is
normal in G:. Also Lω=Gω; for

L/Gω=G/Gωx(2)Gω/Gω

and hence is nilpotent.
Now since zφGω=^Lω it follows by Lemma 2 that L has a non-trivial

center but this is a contradiction of the fact that G has centralizer E
in A. This completes the proof of the Theorem.

The counter-example mentioned earlier is as follows. Let H be the
non-Abelian group of order 27 all of whose elements are of order 3
and let a and 6 be generators of H. Let a and τ be automorphisms
of H defined by aσ=a\ bσ=b; and ατ=α, bT=b2. Let B be the holomorph
of H with σ and r and let G be the subgroup of B containing σ, a, and
[α, 6]. Then G is invariant in the subgroup containing G and b which
subgroup in turn is invariant in B and it is easy to check that Gω is
the group generated by a and [α, 6],

Now let p be the automorphism of order 2 of B defined by bp=a,
ap = b, σp=τ, τp = σ, and let A be the holomorph of B and p. Then G
is subinvariant in A; the centralizer of G in A is the identity, but
clearly Gω is not normal in A since αp = &.

Omitting the hypothesis of solvability Professor Zassenhaus kindly
furnished me with a similar example in fact, an example of a group
G=GZ with trivial center such that the group of automorphisms of G
is not complete.
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ON THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF POISSON'S

EQUATION OVER A RECTANGLE

P. STEIN AND J. E. L. PECK

Introduction. We consider the equation

dx2 dy2

over the rectangle 0<x<a, 0<y<b, with given boundary values
for z. Following the usual procedure (see for example Hyman [1]) we
approximate the solution by solving a set of mn simultaneous equations,
arising from the corresponding difference equation. If we write

p=Δy/Δx, α. u = — f(jdx, iΔy)Δy2

and Ztj=z(jdx, iΔy), the mn equations are of the form

i = l , , m, j=l, ,n .

A solution of this set of equations is given by Hyman [1]. In the
case where the boundary values are zero, the solution takes the form
Z=CωD [1, p. 340] where C and D are matrices which depend on n
and m and may be written down without any calculations, and ω is a
matrix depending on m, n, p and the values of f(x, y) at the lattice
points. The matrix ω requires somewhat elaborate calculations. To
obtain the solution with given boundary values, he adds to the matrix
CωD the value of u as a matrix obtained from the solution of the
equation Διu\Δxι-\-Δ2u\Δy2=§ with the given boundary values. He ob-
tains for u the matrix value U=Cφ [1, p. 329], where C is the matrix
mentioned above and φ is a matrix depending on n, m, p and the boundary
values and requires to be recalculated for every set of boundary values.

In this paper the solutions of equations (1) are obtained, column
by column, in the form Zj=ΣkMj>kBk, where the MJik are matrices
depending on m, n, and p and which require somewhat elaborate
calculations, and the Bk are vectors depending on m, n, p, the values
of f(x, y) at the lattice points and the boundary values and can be
written down without calculation. We may regard this solution as
giving an explicit formula for the values of z at the lattice points.

The principal work in the calculation of Zj is the calculation of the
matrices Mj]k. It will be shown that it is sufficient to calculate a

Received July 3, 1953.
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selection of columns of Z, as the method lends itself to a stepping off
process also that all the matrices used can be written down easily
from a knowledge of their top rows. The calculation is simplest when
p=l. Further, the case when p=l or is nearly 1 is the most accurate
[1, p. 332]. It will be shown that when \pz — 1|<C1, Z may be obtained
by successive approximations with the help of the matrices calculated
for p=l. It appears to the authors that if a not very elaborate set
of tables were to be prepared for selected values of j , m and n with
p = l , the calculation of Z would be much simplified. Further, if such
a set of tables were available, it might be of assistance in the iterative
method of the solution of these simultaneous equations when the
boundary is not a rectangle.

In § 1 we develop the method of solution. In §§2 and 3 we give
methods by which the required matrices may be evaluated. Section 4
deals with the iterative process when p is nearly 1, and this is ampli-
fied in §§ 5 and 6.

1* We write the mn equations (1) in n sets each consisting of m
equations. A typical set is

2(14- pι)zld-z.u =p2(z1J+1 4- zlyj_,) 4- ai:j 4- zQϋ

-z,j + 2(1 -h pήz2j-z3J=p~(z2J+1 4- Soj-0 -f a2J

j%mJ ==P'\Zm,j + l + Zmj-ι) 4" Ctmj 4" Zm + ίj .

( 2 )

We write Zj for the vector (zlj9 z2iJ, , zmJ), A5 for the vector (o1}j,
«2j, , Umj), Z/ for the vector (zOιJ, 0, 0, , 0, zm+1J) and Mm{a) for
the mxm matrix

( 3 )

/ a, - 1 , 0,

- 1 , a, - 1 ,

0, - 1 , α,

\

The equations (2) then take the form

or

j=l, ,n,

'*MJ2 + 2ffί)Z1 - Z,

( 4 )

, + Zι') + Zo = 5 ;

+ Z./) =Bt
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These equations can be solved by iteration. See for example Todd [3].
The class of all ordered sets of m real numbers is a vector space

over the ring of polynomials in the matrix Mm(2 + 2p*). Interpreting
equations (4) in this way, we may obtain their solution from Cramer's
rule in the form

( 5 )

where is the determinant of the matrix of matrix coefficients on
the left of (4) and the ^fJik are cofactors of r/j. One may readily
prove that _ ^ 3 ^ = ^ ^ and that when j<k

( 6 ) ^j^Dj-^p-WJϊ + 2p*))Dn-k(p-*MM(2 + 2o*))

where Dn is the polynomial defined by the rath order determinant

X ,

- 1 ,

0,

- 1 ,
x ,

- 1 ,

o,
- 1 ,

x ,

and Dύ(x) = l.
One may regard (5) as expressing z in terms of the given values

for f(x,y) and the boundary values. In particular whenj=l, we have
from (5) and (6)

As was pointed out by Hyman [1, p. 331] it is unnecessary to
calculate the remaining values of z by the use of (5). It is sufficient
to use (7). Knowing Zo and Z1 we may "step off " using (4) to deter-
mine Z2 and then use it again to get Zti from Z2 and Z{ .

2 In this section we obtain some properties of the polynomial
Dn and of the matrices Dn(βMm(a)).

THEOREM 1.

( 8 )

[ / ] /ryf

(9) /)„(»)= Σ ( - l ) r ( r

(10)
Δ yd — 0)
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(ll) A(*)=2-»

(12) Dn(x)=sinh (re + ^ , x=2 cosh 0
smhφ

(13) D^x)=*
sin

(14) Dn(x)= ΐl(x-2 cos ---π ) .

Formulae (8), (13) and (14) are known ([2] and [4]). Formula (8)
follows immediately from the definition and (9) may be proved by
induction using (8). Formula (10) also follows from (8) by induction.
Formula (11) comes from (10) on writing a=x + y, b=x—y. The equa-
tion :£=2coshφ means that a=2eφ, b-=2e~φ whence (10) gives (12).
Formula (13) is proved similarly. By (13) the roots of the equation
Dn(x) = 0 are 2 cos (rπl(n + l)), (r=l, , n) giving (14).

COROLLARY. // M is a square matrix and I is the corresponding
identity matrix : —

(15)

(16)

J_ I

(17)

(18) Dn(M)= Π

THEOREM 2. // P is any polynomial, then P{Mm(a)) is an mxm
matrix which is symmetric about both diagonals.

If two matrices which commute are symmetric about both diagonals,
then so is their sum, product and any scalar multiple. This theorem
therefore proves that the matrices Dn(βMm(a)) are symmetric about
both diagonals.

THEOREM 3. Let P be any polynomial and let a^ be the elements
of P(Mm(a)). Then if we interpret aLj=0 whenever i or j is <[1 or
^>m, we have, for l < ΐ < w , l < i < m and i+j < m-4-2.

(19) αu=αi-i,j
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and for l<Li<Lj <Lm and i-fi < m - f l ,

(20) &ij==^i,-f.+j+i"J~ai,-i+1/+3~i~ * * ' "f"^i,ΐ+j-i

Theorems 2 and 3 enable us to write down all the elements of
P(Mm(a)) from a knowledge of the elements in the first row.

Proof of Theorem 3. We observe that (19) is invariant under addition
and scalar multiplication. We observe also that in the case ΐ = l , (19)
reduces to a triviality. If j=l it becomes aiΛ=auι which is true by
symmetry about the main diagonal, and if i+j=m + 2, it becomes
α ί,j=α ΐ_u_1, which is true because of symmetry about the other diagonal
(Theorem 2). Formula (19) will therefore be established if we can
show that it is true for Mζn(a), where r is a nonnegative integer, and
when 2 < ί < r a , 2 < ^ ' < m and ί+j <m + l.

By inspection it is true when r=0, 1. Let a\5 denote the i, jfth
element of M£{a). Then αίj=—αfj^ + ααΓj1—αίjii for l < i < m , 1 < ^
< m . If we assume that it is true for r —1 we have for 2 < ΐ < I m ,
2 < j < m , i+j<Lm +1, that

which completes the proof of (19).
Formula (20) follows from a repeated use of (19).

THEOREM 4. If we denote the i, jth element of Dn(βMm(a)) by a™f then

(21) a!ff=a?f9 l<j<k, n^k^m.

From (15) we have

(22) a\y= - βaγfj]1 + aβa\nfι- β<£»:»-χ

ι - a]nf~2

where aff=aff^==0 and l<Lj<Z.m. From (22) we have by induction
on n that αϊy=0 if i > ^ 4 - 2 , which means that αΐ*f+V = 0. Since we
must write a?f~ί==a1ίι!)

ι-ι=ak

1$-ϊ==0, this allows the following induction on n

πm,n Oπm,n-1 j _ ̂  Qπm,n-Ί Ωπm,n-\ πvι,n-2
al}j — — pa1j_1 -f-ocpa^j — p a h j + 1 — a 1 > j

— — p a ί j -t upuij — p a > \ j ι a j — - a j

However the theorem is true for n=l and n=2.

Formula (21) shows that the top row of the matrix Da(βMm(cc)) is
essentially the same for all useful values of n, while (22) gives a re-
cursive method of computing this top row. Theorem 3 and the remark
after Theorem 2 show how the remainder of the matrix can be filled
in from the top row. Thus the computation of the matrices Dn(βMm(a))
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for n<,m is simplified, and the matrices lend themselves to easy
tabulation.

3. In this section we give some results which are useful in the
calculation of D^Mm(a)) = [D^Mm(a))y\

Since the inverse of any matrix is a polynomial in that matrix,
we have Dή\βMm{a)) a polynomial in Dn(βMm(a)) and therefore a poly-
nomial in Mm(a). Theorems 2 and 3 therefore apply. It is thus
sufficient to compute only its first row. From the first row we may
obtain its elements altj for l<i<j<Lrn and i-h i<m-f 1 by (19) or (20)
and then the other elements can be filled in by symmetry.

THEOREM 5. If the element in the ith roiv and jth column of
M;n\ά) is a.ίj and if α==2 coshφ, then

(23) a.ja.j

sinh(/>sinh(m4-l)ς/>

For proof we have first that

(24) a^nO^ψJa)
Dm{a)

The result then follows from (12).

THEOREM 6. / /

then

(25)

From (18) we

ar

have

=a —

\βMm\

2

J

(a)

COS
Tπ

n + 1

n

r = l

Dn(βMm(a))=Π (βMm(a)-2cos r π

Λ

(26) jSΠJIfiα{cos
r=i V β n + 1

=β»UMm(ar).
r = l

The result follows immediately.
A result which may be easier from the computational point of view

is to express D~ι(βMm(a)) as a sum of matrices. This is done in the
following theorem.
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THEOREM 7. / /

ar=a — — -cos •"" ,
β l

then

α)) 2 £(27) D(/Mm(α)) £ ( l Γ s i i r
β(n + l) r-i n + 1

From (26) we have that

Dn(βMm(a))=ΠβMm(ar).
? = 1

Therefore

ct))= Σ or{βMm(ar)} -1

l

where the c/s are suitably chosen scalars.
If J(x) = Ώ%1(x-γr)f γrφγ8 when rφs, then

To obtain the values of the scalars cn we put f=Dn. From (13) we

have

•»' 2 cos ^
72 4 - 1 / o >2 sm2

TZ-f-

sin2#

This gives

rπ

and therefore

With the help of (23) we can obtain a more explicit result.

COROLLARY. If aitj is the i, jth element of Dΰι{βMm{a)) and

2 cosh φr=a— cos π

β 92

then aitj=aJyi for all i and j , and for i
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(28) α^E^ + l^Σί-lWl-cos^Λ-^^^
r=i V n + 1 / smh φr sinn (ra

In the case i=l, this reduces to

(29) α,,=&

4 In the formulae of the two previous sections, if p=Δy(Δx=l
we have α=4, β = l and there is some simplification in the resulting
calculations. It is pointed out by Hyman [1, p. 322] that the case p==
1 is the one which gives the most accurate results. Hence it is sug-
gested that in arranging the lattice points of a rectangle, one should
attempt to have p approximately one. We now give a method of find-
ing a correction, when p is approximately one, to the solution obtained
by assuming p=l. It is found that in this way we can make use of
tables prepared for the case p=l.

We write p*=l-{-d. The equations (1) then become

(30) (4 + 2δ)zitJ=(1 + δ)(zu+1 + sifJ-i) 4- (zi+1J + z-i-jj) + au .

Let

I \^i,j:==^ ^ίj *^i+i,j %i-i,j fi-ij+l *^ί,j-ί

Then (30) may be written

= ~ 8Δzitj 4- dij .

We suppress the first term on the right of (31) and find u$ so that

(32)

and uγ]=zu on the boundaries. Let Z denote the values of z.iιό at the
lattice points, with similar notation for UCr) and FCr) with r^>l . Let
Z=ϊ7 c υ 4-F α ) , then UO} is an approximation to the values of Z with
error VCΌ for which an equation is obtained by subtracting (32) from
(31). Thus

and F ( 1 ) is zero on the boundary.
We now find ί/(2) such that

and £/°° is zero on the boundary. Writing Fα)=£/ (2)4- F ( 2 ) we obtain, by
subtraction,
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Proceeding in this manner we obtain for r > 1

ΎCr^= ]/C? + l)_j_ JJCr + Ό

(33) D<;υ=

(34) α < ; 1 } =

where F ( r ) and U°'\ r>2 are zero on the boundary. A formal solution
of equations (30) is thus

(35) 7= V 77O)

We observe that equations (32) and (33) to determine UCr) are the
equations (1) where ^ = 1 and where different sets of values are suc-
cessively used in place of the aίtj. The formal solution (35) will be the
solution provided F 0 ) tends to 0 as r tends to co. This will certainly
be the case if, given any arbitrary Xω we can show that the iteration

leads to the result X(r)->0 as r-*oo. In the next two sections we
obtain the condition on d that this should be the case, and we obtain
an estimate of the error if we take Z=^fr=ίU

(r\

5 We proceed to the solution of (33) (and (34)) when r ^ 2 . The
equation may be written

(r)_w(r) \

If Z7£r) is the vector (u$, w$, , ^;2) then since all boundary values
are zero, these n equations can be written

If now ^/S is the mxm matrix of matrices defined by

/ikfn(4), - I , 0, \

0,

v* is the mxm matrix of matrices defined by

/Mn(2), 0, 0, \

0, j|fn(2),

0, 0,

0,
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and U(r) is the vector (Z7ίr), , Uζp), then since all boundary values
are zero the m equations (36) can be written

• i ) «\ // >|i 7" TO')

and so

In the case r-—l, we must take into account some boundary values.
Thus let Z'=(Zι', Z./,' , Zm') where Z/ ( ΐ = l , . . , m) is the vector
(zM, 0, , 0, zίiJ1+i). Then the solution of (33) for r=\ is

(38)

Returning to (37) we have

Hence U(r) and V(r) tend to zero as r tends to oo provided that a cir-
cle of radius l^l"1 and center the origin contains the spectrum of

The spectrum of ^/S-1^//* is found most easily by considering the
matrix ^ * ~ 1 ^ . Writing M=Mn(2), we have

0 ,

0 ,

7+2ikί-1

-M-1

0,

o,

0,

o,
\ /M+27, - I ,

- I , M+2I,

•/

0,

o, -I, M+2I,

-M-1, 0

I+2M-1, -M-ι

:

-M-1, I+2M-1

If {μr, ?'=1, , n) is the spectrum of M, we may use a theorem
of Williamson [5, Theorem 1] to find that the spectrum of ^/S*-1^//
consists of the spectra of the n mxm matrices

-1, -μ;\ 0,

;\ 1 + 2/i-1, -μ;1,

0, -μ;\ 1 + 2/χ;1,

By (14) this is the set //,:'(//,. + 2 + 2 cos Sπ

/

, w ; s = l , ,m.
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However by (14) also //r=2 + 2cos

trum of ^///-ι^/έ* is

rπ

Tπ

2 + 2 cos
n-\-l

4 4- 2 cos -iiL-+2c<>s--7Γ

1 m + 1

, r = l , , n. Thus the spec-

s i n 2

2(m

sin2 -
Tπ

8 = 1, . - . ,

This spectrum therefore lies in the open interval (0, 1).
is thus a solution of (1) if

> = ]LΓ=i UCr)

sπr

s in ' -
22(n + l)

and certainly if

6. We shall now estimate the error if we take Z= Σr=i UCr\ We
suppose that |<?[<!1, and consider first the case s ^ 2 . Since the
spectrum of ^ " U / * lies in the open interval ( —1, 1), using (37) we
have

(39) z-

Now the spectrum of the matrix is

sm'

s i r ——

r = l , , w ; s = l , , m.

If ^ > 0 this lies within a circle of radius one, while if d < 0 it lies
within a circle of radius (1 + <5)"1 = (1 — l^l)"1. Therefore we obtain from
(39)

(40) z- Σ u™
<|ai!^«l,

when

when

1 The norm | |T| | of a matrix is sup||Tcc||/||cc||, where \\x\\ is the square root of the sum

of the squares of the coordinates of the vector x. Jf T is symmetric it is known that

| |T| | —Ul where λ is the characteristic root of T of maximum modulus.
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Consider now the case ? = 1 . By (37) and (38) we have

(41)

We wish now to obtain a formula corresponding to (40). We observe
that

M~\2) , 0 , 0 ,

0, M~\2) , 0,

0, 0, M;ι(2),

\ /

and the i, jth element citj of Λf;7
1(2) is given by (24) and (8) as

i < 3
Dn(2)

B y d i r e c t m u l t i p l i c a t i o n ^/f*~ιZf i s t h u s a v e c t o r P=(Plf P,, •••, F, r t ) ,
w h e r e

Now

l a = Σ II All2

7ί\2iYl-\-

Thus

HZ0, Zn + ι) is the inner product ΣΓ-i ^.o ^ > κ + i, and |(^c, Zn + 1)\<\\Z0\\ \\Zn+1
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From (41) using the same arguments as for (40) we obtain

> when a > o f

+ ϋZ^IDl , when δ<0.
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THE MAPPINGS OF THE POSITIVE INTEGERS INTO

THEMSELVES WHICH PRESERVE DIVISION

MORGAN WARD

l Introduction, First Theorem. Let L denote the lattice of the
integers 0, 1, 2, ••• partially ordered by division. We study here
mappings

φ : φ0, φι, φ2, , Φn=Φ(n), '

of L into itself which preserve division; that is,

(i) If n divides m, then φn divides φm.

Since Φj divides every φn and every φn divides φQ, we lose little
generality by assuming

(ii) φo=O, φ1=l.

Any mapping with properties (i) and (ii) will be called a divisibility
sequence on L.

A mapping φ is said to be of "positive character" if

(iii) φnyθ for n>0.

A divisibility sequence of positive character will be called a normal
sequence or normal mapping of L.

In many instances, we are interested in the occurrence of multiples
of some assigned modulus m among the terms of a normal sequence φ.
If φr = 0 (mod m) for some r > 0 , we call m a divisor of φ and r a
"place of apparition" of m in φ. If in addition φsφ0 (mod m) for
every proper divisor s of r, r is called a '' rank of apparition'' of m
in φ. If m is not a divisor of φ, we assign to it the rank of appari-
tion zero, which is consistent with the definitions.

It follows that every modulus m has at least one rank of appari-
tion in φ. If each modulus has exactly one rank of apparition, we
say that φ 'i admits a rank function''. Indeed if the rank of m in φ
is denoted by ρ(m) then p is a divisibility sequence. Furthermore

(iv) φw = 0 (mod m) if and only if TZΞΞΞO (mod pm).

Under this condition, multiples of any integer m if they appear at all
in φ are regularly spaced as in the identity mapping i(ri)=n.

Normal sequences are of common occurrence in number theory
the totient function and its various generalizations [3, chap. 5] is a

Received April 19, 1954.
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familiar example. For other examples and generalizations see [3, chap.

17], [4], [6], [9], [10].
Normal sequences with property (iv) are of considerable arithmeti-

cal interest, and special instances, notably the Lucas sequences [6]
have been intensively studied [1], [5].

We study here general properties of all divisibility sequences and
in particular develop necessary and sufficient conditions that a normal
sequence shall admit a rank function. Our first main result is as
follows.

THEOREM 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that a normal
mapping φ admit a rank function is that it have the following property:

(v) φ(pn)^yφ(qn) = φ(n) p, q any distinct primes.

Here we are using the lattice notation explained in § 3 the left side
of (v) is the greatest common divisor of φ(pn) and φ{qn).

2. Further Results, Second Theorem. Our other results are
formulated in terms of the notion of the " generator" of a normal
sequence. Let

(2.1) n = paιpa2 ... pak

be the prime factorization of any positive integer n of L. Define a
new mapping ψ of L by ^(0) = 0, ^(1) = 1 and

(2.2) Φ(n)=φ(n)+ f\

Then ψ is called the generator of φ. It has properties (ii) and (iii),
but not in general property (i). It is shown in § 5 that formula (2.2)
may be inverted to express φ in terms of ψ thus :

(2.3) Φ(*o=n π
 ΨIP*)

CO l < i < r

Here (c): l=cι, c2, •••, cr-l9 cr==n is a complete chain of divisors of n
in the lattice L, ci: covering cι+1 for i = l , 2, •••, r — 1. The indicated
least common multiple Γ\ of the products II </>(c{) is to be extended over
all such chains (c) of divisors of n.

For example, if n=12, there are three complete chains: 1, 2, 4,
12 1, 2, 6, 12 and 1, 3, 6, 12. Thus (2.3) becomes

Φ(12) = ^ 1 W 2 W 4 M W

Conversely, it turns out that if we start off with a mapping ψ of
positive character with ^ 0 = 0 , 4\=1 and define φ by (2.3), then φ is a
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normal mapping, and ψ is its generator. The relationships between
arithmetical properties of φ and ψ are developed in §§ 6 and 7.

If φ is of positive character, we may define a new numerical
function ζ by the Dedekind-Mobius inversion formulas [2, p. 61]

(2.4) ζ(n)=Uφl'}) φ(n)=Uζ(d).
dDn \dJ dDn

Here μ as usual is the Mobius function.
ζ is uniquely determined by φ, but does not define a mapping of

L because ζ(n) is not necessarily an integer. If ζ(n) is an integer for
every n, φ is evidently a normal sequence we call ζ in this case the
"Dedekind generator" of φ.

THEOREM 2. If φ is a normal sequence, then a necessary and suf-
ficient condition that φ admit a rank function is that its Dedekind
generator should exist, and be equal to its ordinary generator.

The best known instance of this theorem is when φ is the Lucas
sequence φn

=((χn — βn)Kcί — β) where p=a-t-β, q=<xβ are co-prime integers
chosen so that |p(/|> 1 \pz — 4(/|>0. Then ψ is the Sylvester [7]
cyclotomic sequence

ψn= II (a-e2^ β
\<r<n\

3 Notations* We use whenever convenient the standard notations
of lattice algebra for arithmetical division and its associated operations
over L considered as a distributive residuated lattice [8], [11]. We
thus write <O6, α=£6 and c θ 6 for "a divides 6", "a does not divide
b" and "a properly divides b". If neither cθ& nor D α , we say a
and b are "non-comparable". If alDb and a^x^b implies either a=x
or b=x we say "a covers b".

a\Jb, aΓ\b and ab stand respectively for the greatest common
divisor (g.c.d.), least common multiple (l.c.m.), and product of a and
b. If α:, α2, •••, αfc are k given integers of L, we write \Jaίf Γ\at and
Uai for their g.c.d., l.c.m. and product suppressing the range of i
where no confusion can arise.

If xxy denotes any one of the three operations x\Jy, x[\V or xy
in L, and φ is any mapping of L, we say that φ is " ^-factorable7' if
Φ(%*y)=Φ(%)*Φ(y) whenever χ\Jy=l and "completely ^-factorable >?

if φ(x*y)=φ(x)xφ(y) for every x, y. The star-product of two mappings
φ and θ is defined as usual by (Φ*θ)Λ=Φn*θn.
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In proofs we use when convenient n φ and <ί=φ for " implies", and
" implies and is implied b y " . We use without specific mention the
familiar formulas [12]

b\JaL=\Jbaiy bΓ\at=Γ\bai9

b\JO=bΓ\l=b 6\J1==1,

4- Divisibility Sequences, Binary Sequences. Let φ be any divi-
sibility sequence that is, a mapping of L with properties (i) and (ii)
of the introduction. Define <xo=βQ=O and

*n= Γ\ φ*, βn = 0 If
> n

Then a and β are divisibility sequences, and ψ=aβ. Furthermore a
is a normal mapping of L, while β consists exclusively of zeros and
ones. We call β a "binary (divisibility) sequence9'.

We may immediately obtain a binary sequence from any divisibility
sequence by reducing each term modulo 2. More generally, if m is any
modulus, we may obtain from the divisibility sequence φ a binary
sequence θ which describes the distribution of multiples of m in φ by
letting θn=0 or 1 according as ΦΞΞΞO or φφO (mod m). The sequences
obtained in this manner from linear divisibility [12] or elliptic divi-
sibility sequences [13] are usually periodic.

Again, if E is any subset of L with the properties that 0 is not
in E and if x is in E, so is every divisor of xy then the characteristic
function of E is evidently a binary sequence. A simple example is the
set of square-free integers the characteristic function is /Λ

Let β be any binary sequence. If βk=0, k is called a zero of β.
If in addition β&φθ for dΓDk, k is called a prime zero of β' The prime
zeros of β evidently form a multiplicative basis for the set of all zeros
of β. Perhaps the most interesting property of this basis is expressed
by the following theorem whose proof is left to the reader.

THEOREM. The zeros of a binary divisibility sequence have a finite
basis if and only if the sequence is periodic. The period of the sequence
is then the l.c.m. of the prime zeros of its basis.

5. The Generator of A Normal Sequence. From now on, all map-
pings considered are of positive character. Let ψ be any such mapping
with ^o=O, Φι = l and define a new mapping φ by means of formula
(2.3) and Φo=O, φι = l. Then φ is evidently normal. Hold n fixed, and
let (2.1) be its prime decomposition. Each complete chain
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(c): l = C i , c 2, •••, c r_i, c r = r c ; ct c o v e r s cι+ι

in the sublattice of all divisors of n is of the same length r=av + a,-\-
• •• +αfc + l, while cr_i is one of the k elements n\pi which cover n. We
may accordingly group the chains into k mutually exclusive classes
Ci by putting into class C,t all chains (c) with cr-ι=nlpi. But any chain
of class Ci consists of a complete chain of divisors of nlpi plus the
fixed element cr=n. Hence formula (2.3) may be written

where the inner l.c.m. is taken over all complete chains (c') of divisors
of njpi. Thus by (2.3) again

Therefore ψ is the generator of φ as defined in formula (2.2).
Conversely, if we define ψ by (2.2), we find by direct calculation

that (2.3) holds for small n. We therefore proceed by induction and
assume that (2.3) is true for all integers less than n, and hence in
particular for the k integers n\iρi which cover n.

On transforming the right side of (2.3) as in the first part of this
proof, we obtain by (2.2) and the hypothesis of the induction

Π D f e = Π Π ψcUΦn= Γ\ (Φn,#Ψn) = Ψn Γ\ Φn,Pi = Φn
(c) ί Ci ι ι *

Thus the formulas (2.2) and (2.3) are equivalent.

6. Factorable sequences. Various factorability properties of normal
sequences may be elegantly stated as properties of its generator. We
postpone the consideration of g.c.d. factorability until the next section,
since it is intimately connected with the existence of a rank function.
We omit proofs of the results stated here, since we merely wish to
show the importance of the notion of a generator.

Either of the following two conditions is necessary and sufficient
for a normal sequence φ with generator ψ to be product-factorable :

(6.1) φn

Here the product is extended over all prime powers pf dividing n.

(6.2) Ψnm=Ψn\J Ψm w, m co-prime.

A necessary and sufficient condition for φ to be l.c.m.-factorable is

that

(6.3) ^n=l i n n ° t a power of a prime.
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Any one of the following three sets of conditions are necessary
and sufficient for φ to be completely product factorable:

(6.4) φ(mn) = φ(mf\ή)==φ(m)\Jφ(n)t n, wΛ>l.

(6.5) φ(mn) = φ(m)\Jφ(n) if m, n are co-prime

and Φ(pa) = Φ(p) for every prime p.

(6-6) Ψ(n) = Φ(pif , P*)=Φ(Pi)Φ(ϊh), , Φ(Pic) .

Here as in (2.1), pl9 p2, , pk are the distinct prime factors of n.

7. G C D. factorable mappings* A mapping φ is said to be com-
pletely g.c.d. factorable if it has the property

(vi) φ{n\Jm)=φ{n)\Jφ{m).

Every such mapping evidently preserves division.

LEMMA 7.1. (Ward [14]): Conditions (iv) and (vi) are equivalent
for normal mappings of L; that is, a normal mapping admits a rank
function if and only if it is completely g.c.dc factorable.

Proof. Assume that φ is a normal mapping satisfying Condition
(iv). Let p=p(k) be the rank of k=φn\jφm in φ. Then p is positive.
Also fcDφn, φmz=)/On, mzφjθDwlJm^/Qφ(nVJm). But by (i),

lϊn, m=$φnUmΞ>Φn,

Hence Φn{Jm=φn\Jφm and (iv) implies (vi).
Conversely, let φ be a normal mapping with property (vi), and let

k be any modulus. If k is not a divisor of φ, the rank of k is zero,
and (iv) is satisfied. If A; is a divisor of φ, let φr be the first term
with positive index r which k divides. By (i),

92ΞΞΞO (mod r ) = > ( ^ ~ 0 (mod k).

Assume conversely that φ n =0 (mod k). Then by (vi), φMUr==0 (mod k).
But 0<[n\Jr<r. Hence n\Jr=r or w=0 (mod r). In other words,

φ n =0 (mod /c)=)n=0 (mod r).

Hence r is the rank of k in φ. Since fc was arbitrary, (vi) implies (iv),
which completes the proof.

The factorability condition on φ may be replaced by an equivalent
condition on its generator φ.

LEMMA 7.2 A normal mapping ψ admit a rank function if and
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only if its generator ψ satisfies the condition

(vii) φ(n)\Jφ(m)=l n, m non-comparable.

Proof. Assume that φ is normal, and admits a rank function, but
that (vii) is false. Then there exist integers n, m and a prime q such
that

(7.1) ^(w)=^(m)=0 (modi/), but nlpm, m/pn.

By formula (2.2),

(7Λ)z=$φ(n)=φ(m)~0 (mod q) .

Suppose that qa exactly divides φ(n) and qh exactly divides φ(m). We
may evidently assume that 6>α. Let r be the rank of qa in φ. Then
since WΞΞΞ̂ ΞΞΞO (mod r), we have n\Jm^0 (mod r). But if (2.1) gives
the factorization of n so that pu p,, - -, pk are its distinct prime
factors, then

(7.2) φin/p^φO mod qa, l<i<h.

For in the contrary case, φ{n)^^{) (mod q) and (2.2) together imply

φ(n)=ψ(n)f\φ(n-)=0 (modρα+1)

which is-a contradiction.
Now

(7.2)=>/;p,#0 (mod r) i = l , 2, - -, ft.

But ^ ^ 0 (mod r). Hence w=r and nZ5n\JmZ)m contradicting (7.1).
Therefore (iv) implies (vii).

Assume conversely that φ is normal with generator ψ satisfying
(vii). To show that φ then admits a rank function, it will suffice to
prove that every prime power qa has a unique rank of apparition in φ.
If qa is not a divisor of φ then it has the unique rank zero. If qa is a
divisor of φ then there exists a positive index r such that

(7.3) φr=»0 (modgα), φnφ0 (mod <f),

To prove that r is the rank of qa in φ, it will suffice to show that
if φw=0 mod (/ then ^̂ ΞΞO (mod r). This we do by contradiction. For
otherwise, there exists a least positive n^>r such that </̂ =0 mod gr\
but n, r noncomparable. Evidently, ψ.r=Q (mod q). Hence ψnφ0 (mod q)
by Condition (vii). But then formula (2.2) implies that Φ(W/^)Ξ=0

(mod Q'0') for some prime divisor pt of n. Therefore, by the minimal
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choice of n, either rlDn/pi or njp^r. In the first case, r^>n. In the
second case nlp^r so that by (7.3), nlpi = r and O ^ In either case
rjpn is contradicted. Hence (vii) implies (iv), which completes the
proof of the lemma.

8 Proof of Theorem 1. In view of Lemma 7.1, the proof of
Theorem 1, requires only the demonstration that if φ is normal,
Condition (v) implies Condition (vi) for pn\Jqn=n so that the impli-
cation (vi)=)(v) is trivial. Note also that (v) is essentially a weaken-
ing of (vi), since it amounts to asserting (vi) only in the special case
when n\Jπι covers both n and m.

Let φ be normal, and s a fixed positive integer. Then the normal
mapping θ defined by

(8.1) θ(n)=φ(m)lφ(s) , n=0, 1, 2, . .

is called a subsequence of φ. The following lemma is an easy con-
sequence of this definition.

LEMMA 8.1. If φ is normal, and has the property (v), then so has
every subsequence of φ.

LEMMA 8.2. If φ is normal, and has the property (v), then φ is
g.c.d. factorable; that is

(viii) φ(n)\Jφ(m) = l if n\Jm=l.

Note that by (ii), (viii) is a special case of (vi) the proof is by
induction on the number of prime factors of n and m. First if n and
m are distinct primes p and q, then (viii) follows from (v) on taking
n = l.

Suppose that n=p and m is the product of Z>2 primes, m=qu q2,
'--,qι where the q-h are distinct from p but not necessarily distinct
from one another. Assume that (viii) has been proved for n=p and
m a product of l — l primes. Now take p=p, q=qt and n=-m\qι in (v).
Then

φ{pmlqι)\Jφ{m) =

Now

Consequently,

by the hypothesis of the induction. Hence (viii) is true if n is a prime
number.
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Next assume that n=p1p2 pk is the product of /c>2 primes pt

distinct from all the primes q3 dividing m so that n\Jm=l, and also
assume that (viii) has been proved for n a product of ft —1 primes.
Now apply (v) with p=pk, q=qx and n=nmlpkq1. Thus

Now

nI5nm}qzi5φ(n)^φ(nmiq)z=^φ{n)\Jφ(nml

= φ(n)\Jφ(nml!pq)=φ(n)\Jφ(nmlpq1).

Repeat this argument replacing m successively by

mjqu mjq&i, , mjq1qi qt=l

and leaving n and p unchanged we find that

Φ(n) U φ(nmjp) = φ(n) \J φ{nm\pq^)

= Φ(n)\Jφ(nmlpq1q2)= . . . =φ(n)\Jφ(nlp) = φ(n[p).

But

) \J φ(m)=φ(n) \J φ(nm/p) \J φ(m)

by the hypothesis of the induction. Hence (viii) is true for every n
prime to m, completing the proof of Lemma 8.2.

Theorem 1 may now be proved as follows: Let φ be a normal
mapping satisfying (v) and let both n and m be positive, since (vi) is
trivially satisfied if w o r m is zero. Let s=n\Jm. Then n=nrs, m =
m's with nf{Jmf = l. Consider the subsequence θ of φ defined by (8.1).
By Lemma 8.1, θ has property (v). Hence Lemma 8.2 implies

Hence (v) implies (vi), completing the proof of Theorem 1.

9. Proof of second theorem—necessity. Assume that φ is normal,
and admits a rank function, and let ψ be its generator. We shall
show that

(ix) φ n = Π Φa
d

so that φ is the Dedekind generator of φ. The proof is based on a
consequence of Dedekind's cross-classification principle [2] namely
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LEMMA 9.1. If alf α2, , αfc are positive integers, then

aiΓ\a ιίλ ί\ak=Ώ a, Π {a\jat\Ja,) *Γ II (α^α*) Π (aλ\J<h\J<h\JaA

This result is a generalization of the familiar formula a1f\a2 = aιa2-^-a1\
and is perhaps easiest proved by showing that the highest powers of
p dividing both sides of the formula are the same.

On applying the result to formula (2.2), we obtain

n^

)\JΨ\ — ) )^\Ψ\ )\J 01-
pλj

)=0(w)-r Γ0(--) Γ\ Φ (--) Γ\ - Π0(

\, i , f n\ , , f n\\
)VJ Φ ( — ) \ J 0 ( - - ) ) •

Now since φ admits a rank function, φ is completely g.c.d. factorable
by Lemma 7.1. Therefore the formula above may be written

ψ(n)=φ(n)llφ( n

— l l φ ί - - ) l l φ

where μ is the Mobius function. Hence (ix) follows by the Dedekind
inversion formula, completing the proof of the necessity.

10, Proof of second theorem—sufficiency. Now assume that φ is
normal, and that its Dedekind generator exists and equals its ordinary
generator; that is, Condition (ix) is satisfied. We shall show that

(vi) </>(ri)\J</'(m) = l . 72, m non-comparable.

Hence it will follow from Lemma 7.2 that (ix) is a sufficient condition
for φ to admit a rank function.

Assume n, m non-comparable. Then if l=n(~\m, n<7 and m<7.
Let qlf q2, •••, q8 be the distinct prime factors of /, and let p be any
prime pa», pl)n the highest powers of p dividing φ(n) and ψ{n) respectively.

Now by formula (2.2),

Hence αι=6 i + αί/q, where aιlq is the largest of aιlqi> , aljQs. But by

(ix), at= Σ ^ Hence bd=0 unless d=-l or dZDllq.
dl
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Not both bn and bm are positive. For since nZ>l and wΓ^l, in the
contrary case rilDl/q and m^l\q by the remark above. But then I
= nΓ\mZ5llq so that g = l , contrary to q a prime.

It follows that p does not divide both ψ(ri) and ψ(τn). Since p was
an arbitrarily chosen prime, (v) follows, which completes the proof of
Theorem 2.

In closing, note that it follows from Theorem 2 and Lemma 7.2
that if φ has the Dedekind generator ζ (that is,

ζ(n) = Π φ(nlayw

is an integer for every n) then a necessary and sufficient condition
that φ should admit a rank function is that its Dedekind generator
satisfy the condition ζ(n)\Jζ(m) = l if n, m are non-comparable.
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WEAK LOCALLY MULTIPLICATIVELY-CONVEX ALGEBRAS1

SETH WARNER

Let E be an algebra over the reals or complex numbers, E' a total
subspace of the algebraic dual E* of vector space E. We first discuss
the following natural questions: When is the weak topology o{E, E')
defined on E by E! locally m-convex ? When is multiplication continu-
ous for σ(E, Er), that is, when is σ(E, Ef) compatible with the algebraic
structure of EΊ We then apply our results to certain weak topologies
on the algebra of polynomials in one indeterminant without constant
term.

1* Weak topologies.

Let K be either the reals or complex numbers, E a if-algebra. A
topology J7~ on E is locally multiplicatively-convex (which we abbreviate
henceforth to " locally m-convex") if it is a locally convex topology
and if there exists a fundamental system of idempotent neighborhoods
of zero (a subset A of E is idempotent if A2ζZA). Multiplication is
then clearly continuous at (0, 0) and hence everywhere, so j 7 Ί s com-
patible with the algebraic structure of E. If A is idempotent, so is
its convex envelope, its equilibrated envelope (a subset V of E is called
equilibrated if λVζ^V for all scalars λ such that |Λ|<1), and its closure
for any topology on E compatible with the algebraic structure of E.
Hence if ^Γ is locally m-convex, zero has a fundamental system of
convex, equilibrated, idempotent, closed neighborhoods. (For proofs of
these and other elementary facts about locally m-convex algebras, see
§§1-3 of [8] or [1].) Henceforth, E' is a total subspace of the algebraic
dual of E.

LEMMA 1. Let W be a weak, equilibrated neighborhood of zero {that
is, for the topology σ(E, Ef)), J a subspace of E, and g e E' such that
JClΓCIfUIf^C^} 1 1 . Then J, JE, and EJ are contained in the kernel
of g.

Proof. Let xe J, ye E. As W is equilibrated and absorbing, let
/l>0 be such that λye W. For all positive integers m, ?rιmxeJ, and
therefore mxy=-(?rλmx)(λy)e JW^W2ζZ{g}0 hence \g{mxy)\<\ for all
positive integers m, and therefore g(xy) = 0. Hence JE is contained in

Received April 4, 1954.
1 This material is drawn from a chapter of a dissertation written under the supervision

of Professor G. W. Mackey.
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the kernel of g. Similarly for EJ. Also \g(mx)\<l for all xeJ and
all positive integers m, and therefore g(x) = 0 for all xe J.

LEMMA 2. Let V be a weak neighborhood, of zero. Then L=
Γ[ίu'1(^)\ue ^u] is a weakly closed subspace of finite codimension.

Proof. L is clearly a weakly closed subspace. By definition of
σ(E, E') there exist hu hz, ••, hn in E' such that {klf hίy --, kn}°QV.
Thus if \hι(z)\^l for l<i^n, then \u(z)\<l for all ueV°. Then if

11

xe Γ\hΐι(0)f for any positive integer m |/^(m#)|==0<l for l<i<n and
ί l

hence \u{mx)\<\, so ί φ ) = 0 for all ueV°. Hence Γ\hjι(0)g:L. Since
ΐ = l

n

the codimension of f\ hϊι(0) is at most nf so also the codimension of L
i = l

is at most n.

LEMMA 3. Let Eu Έ%, •••, En be finite-dimensional, Hausdorff topo-
logical K-vector spaces, F a topological K-vector space. Any multilinear
transformation from EλxE2x xEn into F is continuous.

Proof. This lemma is well known, and follows from Theorem 2 of
[3, p. 27] just as Corollary 2 of that theorem does.

THEOREM 1. σ(E, Έ?) is a locally m-convex topology on E if and only
if for all geE', the kernel of g contains a iveakly closed ideal of finite
codimension.

Proof. Necessity: Let geE'. Let V be a weakly closed, convex,
equilibrated, iάempotent neighborhood of zero such that Vc:{g}°. Let
L= Γ\ lu-τ(0) \u e V°l Then clearly L^Vϋ\ but since V is weakly closed,
convex, and equilibrated, VQ0=V (see [4]). By Lemma 2 L is a weakly
closed subspace of finite codimension. We assert L is an ideal: Let
# e L, yeE. Choose Γ>0 such that λy e V. For all positive integers
m, λ~ιmxeL; hence mxy={\-λm,χ){λy) e l F C P C F . Hence for aU
positive integers m and any ue V\ \u(mxy)\<l; hence u(xy) = 0 for all
ueV\ so xyeL. Similarly yxeL, so L is an ideal. Now let J=
L f\ g'\0). Then J is a weakly closed subspace of finite codimension
contained in the kernel of g. It remains to show J is an ideal. Now
J^L^V^VyjV^igY hence by Lemma 1 JE^g-τ(0) and EJClg-^O).
Also JEQLE^L and EJ^EL^L. Therefore JE^L f\ g~l(0)=J and

^g-'W^J, so J is an ideal.

Sufficiency: It clearly suffices to show that for all geEf there
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exists an idempotent neighborhood V of zero such that V^{g}°. Let
J be a weakly closed ideal of finite codimension contained in g~ι(0).
Then F=EIJ is a finite-dimensional algebra with a Hausdorίf topology
compatible with the vector space structure of F.' Multiplication is a
bilinear transformation from FxF into F, and hence by Lemma 3
multiplication is continuous. But also, any finite-dimensional, Hausdorff,
ίΓ-vector space has its topology defined by a norm (this follows from
Theorem 2 of [3, p. 27]) and by a familiar property of normed spaces
with a continuous multiplication, the norm may be so chosen that F is
a normed algebra [6, p. 50]. Let φ be the continuous canonical homo-
morphism from E onto F, and let g=goφ. g is continuous on F, so
we may select an idempotent neighborhood U of zero in F such that
veU implies \g(v)\<±. Then V=φ~1(U) is a neighborhood of zero for
σ(E, E'). As U is idempotent and ψ a homomorphism, Fis idempotent.
Finally, if xe V then φ(x)eU, and therefore \g(x)\=\g(φ(x))\<l, so
xe {g}°; hence 7C{ff}°, and the theorem is completely proved.

THEOREM 2. Multiplication in E is continuous for o(E, Ef) if and
only if for all geE', the kernel of g contains a weakly closed subspace
J of finite codimension such that JE and EJ are also contained in the
kernel of g.

Proof. Necessity: Let geE'. Then since {g}° is a neighborhood
of zero, we may choose a weakly closed, convex, equilibrated neigh-
borhood W of zero such that W{JW^{g}°. Let L= Γ\[u~\0)\ue W°].
Then clearly L(ZW00=W, since W is weakly closed, convex, and
equilibrated. By Lemma 2 L is a weakly closed subspace of finite
codimension. Let J=L f\ g-^O). Then J is also a weakly closed sub-
space of finite codimension contained in the kernel of g. Also e/cXc;
W^W^JW^Zlg}0, so by Lemma 1, JE and EJ are contained in the
kernel of g.

Sufficiency: It suffices to show that for any g e E' and any aeE,
there exist neighborhoods W and V of zero in E such that W2£Z{g}°
and Va\JaV<^{g}° ([5, p. 49]). Let I=g-\0) and let J be a weakly
closed subspace of finite codimension contained in / such that EJQJ
and JE^I. Let φ and ψ respectively be the canonical maps from E
onto E\J and from E onto E/L Let g=g°ψ. We assert the map
(φ(x)j φ{y))->Φ(%y) is a well-defined bilinear map from (ElJ) x (E/J) into
E\I\ If x—x' eJ and y—yf e J , then xy—x'yeJE^I and x'y—x'y'e
EJ^I; hence xy — x'yf = (xy—x'y)-h(x'y — x'y')el-hl=l. The map is
therefore well-defined bilinearity is easily seen. Both (E/J) and (Ell)
are finite-dimensional Hausdorff topological K-vector spaces, so by
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Lemma 3 the above bilinear map is continuous. Hence there exists a
neighborhood U of zero in EjJ such that if <p(x), φ{y) e U, then <p(xy) e
{g}°. If W=φ-ι(U), then W is a neighborhood of zero for σ(E, Er)
if x,ye W, then φ(x), φ(y)e U and hence \g(xy)\=\g(Ψ(xy))\<l, so xye
{g}°. Thus W2(^{g}0. Now let aeE. We assert the maps φ(x)-*ψ(ax)
and (̂α?)—>ψ(xa) are well-defined, linear maps from E\J into £7/: For
if x—x'eJ, then ax — ax'eEJ^ZI and xa — x'aeJEQJ, so the maps are
well-defined. Linearity is immediate. Since EIJ and £7/ are finite
dimensional and Hausdorff, again by Lemma 3 these maps are continu-
ous. Hence we may choose a neighborhood P of zero in E\J such that
if φ(x)eP then ψ(ax)9 ψ(xa)e {g}ΰ. Then V=φ-\P) is a neighborhood
of zero for σ(E, E'). If xe V, then φ(x)eP and hence |^(αa?)|=|^(αa?))|
< 1 and similarly \g(xa)\<l. Hence aV\JVaCZ{g}0, and the theorem is
completely demonstrated.

Here is an example of a Banach algebra E with topological dual
E' such that multiplication is not continuous for the associated weak
topology σ(E, E'). Let E be the algebra of all continuous functions
from the compact interval [0, 1] into K with the uniform topology. If

;"(/)= I f(t)dt (dt is the usual Lebesgue complex-valued measure if K
Jo

is the complex numbers), then μeE'. But μ does not satisfy the

restrictions of Theorem 2: Let J be any weakly closed subspace con-

tained in the kernel of μ such that JE£Zμ-ι(0). If feJ, then ffe

JίC/ί-^O) ( / = / if K is the reals); hence \ \f(t)\2dt = 0 and so, since
/ is continuous, / = 0 . Therefore J={0}. But since E1 is infinite-
dimensional, J is not of finite codimension. Hence by Theorem 2,
multiplication is not continuous for σ(E, E1).

2. Algebras of polynomials• If E is any locally m-convex algebra,
Έ' its topological dual, ,/fί(E) is the set of all continuous multiplica-
tive linear forms, ,/?-(E) the set of all nonzero continuous multiplica-
tive linear forms. ,^'{E) and ,//~{E) are topologized as subsets of
E'; σ(E',E).

In [9] Silov proved the following theorems :
(1) If E is a normed C-algebra (C is the complex numbers) with

identity e, generated by e and another element x (that is, if all elements
of E are of form a^e + a^xΛ \-anx

n), then ,^//-(E) is homeomorphic
with a compact subset of C whose complement is connected (2) every
such subset of C arises in this manner.

Here we give elementary analogues of these theorems for locally
m-convex algebras.
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Proposition 1. If E is a locally m-convex Hausdorff algebra generated
by a single element x, then f—>f{x) is a homeomorphism from ^//{E) onto
a subset of K.

Proof. The map is surely continuous and is one-to-one since x
generates E. To show f(x)->f is continuous, it suffices to show /(#)-*
f(z) is continuous for all zeE; but as x generates E it suffices for
this to show f(x)-+f(xn) is continuous for all positive integers n. But
f(xn) = f(x)n, so f(x)—>f{xn) is simply a restriction of the map λ->λn from
K into K, which is surely a continuous map. Hence f->f(x) is a
homeomorphism into K.

Proposition 2. Let E be an algebra over any field F. The set M of
nonzero multiplicative linear forms is a linearly independent subset of E*,
the algebraic dual of E.

Proof. In Theorem 12 of [2, p. 34], Artin proves that if G is a
group, F a field, then the set of all nonzero homomorphisms from G
into the multiplicative semi-group of F is a linearly independent subset
of the vector space ,Vr(G, F) of all functions from G into F. The
proof remains valid if " semi-group " replaces " group" in the state-
ment of the theorem, and thus modified the theorem may be applied
to the multiplicative semi-group of an algebra to yield the desired
result.

Henceforth, K[X] is the i£-algebra of all polynomials in one in-
determinant, E the subalgebra of those without constant term. K[X~\
has a base {βj^o with multiplication table e ^ = ^ + J ; {ejjli is a base
for E. For λ e K we let / λ be the linear form defined on E by:
fλ(e3)=λj. Also for every positive integer i, gt is the linear form de-
fined on E by: ^ ί(e ί)=l, ^(e,) = 0 for j # i .

LEMMA 4. The set of all multiplicative linear forms on E is

Proof. Λ(βA) = Λ(^+*) = ̂ + * = ^ * = Λ ( e J ) / λ ( e t ) . This suffices to
show / λ is multiplicative. Conversely, if / is any multiplicative linear
form, let λ=f(e1). Then for any positive integer i, f(ei)=f(ei) = f(eiy
= λ\ Hence / = / λ .

LEMMA 5. {/λ}λe*fλ#u \J {#*}<! 1 is a linearly independent subset of E*.

n p

Proof. Suppose Σ ^ + Σ f t Λ i = 0 , where the L are distinct

from each other and all different from zero. Then for m^>n, ^(em) = 0
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p

for l<i<n, so Σ βjf\j{em)=~'Q The subspace of E generated by

{e>}JU+i is clearly a subalgebra the restrictions of the fKj, l<j<p,
to this algebra are again clearly distinct from each other and different
from zero. Hence by Proposition 2 applied to this subalgebra, all

βj = O. Hence ^ ^ = 0 ; but ocl=aigi(ei)=y£iaJgJ(ei) = 0f so the lemma

is proved.

LEMMA 6. Let {ΛJΓ=i be a denumerable family of distinct nonzero
elements of K. Then {fλi}?=ι separates the points of E.

Proof. For λφQ, each fλ has a unique extension to a multiplicative
linear form on K[X] obtained by setting fκ(e0)=l. Let α?= Σ?=i α*eι e

£\ Then a?=Σ?-oΛiβ< in JK[X] where αo=O. Suppose fλJ(%) = 0 for
l<^'<n-fl . Then ΣLo^M^O for l<j<n-hl. But the determinant
of the system of linear equations Σ?«oWj=O, I < i < ^ + 1, is

/lΐ λ\ . . . ? j l 1 . . . 1 !

TO j i , . . 3 W ! ί 3 ^ ) ) l ) n I

(this is the Vandermonde determinant). Hence the above system of
linear equations has only the trivial solution, and therefore oct = 09

0<>i<n, and hence x=0. Thus the proof is complete.

Proposition 8. If L is any subset of K containing zero, there is
a Hausdorff, weak locally m-convex topology J/~ on E such that the
canonical map /λ~>x maps ^/S (E) homeomorphically onto L. Further
if L is an infinite set, j7~" may be so chosen that the completion of E
J/7"is semi-simple; and if L is denumerable, J7~is metrizable.

Proof. Case 1: L is finite. Let M=[fλ\λ6L], and let E' be the
subspace of E* generated by {g^^yj M. Clearly E' is a total sub-
space of E*, and so, as E' has a denumerable linear base, o(E, E!) is
a metrizable weak topology on E. To show σ(E, Er) is locally m-convex,
it clearly suffices to show that the condition of Theorem 1 holds for
all members of a base of Ef. The condition holds trivially for all
ue M, since the kernel of ue M is already a weakly closed ideal.
Consider any gh: The linear subspace generated by {ej}^i+ι is clearly
of finite codimension, and the multiplication table shows that it is

i

actually an ideal. Further, it is identical with f\ gi\0) and thus is
fc = l
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weakly closed and contained in the kernel of git Hence by Theorem 1,
o{E, E') is locally m-eonvex. By Lemma 5 the set of all multiplicative
linear forms in Er is M. As the topological dual of E o(E, Ef) is Ef

(see [7]), M is the set of all continuous multiplicative linear forms on
E; σ(E, E'), and by Proposition 1 applied to x=el9 M is homeomorphic
with L.

Case 2: L is infinite. Again let M=[fκ\λeL], and let Ef be the
subspace of E* generated by M. By Lemma 6, JS7r is total. The
condition of Theorem 1 is trivially satisfied by E', so a(E, Ef) is a
Hausdorff, weak locally m-convex topology on E. If L is denumerable,
Ef has a countable base and so σ(E, E') is metrizable. M is again the
set of all continuous multiplicative linear forms on E o(E, E) and is
homeomorphic with L. The completion of E for this topology is E'*
([7]), and as M generates E\ M separates the points of Ef* thus the
completion of E for this topology is semi-simple by Corollary 5.5 of [8].

It is easy to see that E has no divisors of zero and that zero is
the only element having an adverse thus the Jacobson radical is {0}
and E is semi-simple. If, in Proposition 3, L= {0} and the scalar field
is the complex numbers, £ is a commutative, metrizable locally m-
convex algebra with no continuous nonzero multiplicative linear forms
the completion E of E then has no continuous nonzero multiplicative
linear forms and hence by Corollary 5.5 of [8] is a radical algebra.
Thus we have an example of a semi-simple metrizable algebra whose
completion is a radical algebra. This phenomenon is also known even
for normed algebras. For example, an elementary calculation shows
the following is a norm on E:

Σ
l

n-l Π\

||(m — l)!eTO||=l/m->0, so (m — l)lem->0 for this norm topology. But for
any λφO, | / λ ((m-l) ! em)\=(m —1)1 |Λ|m->oo, so fκ is not continuous.
Hence E has no continuous nonzero multiplicative linear forms and so,
assuming the scalar field is the complex numbers, the completion of E
for this norm is a radical algebra.
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GROUP-THEORETIC ORIGIN OF CERTAIN

GENERATING FUNCTIONS

Louis WEISNER

1* Introduction* A linear ordinary differential equation containing
a parameter n may be written in the form

(1.1) L(x,dl(dx), n)v = 0.

Substituting A=ydj(dy) for n, supposing the left member a polynomial
in n, we construct the partial differential operator L=L(x, d\{dx), A)
on functions of two independent variables. This operator is independent
of n and is commutative with A. A solution of the simultaneous equation
Lu=Q, Au=nu, where n is a constant, has the form u=vn(x)yn, where
v=vn(x) is a solution of (1.1). Conversely, if v=vn(x) is a solution of
(1.1), then ιt=vn(x)yn is a solution of the equations Lu = 0, Au = nu.

Now suppose that, independently of the preceding considerations,
we have obtained an explicit solution u=g(x, y) of Lu = 0, and that
from the properties of this function we know that it has an expansion
in powers of y of the form

(1.2) g{χ,y)=ΣQn{χ)y\
n

where n is not necessarily an integer. If termwise operation with L
on this series is permissible, then L annuls each term of the series,
and v=gn(x) is a solution of (1.1). Thus g(x, y) is a generating func-
tion for certain solutions of (1.1). The main problem is to find g(x, y);
its expansion is a detail of calculation.

It is difficult, in general, to find an explicit solution of Lιι = 0,
other than an artificial superposition of the functions vn(x)yn, for which
the generating function reduces to a tautology. However, if the
equation admits a group of transformations besides x' = x, y' = ty (t^O),
it is possible, in many cases, to find a solution which leads to a
significant generating function of the form (1.2). In this paper it
will be shown in detail how generating functions for the hypergeo-
metric functions F( — n, β; γ; x) may be obtained by this method. The
Kummer functions JF^-n; γ; x) and ̂ (α; n + l, x), the Bessel func-
tions Jn{x) and the Her mite functions HJx) admit similar treatment.
The point to be emphasized is that the generating functions so obtained
owe their existence to the fact that the partial differential equation
derived from the ordinary differential equation in the manner described
above is invariant with respect to a nontrivial continuous group of
transformations.
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2* The hypergeometric functions F( — n,β; γ; x). Suppose that γ
is not an integer ; then the hypergeometric equation

(2.1) xil-x)-^ +{r-(a + β + l)x} d v -aβv=0
dx1 dx

has the linearly independent solutions

vι=F(a1 β γ; x), and v^x^Fia-γ + l, β-γ + 1; 2-γ x).

A solution which is regular at # = 0 is a constant multiple of vλ. Sub-
stituting —ydl(dy) for a, so that — a plays the role of the parameter
n of § 1, we construct the operator

Jl+ {γ(β + l)χ} +βy
dxdy dx dy

Setting

(2.2) A=y-*-, B=y
dy

(1 — x) -4-2/ Λ-γ — βx\ ,

dx dy

it may be verified that

xL=CB + A2-h(γ-l)A,
tθ Q\ Γ A T?l Z? Γ Λ ΓΊ Γ* YΓ* 351

where [A, B ] = A B -
It follows from these relations, and may be verified by direct calcula-
tions, that xL is commutative with A, B and C and hence with R==
r1A + r2B-hr3C±r±, where the r 's are arbitrary constants.

The commutator relations (2.3) show that the operators 1, A, B> C
generate a Lie group Γ. The elements of this group may be re-
presented in the form eκ> but are more conveniently expressed as
products of a finite number of the operators eaΛ, eυB, ecG, ed, where α,
by c, d are constants. The operator 1 generates the multiplicative
group of complex numbers, while A generates the group x'=x, yr=ty
(ty^O). We shall use these two trivial groups for purposes of normali-
zation. We find that

(2.4)

& =

{ l + ( x lc(x-l)y} {{l + bc)y-b} ' J 1-cy '

where f(x, y) is an arbitrary function. Since xL is commutative with
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B and C, it follows that if f(x, y) is annulled by L, so is the right
member of (2.4).

3* Conjugates sets of generators of the first order* The main
problem with which we shall be concerned is that of solving the
simultaneous partial differential equations Lu=0, Ru=0, where R==
r.ιA + r.zB-\-r3C-t-ri, for all choices of the ratios of the coefficients except
r 1 = r 2 = r 3 = 0 . A great deal of labor is saved by the following observa-
tion : If S is an element of the group Γ of § 2, then SRS'1 has the
same form as R; and if u is annulled by L and R, then Su is annulled
by L and SRS'1. It is therefore sufficient for our purpose to find the
functions annulled by L and one operator from each of the conjugate
classes into which the operators R fall with respect to Γ; and to apply
Γ to these functions.

For any two linear operators X and Y with a common domain of
operands, we have the formal expansion

β ' Ύ β - ^ Σ ~[X, Γ]*,

fc = 0 k\

where

[X, F]o = Γ, [X, Yl=XY-ΫX, and [X, Γ]Λ=[X, [X, F]fc_J,

(fc=2,3,...)

Hence, utilizing (2.3), we have

(3.1) eaΛBe-aA=e-aB, eaACe~aA=eaC,

(3.2) β^Aβ-^A + δB, ebBCe~bβ= -2bA-b2B + C-bγ,

(3.3) ecCAe-cC=A-cC, e c c r J5e- c c r

Despite the use of infinite series in the derivation of these operator
identities, no questions of convergence arise in their application to an
operand. An arbitrary function f(x, y), whose partial derivatives of
the first order exist, is converted by the left member of each of these
identities into a function expressed in closed form with the aid of (2.4),
while the right member involves only a finite number of terms.

From the preceding identities we have

(3.4) (e^e'ηAie^e^y^il + 2bc)A + bB-c(l + b

It follows that R is a conjugate of λA + a, for suitable choices of the
constants λ and α, except when r? + 4r2r3 = 0. In that case it may be
inferred from (3.3) and

(3.5) (eBe-c)B(eBe-c)-'=-C
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that R is a conjugate of λB-^a. Since only the ratios of the coefficients
of R are essential, we shall choose λ=l.

4- Generating functions* The general solution of the simultaneous
partial differential equations Lu=Q, (A + a)u=0, is a linear combination,
with constant coefficients, of

ιι1--=y-ΛF(a, β; γ x), ui=y-Λxι'yF(cί — r + 1, β-γ + l; 2-γ x).

It follows from (3.4) that the general solution of the equations

is a linear combination, with constant coefficients, of

GL(x, y)==(l-cyy+^{(l + bc)y-b}-«{li-c(x--l)y}-eF(a, β; γ; ξ),

where ξ is given by (2.4). It is sufficient to consider only Gu as the
expansion of Gλ in powers of y may be obtained from that of GL by
simple substitutions.

If 6=0, we normalize by choosing c = l , so that

9 β; γ; • (

X

CO

This function has an expansion of the form Σ QnΦW1'*' ^ s noted in

§ 1, gn(x) must be a solution of (2.1) with a replaced by a — n. Since
gn(x) is regular at the origin it must be a constant multiple of F(oc — n,
β\ γ; x). The constant is determined by setting x=0. Thus

(4.1) ( l - y ) " + β - y { l + ( x - l ) v } - β F ( a 9 β γ; X

(a — n, β; γ x)yn,

where xφ\, |?/|<min(l, |1 — x\~ι). The region of convergence is deter-
mined by examining the singularities of the left member.

Similarly, if δ = l and c=0, we obtain

(4.2) (l-y)-'F(a, β γ;--^-)= Σ (a + 1~1)F{-n,fl; r x)y\

|2/I<min(l, ll-^l"1), (Feldheim [1. p. 120]).

If bcφQ, we set b=-—ιv~\ c = l , and obtain
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(4.3) (l-y)'*ii-y{l + (w-l}y}-l'{l + (x-ΐ)y}-βF(ct, β γ ζ)

(-n' a'ϊ' w)F{-n, β γ x)t= Σ

|l-α|-1, \l-w\-\ \l-x\-ι\l-w\-1).

The required coefficient in the right member is readily obtained since
the left member is unaltered by the permutation (aβ)(wx). The special
case w=0 is due to Feldheim [1, p. 120].

In accordance with the analysis of § 3, we next examine the
simultaneous equations Lu=0, Bu=—u. The general solution of the
latter is u = elJf(xy) and is annulled by L if f(X) satisfies the ordinary
differential equation

Comparing with Kummer's equation

dxz dx

it follows that u is a linear combination, with constant coefficients, of

(4.4) u^e^Fiβ γ; -xy), ui=ev(-xy)ι-τ'F(β-r +1 2-r -

where the customary indices in Kummer's function have been omitted.
The first of these functions is regular at x=0, and we obtain

(4.5) e»F(β γ - xy) = Σ \ F( - nf β γ x)yn

(Humbert [2, p. 64]).
Substituting —wy for y in the first of the functions (4.4), we

obtain e~wyF(β γ wxy) which is annulled by L and B — w. Operating
on this function with eG, as suggested by (3.3) with c=l, we obtain
the left member of

(4.6) (i-y)β- \

= YuLTι\w)F{-n, β γ; x)yn, \v\<mm (1, \l-x\~J).

The required coefficient in the right member is obtained by setting
#=0 and comparing with a known generating function for the Laguerre
polynomials (Szego [4, p. 97]),
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By (3.5) and (4.4)

eBe-°{e*F(β γ -xy)}=exp {l-y'ι}yy(l-x)-βF(β γ ~~x \
\ y{l-x)J

is the only linearly independent solution of Lu=0, Cu=u that is regular
at x=0. Its expansion, when simplified, reads

(4.7) e»(l-α?)-^F(/3; γ : xy ) = Σ - - f F ( r + w, β γ; x)yn , (xφΐ)
\ 1 — χ/ n-o n\

We have now obtained, in normalized form, a solution of the
simultaneous equations Lu = 0, (rτA-hr2B + rόC+r4)21=0 for each admis-
sible choice of the r's, and its expansion in powers of y. Most of the
solutions are expansible in other regions of the ?/-plane than those
noted hence other generating functions may be obtained. For ex-
ample, the left member of (4.2) may be written

β;λ; x

except for a numerical factor. This function has an expansion valid
for M > 1 . The result, when simplified by cancelling y~* and replacing
y by y-\ reads

(l-y)-«F(a, β γ ; / - ) = Σ i ^ l " 1 V ( α + n, β γ; x)y» ,

M<min(l, 11 — 071).

5 Application to ultraspherical polynomials. Special cases of some
of the preceding formulas, involving ultraspherical polynomials, may be
obtained by means of the representation

n •' ' - n' λ ' Δ λ ' l ~ e >'

which may be established by comparing the differential equations
satisfied by the two members of this equation. Thus we obtain from
(4.3)

= ^ / « + 7i-i )pw(Cos φ)P^(cos θ)yn , \y|<|eiί±tt±β)\.

Ossicini [3] expresses the left member in terms of Legendre functions
of the second kind, while Watson [5] expresses the result, for Λ = l/2,
in terms of elliptic integrals.
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